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Freshman Entrepreneur Showcased on Montel Williams Show
When Julia La Roche (CIO)

applied to college, she was probably

the only prospect who put herself

down as the CEO of her own company.

She definitely was the only entering

freshman who could claim to have won
$20,000 for inventing a new product.

Now La Roche is in New York being

featured on the Montel Williams Show
to talk about her entrepreneurship.

The product La Roche invented

with her younger sister is called Flea

Tea which, in the words of La Roche,

"safely and effectively kills fleas on

cats and dogs without harmful side

effects.'*

The idea for Flea Tea originated

when La Roche's cat Priscilla had fleas

and the two sisters could not find a

harmless treatment to get the job done.

"After using a topical commercial flea

treatment, Priscilla became sick. My
sister and I then tried a shampoo which

caused Priscilla to lose a lot of fur. By
that time, it was necessary that my
sister and I find another alternative that

was safe," said La Roche.

After researching, the La Roche

sisters created the product. La Roche

describes the product as an "herbal

and mineral remedy bath tea made of a

dozen ingredients from three different

continents that is uniquely packaged in

a large tea bag."

As State President of the Virginia

Future Business Leaders of America,

La Roche learned about an invention

showcase competition at the National

Press Club in Washington D.C. The La

Roche sisters not only placed first in

By Alex Pappas
the showcase, but also took home the for her two day trip. The show was
$20,000 prize money. taped on a Thursday morning in New

La Roche plans to use the money to York City at CBS studios. La Roche
upstart the company. "The prize money was accompanied by her little sister
is currently invested in a money market and her mom.

Freshman Julia LaRoche accepting the $20,000 prize for her invention "Flea Tea.

"

account. My sister and I plan to use the

money to bring Flea Tea to the market

soon," she said.

Ever since winning the competition,

Flea Tea has continued to garner

attention. On September 18, La Roche

received a call from her dad who told

her that Montel Williams wanted her to

appear on his show. "At first I was in

disbelief, and I'm still in shock that this

is really happening," said La Roche.

La Roche flew out of Chattanooga

New International and Global Studies

Program Debuts This Year

The start of the

semester brought a new department

with it: International and Global

Studies. This department will offer 8

new majors divided into two sets: Area

and Global Studies. Area Studies will

focus, as the name implies, on a specific

region and it's position in larger global

interactions. Africa, Latin American,

Francophone World, Hispanic World,

Germany, and Russia comprise the

Area Studies set of majors, and the last

four are language intensive. The Global

Studies set, on the other hand, will

emphasize interconnected economic,

political, and cultural systems vis-a-

vis Global Relations or International

Development.

Dr. Charles Brockett, department

chair, provides this insight: "Sewanee

has long had strong course offerings

in the international area but they

were packaged into a series of small

independent majors that were often

missed by prospective students,

confused prospective employers,

and sometimes isolated the majors

themselves. In addition to overcoming

these problems, the new International

and Global Studies major offers our

By Joseph Leray

2006 Advent students greater programmatic choice

and flexibility yet within anew structure

that should provide greater coherence

and a stronger identity on campus."

The result of the new IGS major is

that a few of the old majors have been

because obsolete and will no longer be

offered, namely the Social Sciences

and Foreign Language studies,

according to Dr. Scott Wilson, chair of

the Political Science department. He

also remarks that the "transition hasn't

been completely smooth."

However, the general consensus

seems to be positive, as Wilson

mentions that he has a large number

of students come into his office to ask

about the new major.

The IGS department has been "a

long time coming," says Brockett.

"There have been discussions for many

years, and there was the beginning of

a concerted effort in this direction at

least 10 years ago."

The new IGS program will be more

attractive to prospective students and

employers because it "makes more

visible what we are doing," says

Brockett. "Programs in International

(Continued on page 2)

Not surprisingly, there are perks for

going on a nationally televised show.

"The show is paying for my travel

expenses, room, food, and they are

doing my hair and make-up before the

show," La Roche said prior to leaving

for New York.

La Roche had to prepare in several

ways for the show. On the Saturday

before she flew to New York, a

videographer from Chattanooga shot

footage of La Roche in the Tuckaway

common room. About forty minutes of

footage was taped; however, La Roche
says the Montel Williams Show will

cut it down to around one minute long.

The producers also gave her sample

questions so she could have an idea of

the type of questions Montel would

ask on the show. Even further, she was
given some television fashion advice.

"I still am debating what to wear on the

show. The producers told me not to

wear white or black on top."

La Roche expects the show (which

will air in about two weeks ) to contribute

to a large boost in Flea Tea's business.

"I believe that there is a large market

of pet owners who are concerned about

using harsh chemicals on their animals.

Since Flea Tea is all-natural, gentle, and

effective, that group of people would

love to use this product. Being on the

show should help increase awareness

of the product."

While the Montel Williams Show
is going to focus on Flea Tea, it is not

the La Roche sisters' only invention.

The duo also created a product (which

received fifth place in the same

competition) named the Doggy Den/

Kitty Cave. "The product is a pet house

that looks like a boulder hollowed out

with a door. It blends naturally into

landscaping and has a heated floor for

the winter," said the freshman.

The La Roches have patented both

inventions and. according to Julia,

plan on inventing more products in the

future. Their company, Flea-Tea Ltd,

has a website under construction at

www.fleatea.com.

Harvard Ends Early Admission;

Is Sewanee Next?
By Jacob Moore

For must students on the Mountain,

the college admissions process is

something seldom thought about.

At best, the nerve-racking decisions

made by students and colleges across

the nation, alternately fulfilling and

crushing dreams are part of a process

we'd just as soon forget. But the

admissions process at some of the top

schools might be changing, and with it,

the face of colleges across the country.

On September 1

1

th
, Harvard University

announced that it would be cutting Early

Action from their admissions process.

Early Action and Early Decision are

application systems that let high school

seniors get the application process over

and done with by the first semester, so

that they know where they're going

by spring. Early Decision requires

that a student enter into a contractual

agreement to attend that school should

he or she be accepted, while there's

no such obligation with Early Action.

However, Harvard and a few other

top schools use a system called "Early

Action Single Choice." Under this,

there is no obligation to attend the

school, but the student is asked not to

apply through Early Action to any other

school. This means Harvard basically

had Early Decision in practice if not in

name.

Critics have accused this system of

hurting diversity and catering to the

white and affluent, given that they are

more likely to take advantage of the

option. Dean David Lesesne explained

the phenomenon. The fear is that at

many Universities the students who go

for Early Decision are less concerned

about financial aid, since they are

committing to one school and not

shopping around for the better package.

Furthermore, admissions counselors

at the more elite prep schools tend to

encourage the Early Decision process

with the thinking that students have

a better chance at getting in. While

it is true that the acceptance rate at

most universities is higher for Early

Decision, the reasons can be deceptive.

For one, the students that apply early

tend to come from better schools and be

better prepared for college. In addition,

many admissions departments feel just

as relieved by the early application

process as the students do. This is true

especially of small universities that

(Continued on page 2)
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have to work to get their freshman

class and could be more eager to

accept an early applicant. Colleges

get the advantage when they accept

someone that's contractually obligated

not to attend another school, a slightly

more attractive option than the regular

process, which for Sewanee means a

yield of about one new freshman for

every three students accepted.

Another reason for the advantage of

Early Decision, and a main problem

with it, is the self-perpetuating cycle

that it creates. Say a University manages

to fill half of its freshman class by

December through Early Decision. At

this point, it becomes twice as hard for

the regular applicants to get a spot, and

the bar becomes raised to get in. If the

admissions department miscalculates

the curve of applicants, they may end

up with two different standards to get

in. This makes it harder for the lower

income students who don't have the

benefits of shrewd college counselors

or the luxury to make a commitment

without considering the financial

aid. Furthermore, the knowledge that

students have to enroll at a school may

tempt Universities to offer less financial

aid, since they don't have to compete

with the packages other schools might

be offering the student.

So is this a problem at Sewanee?

According to Dean Lesesne, it is not.

"I don't think it has been detrimental

Sewanee Admissions

(Continuedfrom page 1)

to diversity," Lesesne explained,

especially since only 18% of this year's

applicants used the Early Decision

process. Sewanee doesn't encourage

students to use Early Decision as much

as other Universities do. Furthermore,

in a recent report Lesesne sent to the

Vice Chancellor regarding the subject,

"...our acceptance rate was 51% for

ED [Early Decision] compared to

70% for all applicants. Both of these

statistics are counter to most other

institutions and national trends."

Furthermore, financial aid is kept

separate from admissions to prevent

the kind of tactical shortchanging that

might happen with other schools' Early

Decision programs. He went on to

point out that the class of 2010 has a

higher than usual proportion of multi-

cultural students, reaching twelve

percent. At Sewanee, a student isn't

more likely to get in through the Early

Decision process than elsewhere, and

once again, we stand as an exception

to the rule. When asked if he thought

Sewanee would follow the Ivy Leagues

in any admissions changes, he pointed

out, "[While] the top ten percent gets

all the media attention, [their decisions]

might not be relevant to the rest of

the country." Student populations

may change at other institutions, but

Sewanee seems to be moving at its

own pace.

New Majors

(Continuedfrom page 1)

Studies and Global Studies are found

at the the best schools in the country."

Another consideration was that

Sewanee 's previous programs — Social

Sciences and Foreign Languages —

"seemed out-dated and out of step with

the way people talk about the world,"

according to Wilson. Continuing along

this line of reasoning, Brockett explains

that "a full set of choices was available

in different departments, but the world

and many of its issues and problems

don't fall niceley into categories."

The interdisciplinary nature

of the IGS major is indicative of

"the shrinking world" and an ever-

globalizing economy and political

landscape. Wilson uses the World

Trade Organization as an example:

"It's hard to talk about state power

without multinational companies.

There's a natural linkage between

interdisciplinary elements." He

concludes that the IGS major "makes

a lot of sense."

While he noted that the International

and Global Studies major will provide

students with a perception of the global

relations that is in step with present

political and economic realities,

Brockett also emphasized that the

program is "creating more options, not

shutting them down, in an area that

will be of increasing importance in the

years ahead."
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LOCAL NEWS

Moonshine Maggie's Saloon is Songwriter's Heaven
By Ashley Logdson

I attended a rehearsal dinner in the Southern woman from the Alabama
Assembly a few weeks ago, and after coast that recently moved to a little

all the toasts and formalities and best log cabin on a bluff in Monteagle. In
wishes, the wedding party was looking Alabama, she worked in the famous

Page 3

Moonshine Maggie 's Saloon attracts both known and unknown musical acts.

for a place to unwind. I suggested Phi

Society— they were having a band that

night, but the bride and groom and

their mid-to-later twenties friends were

a little reluctant to crash the Frats. So,

we headed to Moonshine Maggie's

Saloon, which is where the Assembly

kids hang out when they come to visit.

I sat at the bar listening to live

music and chatting with the chef who
offered to make me a fresh papaya

mango salad with grilled chicken. The
next morning I also met Maggie, the

owner, who had found my wallet and

held onto it for me. I later spoke with

Maggie and her new partner about the

business' premise and philosophy, and

we even got a little personal:

Moonshine Maggie's is located

in Monteagle, right before you get

to the Assembly, in the space where

Tubby 's used to be. Perhaps only the

upperclassmen remember Tubby 's

Music Club: but at one time, Tubby's

was the site of KA Convivium along

with other Sewanee parties.

But Moonshine Maggie's has no

correlation whatsoever to Tubby's. In

fact, the bar has been struggling since

opening day to kick the reputation that

Tubby's acquired in its short time of

operation.

Moonshine Maggie's gets its name

from the owner, Maggie, a sweet

Songwriters' Club, Flora-bama

Lounge, where she got to know all the

great songwriters of her era, including

Sunny Throckmorton and Rock

Killough. These writers are responsible

for the hits of Johnny Cash, Sammy
Curshaw and Randy Travis, to name a

few. Throckmorton and Killough are

scheduled to perform in October.

She also met the songwriter

Hawkshaw Hawkins, Jr. while in

Alabama. At the time he was married,

and they were only friends. But after

his separation, and with the notion that

Maggie could use some help getting

things rolling in Monteagle, Hawkins

moved to be with her here on the

mountain. They're living together

now, happy as can be, and between the

two of them keep the bar running 14

hours a day, everyday.

When Maggie leased the old

Tubby's space and Hawkins arrived

on the mountain, they gutted what

used to be Tubby's to make the

ultimate songwriter's saloon. In

fact, one MySpace user posted on

Moonshine Maggie's comment board:

it's "Nashville's greatest getaway, feel

good, sound awesome Saloon East of

the Mississippi". There's a 20 inch

subwoofer under the stage that you

can't hear but you can feel, so people

can still talk and hang out while they

listen to music.

On Thursday nights, Open Mic Night

draws community members, Sewanee
professors, and a few Sewanee students

that want to play their original songs or

just hang out and drink beer. Moonshine
Maggie's has 21 imported beers and a

ton of domestic choices— but sorry, no

moonshine. "On occasion", Hawkins
explains, "friends from the industry

drop by, like John Anderson and Trick

Pony". Tim McGraw and Kenny
Chesney are also personal friends of

Hawkins', but their appearances on
stage will be unadvertised,

Hawkins has recently added a

recording studio, which will allow the

bar to make live recordings, mix songs

and press CDs.

Does the name Hawkshaw Hawkins

ring any bells? You may know him as a

songwriter. He has written 400 songs;

a few of which have been recorded by

Hank Williams, Jr., Ronnie McDowell,

and other independent artists.

Or perhaps you are familiar with

Hawkins, Jr. through his mother.

Legendary Grand Ole Opry singer

Jean Shepard, who is performing this

Saturday at Maggie's.

However, you may be thinking of

his father, Hawkshaw Hawkins, Sr.

Also a songwriter, Hawkins Sr. wrote

the number one hit "Lonesome 77203".

Hawkins, Sr. died in a plane crash with

Patsy Cline when Shepard was eight

months pregnant. Hawkins, Jr. never

got to meet his father, and explains,

"My father was scheduled to ride on a

commercial flight, but gave his ticket to

Billy Walker when they got word that

Walker's father had suffered a heart

attack. [Hawkins, Sr.] rode with Patsy

Cline on a small plane, and neither

survived the crash."

So, what do Sewanee students think

about Moonshine Maggie's? Well, Will

Giese doesn't know where it is. Others

haven't been inside. But one of the

seniors who have taken the opportunity

to go down there on Thursdays and jam
out says that "they've got an awesome
sound system and a great space. The
audience is receptive, respectful and
a lot of fun." Maggie has made a

big effort to draw a reputable crowd,

including the Mayor and the bank

president. Anna Ransler had lunch at

Maggie's and rave about the food. "It's

the best food on the mountain". Anna
had chicken fingers and fries and her

friend had a hamburger. The menu also

features Rib eye Steak and Pork Chops.

I've also found out that if you're polite,

the chef will make you whatever you

want, as was my case with the tropical

salad concoction. He loves to cook

and has an impressive resume. He told

me the night after the rehearsal dinner

that he considers his food "comparable

to Pearls and High Point, without the

ritzy prices." Anna agrees.

So that's the update on Moonshine

Maggie's Saloon. Maggie is delightful

and sharp. Hawkshaw Hawkins has

a passion for songwriting and a lot

of connections. The atmosphere is

friendly; the food is good. Sounds like

the right combination for a successful

bar to me.

The Saloon is both for the young and the young in heart.

The Q's Void to Be Filled After Winter Break
By Zach Gerth

Every day at Sewanee, we are faced

with decisions that we don't want to

make: pizza or hotdog; sandwich or

cereal; salad or. . .pasta? The longer we
stay at Sewanee, the more monotonous

the choices at McClurg become, leaving

us with only two other dining options. A
student can make the drive into town for

fast food or down the Mountain where

the Bell always strikes satisfaction, or

we can exercise our God and school

given flex dollars at the Pub. While

both options are mentally stimulating

and physically delicious, the typical

Sewanee student will exhaust both of

these options quickly.

When we come back from Winter

Break, however, the taste buds of

Sewanee students everywhere will

have an alternative to McClurg,

Monteagle, and the Pub. Sewanee

Dining is installing a new restaurant

in the unoccupied space where the "Q"

used to be. The restaurant, nameless

as of yet, will take flex dollars and

will be a drastic departure from the

greasy drunk-food of the Pub, the only

other flex-dollar taking institution on

campus.

The new restaurant will feature a

food, and an upscale deli, replete with

Boar's Head meats and cheeses, and

students will be able to build their

own sandwiches. The restaurant will

also feature items such as pre-made

grilled chicken and artichoke salads,

parfaits, and up-scale pizzas. In other

words, students will be able to buy

food that they can't get anywhere else

on campus.

The restaurant will be open from

11 a.m. until 10 p.m. Monday through

Saturday and will feature an ethnic

entree such as a curry dish or sushi

remains the possibility for expansion.

The restaurant will not deliver because

students, on average, ordered delivery

only twice a month, generally when it

was raining.

Students should feel free to check

out Sewanee Dining's website for more

information, at www.campusdish.com/

en US/CSS/Sewanee. Students can also

add to their flex dollar accounts online,

or at the Sewanee Dining offices in the

upstairs of McClurg. Students receive

an additional 10% of whatever they

deposit on their flex accounts for free.

California kitchen, a more healthier on a weekly basis. The initial plans

kitchen that specializes in organic call for seating for about 35, but there
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Police Blotter: Parent's Weekend
By Alex Pappas

was a shouting match that occurred

between several students and some

alums. It appears the alums stole two

cases of beer out of a fraternity house

and put it in a student's dorm room.

However, Parrott said the situation

was quickly diffused and the beer was

returned.

On a more positive note, Parrott said

that this was the first weekend of the

year where the Police Department did

not cite any trash or noise violations.

"It looks like everyone did a good job

and we appreciate it."

The chief also said that Upper Class

Shake Day went without any problems.

Other than several alcohol related

offenses, the day did not seem out of

the ordinary. "Upper Class Shake is

usually low-key," he said.

In other news, the Police Chief said

the police department is continuing to

write citations for unregistered cars.

"It's been over 30 days of school, and

there's no excuse for not having a car

registered. I caution everyone to get

a decal for their car," Parrott said. He

also warned that summer school decals

are expired and cars with those decals

will be cited.

With Fall Party Weekend

approaching, this recent decrease

in action may end. However, Chief

Parrott thanked the student body for

cooperating with the Police Department

over the last few weeks. "It makes our

job a lot easier."

Cartoon Strip Launches from Sewanee

By Davis Mauldin

Little Jimmy wants to be just like his dad

Since the fiasco of the Sewanee

Creeper has ended, the Sewanee Police

Department has seen a sharp decrease

in action, according to Chief Parrott.

"Since Creeper, it's been quiet," the

chief said.

One may have expected the last

two weekends to have kept the Police

Department busy, but Parrott said that

was not the case. He said that both

Upper Class Shake Day weekend and

Parent's Weekend went exceptionally

well, violation wise. "We had a

good parent's weekend. Not a lot of

mischief," he said. "There may have

been a lot going on, but we didn't hear

about it."

The only out of the ordinary situation

Fueled by their deep love of the

South and having grown weary of the

stereotype portraying most Southerners

as ignorant, gap-toothed rednecks,

Davis Mauldin (St. Andrew's 1964

and soon-to-be Sewanee resident) and

Joe Ruisi are launching a cartoon strip

called "ilovedixie.com." Dee and Henry,

the strip's main characters, seek to

"put-a-whuppin'on" the mean-spirited,

inaccurate image that has been sold to

large sections of the nation regarding

the good folks from the South.

Ike, a black, middle aged, pharmacist,

and Henry, a white, 50ish, entrepreneur,

are close friends and proud, lifelong

Southerners. They love Dixie and

wax eloquent about the blessings of

living south of the Mason-Dixon line.

Frequently, they poke fun at Yankees

and their perceptions that are off base.

Their comments range from good

natured humor to country wisdom to

politically incorrect commentary.

Frequently listening in, Henry's

hound dog Wallace interrupts his

perpetual snooze to offer pithy doggie

commentary in thought balloons.

The inherent goodness of Southern

culture and values has been ridiculed

too long in favor of race baiting and

attacks on family, heritage, and history.

Ike and Henry - with Wallace's help

- are on a mission to revive Southern

pride and to preserve and celebrate

all that is good and positive about the

South.

To receive a free weekly cartoon log

on to www.ilovedixie.com and signup.

ilovedixie.com

r\&r*\
Southern by the Grace of God

*\** 4~ \ Davis Mauldin

Cartoon Creator

"i P.O. Box 14

i^^H^^^Mfl^ft^B^^^^^^^E^i |fcu Sewanee, TN 37375¥ 931-392-4412(0)

405-740-1560 (C)

thecommander@ilovedixie.com

Sign up for a FREE weekly cartoon at:

http ://www . i lovedixie .com

A Bright Future: A Review of the Freshman Showcase

By Tim Cobb

The Freshmen Showcase is an

annual exhibition of both the acting

and technical abilities of the newest

students at Sewanee and the directing

abilities of the upperclassmen. The

show consists of several short one-

act productions, each of them about

ten minutes in length. Each 'scene' is

directed by a different upperclassmen,

and each stars only freshmen. This

year's showcase was September 22nd

and 23 rd
, and despite a misprint on the

program entitling the performance the

'Freshman Showcase,' as opposed the

proper spelling 'freshmen,' the show

was very good.

The night started off with the

production entitled "Cover," written

by Jeffrey Sweet, and directed by Tony

Castelli. In this show Bryan Hinkle

plays Frank, a rather submissive but

good hearted young businessman

whom recently received his own office,

and his more charismatic old pal Marty,

played by Buck Hinkle. Both actors had

an interesting discourse that showed

off their abilities to portray opposing

personalities. They are soon joined by

Marty's girlfriend Diana, played by

Rebecca Fowler, a strong woman wary

of her boyfriend's fidelity. This show is

a comedy of errors waiting to happen,

but they never actually happen. The

show starts with the client situation of

one friend asking another to cover for

him by lying to his girlfriend, to which

the other friend begrudgingly agrees.

What ensues is some bad lying and the

truth almost being uncovered several

times, but surprisingly in the end, not.

The liars get away with it, at least in

the scene the audience witnesses. This

scene is a surprisingly fresh breath of air

for an old situation. Hinkle in particular

gave a great performance as a smooth

ladies' man with a silver tongue, but

also a fear of being discovered by his

significant other.

Next came a brilliantly written and

envisioned show called "Downtown,"

written by Jeffrey Hatcher and directed

by Amanda Meador. This show was

spectacular on many levels, and was

particularly well acted. The three

characters Brett, J, and Saskia (played

by Richard Jennings, Jessica Wyrick,

and Zoe Stein, respectively) were

animated and entertaining as they

showed us the hypocritical and arrogant

sides of the artistic world. The three are

writers with slightly varying levels of

success. The scene opens with them

sitting and smoking in a nightclub.

They make snide comments about the

visitors to the club and banter about the

current pop scene in New York. They

eventually try to one up each other by

talking about their published works,

and as it turns out, they have fallen into

the trap of regurgitating other peoples

work as their own, just the crime they

condemned all the other artists for. All

this leads to the final revelation that

leaves the audience in stitches; the

characters are not successful artists

at all, they work as waiters in the

nightclub. The performances in this

show were very entertaining and the

actors seemed to grasp their characters

well.

The third show, "Intermission,"

was written by Daniel Meltzer and

directed by Kate Leslie. This show

follows a young writer, played by Ben

Derbes, through the intermission of

his first show to hit Broadway. Derbes

performance is subtle; he plays a skilled

writer that's nervous about his show.

Daniel McKelvey portrays a typical

in-your-face showbiz director with

pizzazz, and Sarah Walker and Whitney

Johnson wonderfully play gossiping

audience members. Amelia Maxham
is a non-abrasive, self-sufficient young

woman who eventually strikes up a

conversation with the writer. In the

end they have planted the seeds of a

relationship, when the star actress of

the writer's show enters briefly. She

exacts her retribution on the writer for

their love affair gone sour in the form of

a glass of water, in what is an excellent

comedic ending.

The final part of the Freshmen

Showcase was a show entitled "Apres

Opera." This show took place in an

opera themed restaurant and began

with a laugh as Peter, played by Andy

Parker, tested his endurance by fire

(it is funnier than it sounds). Peter

and Laurel, the waitress, played by

Genie Leslie, exchange some comedic

dialogue, and then they are joined by

his ex-lover Karen and her new fiance

Duncan. Karen (Natalie Wilson), it is

soon discovered, wants one last fling

with Peter because her soon to be

husband Duncan (Nelson Berry) is a

narcoleptic and thus cannot meet all of

her needs. Nelson stole this show with

his physical comedy. In the middle of

a line he would simply fall asleep and

they audience would erupt in laughter.

The interaction between the characters,

especially between Karen and sleeping

Duncan, were masterfully done.

Overall, the Freshmen Showcase

was a success. From the acting to the

directing to the lights, sound and set

changes, it was a good show. If there

had been some more time to polish up

a few rough areas, it would have been

a spectacular show. If there is one thing

the audience brought away from this

show, it was that there is a bright future

for Sewanee 's theatre department.



Tips to Escape the Inevitable Depression the

Sewanee Rain and Fog will Impose Upon
Your Countenance

By Sam Currin

As many of you know, the months

between October and March are usually

ones that are frequented by what I like

to call "depression weather." Although

the depression weather (fog, rain,

plagues of locusts, etc.) at Sewanee is

so bad during these times, it is offset

by the usually amazing and uplifting

weather during the first two months at

school, and the last two, culminating

in the Sewanee spring, perhaps my
favorite time/season ever.

When I was a senior in high school,

and I knew I wanted to go to Sewanee,

I realized that I had never visited. So,

I decided to come up one weekend

and stay with a friend that I knew.

Somehow, a mother (my house was

always flocking with various mothers,

"LeaveSewanee once

a month...

It's always good to

get off the Domain>»

and I attribute much of my behavior as

a response to growing up with 10 or

15 mother figures) warned me of the

dreaded "Sewanee fog." I shrugged it

off, and, having been driving alone for

nearly two years at this point, I headed

up Friday afternoon with a sleeping

bag and high hopes. By the time I took

exit 134, I could see only four or five

feet in front of me. Needless to say, it

took me 30 minutes to find the campus

(which does have a certain degree of

'beauty' to it when it looks like God

has tossed a can of white paint on it).

The weekend was a blast (as most are),

and I was hooked.

Exactly one year later, I was thrust

into a five month period (broken up by

an almost one month Christmas break)

of total and utter depression brought

on by the seemingly unconquerable

Sewanee fog. However, memories of

spring brought me through it, and I've

developed some tips for all students

(mostly new freshman and bipolar

women) to help combat the state of

mind that a winter in Sewanee will

impose upon a student.

1. RESIST THE URGE TO
DRINK MORE: This is absolutely

imperative! Because you are stuck in

your room for days and even weeks at

a time without seeing the sun, it is very

tempting to drown yourself in the bottle.

This will only make things worse,

and when students emerge from their

dens in the spring like Punxsutawney

Phil, your friends will probably not

recognize you (common symptoms

include: 'Byrne neck,' 'Craig-belly,'

and 'Morrell grease hair').

2. Leave Sewanee once a

month: It's always good to get off

of the Domain, and if not for the sole

purpose of remembering that there are

other people out there, then simply to

see the sun again, and be reminded of

its existence. Some possible excursions

include, daytrip to Chattanooga for

Mojo Burritos, Wal-mart in Winchester,

and historic civil war battlefield tours

in Chickamauga (can be skewed as an

extra credit opportunity if portrayed in

the correct light).

3. Get out of your dorm,
accumulate your depression with

others: A very intelligent man once

wrote in a book that "The worst thing

in the world is having to endure a

hangover alone." It's a miracle, but

being depressed with a few people is

not nearly as bad as being depressed

alone. I suggest that you have sessions

at least once a week in which you meet

in a room with four or five people, and

take turns talking about how depressed

you are, how bad the weather is, the last

time you saw a girl in a skirt, and how
many more months the fog is going

to descend upon us. The same can be

applied to a hangover.

4. Cry: Perhaps the best solution

to all of this is a good old cry. The

most beneficial people to cry to are

sympathetic girls and your parents. I

find that a simple whimper in a phone

conversation with parents will almost

always result in a care package within

the next two weeks. I've heard it said

that grown men never cry, and although

I am under strict orders to never reveal

the identities ofsaid sobbers, I have seen

the majority of men on this campus,

myself included, cry on a Sunday night

in February because of the darkness.

Gerrit Lansing is a particularly heavy

crier.

5. Read recreationaUy: It's

important to remember that there

is MUCH more to Sewanee than

academics, and especially during the

winter months when it seems that all

we are doing is schoolwork, drinking,

and crying. I've found that a good book,

especially ahappy one, can momentari ly

transport you out of your depression

and into the happy, sunny times of the

characters (this is also a much better

alternative to drinking usually).

For men, a dirty romance novel. For

women, Sports Illustrated or a science

fiction thriller. Winter is the time to

figure out the other sex, so that when

Spring rolls around, and the hormones

begin to surge like the darkening smoke

of Mount Aetna over the peninsula of

Pelorus,
1 you will be properly ready

to present yourself as a potential mate,

having survived the terrors of the

Sewanee Fog.

Thus, a quick guide to surviving

the winter at Sewanee. I wish you all

the best of luck, and in the event of

utter despair and discontent, find a

psychology major, and impose your

laments onto them.

Footnote:

1 Milton. Paradise Lost. Footnote

about Book I, lines 231-237. Satan is

chained on the burning lake of fire.

Ouch.
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Behind the Lens:

An Exclusive Interview With
Lynn Hutchinson

ByNedClinard

Similar to the continuous glare of say that it's been for good or ill?

the eyes of Dr. T.J. Eckleburg over A: I'm not sure. Mostly for good I

West Egg in The Great Gatsby, Lynn think.

Hutchinson's camera lens maintains a Q: So do you agree with the changes
steady focus on life at The University they've made to the name of the school
of the South. For several decades, and the development?
she has photographed athletics. A: You mean the University of
social life, and Convocations. She the South? Well, they haven't really

has witnessed wins and losses. She changed the name. I always thought
has seen academic achievement. If that it wasn't really a University, and
anyone understands student life it certainly wasn't the University of
at Sewanee, it is undoubtedly this the South. So that was sort of a name
photographer. Being able to purchase attached to the idea that you're going
her photographs adds a unique element to bring students from the North here,

to life at this University. We are able to Anybody who was worried about The
save moments from our youth that we University of the South being some
would otherwise not remember. kind of Southern institution wouldn't

send their kids to school in rural

Ned Clinard (Q): Where are you Tennessee anyhow,

from originally? Q. So, if you could tell the students

Lynn Hutchinson (A): Philadelphia, one thing about you that they don't

Q: So how did you end up in know, what would it be?

Sewanee? A: Don't call me "Katie Kodak."

A: My parents retired here. They Q. [laughning] Where did that

were friends of Dr. McCrady who was nickname originate from?

the Vice Chancellor. They just liked it A: Well, that was invented by a man
here; it was a lot warmer in the winter, named Bill Brumby, who was a student

Q: When did you move here? here about twenty years ago. And I'm

A: When I graduated from college. sure he'd be proud to know that it's still

Q: What year was that? around.

A: 1970. Q: Yeah, I've been around when

Q: So you've been here ever since? people have made the mistake ofcalling

A: Basically. you that. I guess it really bothers you.

Q: Do you enjoy living up here for A: Yeah, I just think it's kind of

the most part? rude.

A: Oh yeah, it's very nice. Q: I agree. Well, I always see you

Q: How did you get into riding your bike around town. Do you

photography? have a vehicle or do you just use your

A: There was a professional bike to get around?

photographer in my class in college. A: I don't have a car. I can't drive.

He was only twenty-four but he was Q: Really? Well, if you could drive

already professional, and he trained all would you still ride a bike. Do you

the rest of us in my class. prefer that?

Q: So do you enjoy what you do; A: Probably, yeah,

you like taking pictures? Q: Aside from taking photos of

A: Oh yes. students, do you shoot pictures of any

Q: When you go out for games on more interesting things or more artistic

Saturdays, what sort of thing do you photography?

look for? A: No, I really don't. Well, every

A: I just try to get everything. As once in a while, if I happen to see

much as possible. something good.

Q: I know a lot of your pictures Q: Have you made the transition

are in the yearbook, are you actually into digital photography at all?

employed by The University? A: Nope. I can't afford it.

A: No, no. I'm an independent Q: So you have a

photographer. darkroom at your house?

Q: How do you think Sewanee has A: Yep.

changed since you've been here? Q: Have you ever thought about

A: They're not as poor as they used trying to teach photography?

to be. I mean, financially, they used to A: No, I tried it here once, as an

be in dire straights when I first moved activity but it takes more patience than

here. They've improved a lot in that I've got.

way. And it's much bigger. Q: Do you still have all of the old

Q: Would you say the type of student photos?

that comes here is the same? A: I have all my negatives in order,

A: Absolutely. Exactly the same. but proof sheets, it's just, wherever they

Q: So if you took the stance that happen to land. I can find old pictures

there's been some change, would you if I know what year it was.

Interested in writingfor the Sewanee Purple?

Email: spurple@sewanee.edu
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Bob Dylan's Modern

Times Reviewed

By Richard Howell

Bob Dylan's first album in five

years, Modern Times, was released

to the masses on August 29. Since its

release, some people have said it is

nothing more than a follow-up to his

past two albums. Some people have

been outspoken about its dryness and

poor vocals and some have said it was

his best album in thirty years. Modern

Times is a concise ten song LP that

assembles all of Dylan's styles since the

late 1950s. It has big band songs, blues

riffs, and old country western chord

progressions. So you might be asking,

why is it called Modern Times ?

The answer lies in the magic of

Dylan. The title is clearly meant to

be ironic, because the music does not

resemble anything that has come out in

the last quarter century. When you hear

an aged Dylan talking about Alicia

Keys or levees breaking, you become

confused, like when you hear a new

Tupac song. The obvious difference

is that Dylan is very much alive, and

in his 44 ,h album, he brings all of his

existing energy to his work

Furthermore, the correlation between

Dylan's music and lyrics has always

been in the grey area. With music.

Dylan has done his own thing. He does

not stray from his musical roots, which

will always be credited to the likes of

Woody Guthrie. Merle Haggard, and

more. The one thing that constantly

changes is his lyrics. Throughout his

career, he has always been mindful

of current affairs within his lyrics and

messages. Among his lyrics in Modem
Times, Dylan has an ever-present view

on the world and his own life. In the

first and last lines of his soft and sweet

ballad. "Beyond the Horizon," Dylan

is clearly looking ahead. "Beyond the

horizon, behind the sun, at the end of

the rainbow life has already begun...

Beyond the horizon, the sky is so blue,

I've got more than a lifetime to live

loving you."

When you hear this fresh Dylan

album, you will hear some songs that

you love and some that make you tired

of listening to it. Quite possibly, that is

what he is feeling right now, love and

fatigue. At 65, he may not sound like he

once did, but he is doing exactly what

he has been doing for forty years. In

the last song, "Ain't Talkin," the dark

side of Dylan emerges.

He describes the world as flattened

and filled with pessimists, and he closes

one verse with, "Someday you'll be

glad to have me 'round." Even though

Dylan will not be around forever, he

will leave a legacy to American music

that will certainly make us wish he was

still around.

Christopher O'Riley

Comes to Sewanee
By Richard Howell

On September 1 3, pianist, radio show

host, and musical innovator Christopher

O' Riley enlightened Sewanee 's

audience in Guerry Auditorium. He

played Prelude & Fugue. Op. 87,

No. 18 - 24 by Dmitri Shostakovich

while weaving in songs by Elliot Smith

and Radiohead. Over the recent years,

critics have praised O'Riley's three

albums which stylistically transcribe

Radiohead and Elliot Smith songs.

While it is clear that he is mainly a

classical pianist, he is also in touch

with current music. In his opening

address he spoke about his admiration

and respect for Radiohead and Elliot

Smith and how avid followers of his

classical music radio show called and

because they revealed what O' Riley

was prepared to do. He arranged nine

modern songs, condensing them to

solely piano, as though they had been

written well before their time. Going

into the concert, I was expecting

O'Riley to cover the Radiohead songs,

but he transformed them and put on

an enthralling show. His powerful,

hand-slamming version of "Paranoid

Android" at the end of the first set had

some of the audience screaming while

others had their mouths hanging below

their jaw line. His encore, "You" from

Radiohead's Pablo Honey, left all the

classicists in the auditorium wondering

where they were when this band came

around.

Christopher O'Riley plays the songs ofRadiohead

expressed their interest in the modern

sound. At this event, presented by the

Performing Arts Series, Mr. O'Riley

spent a couple of hours at Sewanee

dashing from classical to modern and

teaching the audience about music's

infinite nature.

The concert went back and forth

between Shostakovich and Radiohead

with a couple of Elliot Smith songs

in the mix. The first four songs set a

great tone for the evening. I was glad

to hear two songs off Radiohead's

OK Computer, "No Surprises" and

"Subterranean Homesick Alien. " The

vitality behind the second Shostakovich

piece. Prelude & Fugue in E-Flat Major

Op. 87, No. 19, was incredible. These

first four songs were a great introduction

Having only taken one class in

Music History. I have yet to discover

the magic behind classical music, so

my concert experience may have been a

little different than yours. I went to this

event to hear Radiohead songs played

on piano, and I came away thinking that

he has a lot more to offer than dominant

piano skills and a strange resemblance

to Conan O'Brien. In this classical

versus modern scene, he demonstrated

how music is not always what you hear,

and he proved there is modern music

that has grown from traditional roots.

Today, music is everywhere, but people

like Christopher O'Riley are giving life

to it and making it everything it should

be.

41-A Liquors

Chris and Cari Fann

Owners

E-mail
4 1 aliquors@bellsouth.net

504 West Cumberland Street

Cowan, TN 37318
Phone (931) 967-7824

Fax (931) 967-2102

Echoes of Coleridge

in Whaling's Poem
By Red Baker

10 \uiv*\l itt Kjv JvV^I

"My reality has become tedious!"

declares a voice at the beginning of

John Whaling's Poetic Tribute to

Abbo 's Alley " as he stands at the gates

of Sewanee's equivalent to the "stately

pleasure-dome" that Samuel Taylor

Coleridge creates in his poem Kubla

Khan. Coleridge describes Xanadu as

having "gardens bright with sinuous

rills, where blossomed many an incense-

bearing tree; and here were forests

ancient as the hills, enfolding sunny

spots of greenery." This diction could

be used to describe the dense foliage

and the meandering paths in the ravine

dedicated to Abbot Cotten Martin. The

creek that splits the garden in two is

easily compared with "Alph the sacred

river." The caves in Abbo's Alley are

strikingly similar with Coleridge's

image of the "caverns measureless to

man." One would likely have to evoke

the muses to describe the atmosphere

in the alley, which is exactly why the

speaker chooses the gulch as the place

to "stumble upon revelations."

The speaker possesses a Virgil ian

quality. He hears the perturbed man's

frustrated declaration and arrives

immediately to guide him through

the gates and into the gorge of self-

discovery. The speaker's dilemma is

understandable. He is caught in the

monotony of the modern world where

the continuous pressure drives one into

a state of mind where reality is tedious,

and where existence becomes "irksome

and stale."

Similar to Coleridge's division of

Kubla Khan into four stanzas. Whaling

divides his poem into four couplets,

each serving to show the advancement

towards the resolution the speaker

provides by the end of the poem. In

the context of Coleridge's poem, the

"keeper of the gates" can be compared

with Kubla Khan himself coming to

wreak havoc and inflict "holy dread"

on all those who stand in his way.

However, it is questionable whether

Whaling intends the speaker's urgency

that they "must not delay" as a warning

that his arrival will result in hellish

destruction comparable to Achilles'

rage in Book 20 of Homer's The Iliad.

There is an intrinsic irony in

considering Poetic Tribute to Abbo's

Alley and Kubla Khan as parallel works

of literature. Coleridge wrote his poem
in a state of opium-induced revelation.

Conversely, the speaker in Whaling's

work does not need a substance to

provide his discovery, he simply needs

the inspiration of the "romantic chasm"

that is Abbo's Alley.



Cross Country
By Corey

If they say that with age comes
wisdom, then with youth comes speed.

That is if you are a member of the

Sewanee Cross Country team. After
graduating many successful seniors last

season, the team has returned this year
with a very strong, but young group.
The women's team is mostly freshmen
and sophomores, with one lone junior,

Clare Easterlin. However, Easterlin

is no veteran, as this is her first year
running on the team. On the men's side.

Junior Ian Turner and Senior captain

Seth Olson lead a pack of freshmen
and sophomores. Some may say that

with youth comes inexperience, but

so far, both Cross Country teams have

shown a lot of promise for this season

and the future.

On the men's team, John Roberts

(sophomore) is considered Sewanee's

#1 runner. According to Coach
Heitzenrater. "Roberts has the best

shot at the end-of-the-year awards and
a pretty good shot at qualifying for

Nationals." Roberts is an AJl-Region

runner and was in the top 35 in the

region last season. The team's #2 and
#3 runners are Olson and Rex Davis

(sophomore).

In Women's Cross Country, the

team is led this year by Captain Hayley
Robb (sophomore). Due to some
injuries, Robb did not race in the most

recent meet, but may compete in the

future. The team's #1 runner is in fact

a freshman, Mitzi Harrington. Like the

Woodworth

men's team, the women are performing
a lot better than they were last year at

this time. Coach Heitzenrater is pleased
with their performance thus far, and
he adds, "Though both teams may be
young, the returnees are all running
faster this year than they were last year
in these same meets."

Cross Country season is far from
over. The team has competed in three

meets already, mostly running against

a mix of Division I, II, and III schools.

"This way everyone gets a good
competition," says Coach Heitzenrater.

By competing against colleges from
different divisions, the team is ensuring
that every individual will have someone
their speed to run against. Right
now, the team is not worrying about
their record as a team; they are more
focused on getting every teammate
good individual competition.

To prepare for their meets, the team
has been sticking to a rigorous running

schedule. They train everyday of the

week, doing workouts such as running

up to 15 miles one day, running race

pace intervals on the track, or doing

hill intervals. Running Cross Country
is easy at a school like Sewanee.
"Sewanee is a great place for a distance

runner since we have 55 miles of trails."

says Coach Heitzenrater. who has a lot

of faith in his squad this year. With all

of these young faces on the team, the

future of Sewanee Cross Country is

looking bright.

Women's Rugby is

Just that Hardcore
By Blair Overman

On the men 's cross country team. Junior Ian Turner and Senior captain Seth Olson lead

a pack offreshmen and sophomores.

Coach:

Professor Julie U

Players:

Ashlev L

:•sha Martin, Captain

Gi v.

Christina An</'

Mary Beth Linre 1

1

Lihha Co

Among the many club sports that

Sewanee can boast of, there is a team

that remains, for the most part, an

enigma. Everyone hears about the

men's rugby team, the crew team, and

even the newly-emerging lacrosse team.

But do you know about the women's

rugby team? Did you even know we
had a women's rugby team? Well. ..we

do...and they are pretty hardcore.

The women's rugby team

originated in the Advent Semester

of 2005. Last year, they were not a

school-sponsored club team so they

met on their own and practiced to gain

a better understanding of the game.

This year, they became an official

school-sponsored club team and

have organized practices and games.

Currently, they practice three times a

week with instruction from their Coach,

Professor Julie Lively. She played for

eight years, in and out of college, and

has a lot of experience to offer the

players. They also gain experience by

working with the men's rugby players.

The two teams occasionally practice,

scrimmage, and exchange pointers

with each other.

The first game was home on

Parent's Weekem t MTSU.
They lost, bui gained tots of ex

a Division I school.

Sophomore player and captain Ashle)

Lytle explains that "despite then seriou

loss, the) foughl really hard and ga

.ill the} had." This semester consists

mainly <>i scrimmage games in order

practice foi the real season which

begins next semester.

Senior player Christina

Andreen played in the home gi

against MTSU and comments. "Those

girls had us in height and weight...]

mean, they were out for the kill! I have

a cleat-mark bruise on my thigh and

I think I'm bleeding internally!" It is

suspected that Christina is only on the

team for the chance of getting tackled

by a men's rugby player. Nevertheless,

she hopes that the Sewanee team will

improve upon their skills so that they

will not get mauled by potentially

bigger and more experienced club

teams.

Word on the street is that

they are still taking players. Any girl

is welcome to show up at a practice

to see if they might be interested.

Fifteen girls are required on the field

in order to play, and currently they

only have eighteen members. Ashley

Lytle emphasizes that only a quarter

of the team has ever played before,

so everyone is starting from scratch.

This is a learning semester and no one

should feel appn tensive about coming

out if they are interested. Remember

no matter how injured you may get

in a game, there is always a drink-up

to follow! Keep your eyes peeled for

more informt \ so you can come out

and support women's rugby.
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Soccer teams take

chemistry-building

road trips
By Joseph Leray

On September 7, the women's and

men's varsity soccer teams went on

road trips to East Bay, CA and St.

Louis, MO, respectively. The Lady

Tigers played Holy Names on the 8th

and beat the Division II team 1-0;

however, they lost to a tough Cal-State

East Bay team, 2-1.

"We try to do one big trip per year,"

says Lacey Largeteau, the women's

assistant coach. "Cal-State had come

out to us a few years ago, and we

promised we'd return the favor."

"It's a preseason thing," said

Largeteau. "It's always nice to get a

few games in before conference games

start... to see what we can do, and what

we can't do." Long road trips like this

are also important for team chemistry,

explains Largeteau. "It was the first real

time that we were all together. Team

chemistry picks up. The more you get

to know each other, the more you trust

each other off the field, and the more

you trust each other on the field."

"It's a chance for the first-years to

get to know the team and vice-versa.

It's also good for the coaching staff

to see what kind of personalities we

have."'

However, the trips weren't all all

work and no play - they went to San

Sewanee Sports in Brief
By Corey Woodworth

Volleyball

On Saturday, Sewanee Volleyball

defeated Oglethorpe (3-0) and Centre

(4-1) at the DePauw Tournament.

Seniors Jean Anne Babin had 8

kills, Lauren Mathis had 24 assists,

and Ashley McGowan had 18 digs.

Sunday, the Tigers lost 2 Conference

games to Rhodes and DePauw at the

tournament.

Football

Sewanee defeated MaryviJle 16-8.

The defense held the Scots to 9 yards

of rushing on 23 carries and had 4

interceptions (George Twitty 2, Fred

Rhodes, Wayne Gay). Hunter Hobson

blocked a punt in the first half to

score a safety. For the offense, Wesley

Satterfield had 1 23 yards running, while

Blake Mears had 98 yards. Sewanee

had a total of 319 yards to Maryville's

161 yards.

Francisco to shop, sight see, and "do

the tourist thing," which included

Fisherman's Wharf and the Golden

Gate Bridge. "It was nice to get out of

town for a while," Largeteau adds.

The men's team, on the other hand,

lost two close games to Webster

University, 0-1, and Westminster

College in overtime, 2-1. "Results-

wise, [the weekend] wasn't great," says

Coach Scott Donnelly, assistant men's

coach. "We lost two close games."

"It's a real young team and it was

good for them to spend some time

together... and see how things work on

an away trip. It was also a chance to see

what we needed to improve on before

conference play."

Just like the women's team, Donnelly

believes that the trip will translate into

more on-field chemistry. "Any time

you travel as a group for four days,

it's a chance for the team to grow

together."

Although they did not win, Donnelly

sees the weekend as a success. "We've

been improving each game since the

beginning of the season, and that's the

goal for a young team. We'll hit our

stride before conference play. The

guys have worked hard, and they can

be proud of themselves."

A S v anee Dog in Need of a Home
Perhaps you've noticed the short, black bull terrier-esque dog sketching around

McClurg with Lola, the Delts' puppy. Sketch, as the Delts have come to call the

dog, is actually a str iy, and desperately needs a home, and the Delts desperately

need a break from '.' *»ch eating all the food they put out for Lola. If you know

anyone who needs a '/, crafty, small canine companion, call ext. 2081.

Leave a message.

Men's Soccer

The Emory Eagles defeated Sewanee

3-0 on Saturday at home. The game was

0-0 at halftime, but Emory scored their

first goal 16 minutes into the second

half. Goalkeeper Kevin Karpay had 8

saves for the game. The Men's Soccer

team is now 0-5-2.

Women's Soccer

Emory also defeated the Women's

Soccer team, but sophomore Evey

Gannaway had a goal in the 24th minute

to start the game of 1 -0. The goal was

assisted by junior Maggie Adams. The

final score was 3-1 in favor of Emory.

Goalkeeper Tayloe Steedman had 14

saves on the day.

Field Hockey

The Tigers lost 4-1 to DePauw on

Saturday, with DePauw scoring early

in the 3rd minute. Sewanee's only goal

was scored by junior Marcy Tickner

on a penalty corner by Claiborne

Buckingham.

Fullback Blake Mears of the Sewanee Football Team runs the ball.

GET READY
FOR FALL

September's in the
air and cool

weather will

soon follow.

Get ready now with soft

cotton and merino wool
sweaters and tops in

every color you want for

the changing season!

Don't forget to check out
our BIG SALE ROOM—all

items 30 to 75% off!

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-6

b.t/iue
APPAREL,

JEWELRY, ACCESSORIES
...& MORE!

Located in the Log Home next to

the Piggly Wiggly in Monteagle

(9311924-5647



Female Athlete of the Issue

Jean Anne Babin- Women's Volleyball

By Corey Woodworth

Page 9

Male Athlete of the Issue

Charlie Boyd- Men's Tennis

What she's accomplished: Jean Anne helped lead the volleyball team to two
wins this weekend against Centre and Oglethorpe at the SCAC East Tournament
at DePauw. She had 49 kills in 4 matches and has a total of 227 kills for the

season.

Grade: Senior

Major: Political Science and Psychology

Hometown: Huntsville, AL
How long she's played volleyball: Since middle school

Favorite thing about Sewanee Volleyball: "My teammates and I love the

competition."

Least favorite thing about Sewanee Volleyball: Putting in all the work and not

getting the desired results

How often she practices: 5 or 6 days a week
What she likes to do in her free time: "Free time? What's free time?"

Future plans: Jean Anne has already joined the Navy and will start her training

after graduation.

What he's accomplished: Charlie made it to the quarterfinals of singles and
doubles this past weekend in the Fall ITA Regional Tournament. He was seeded
6th going into the tournament and is Sewanee's #1 men's tennis player.

Grade: Sophomore

Hometown: Nashville

How long he's played tennis: Since age 5

Most memorable tennis moment: Going to the US Open in 2003 and getting to

meet a lot of the players and coaches

Favorite thing about Sewanee Tennis: "Getting a chance to play for the school

and represent something that is bigger than myself."

Least favorite thing about Sewanee Tennis: "There is nothing I don't like."

How often he practices: 2 hours everyday, along with weightlifting and

running

What he likes to do in his free time: Go outside, hang out with friends, mountain

bike, throw the Frisbee around

Favorite book: Great Gatsby

Favorite food: McClurg's home line

Upcoming Athletic Events

10-11-2006 Men's Soccer at Fisk University -4 p.m.

10-13-2006 Men's Soccer at Hendrix College *

- 6 p.m.

10-13-2006 Volleyball at Maryville College - 7 p.m.

10-13-2006 Women's Soccer at Hendrix College *

- 8 p.m. Bh

10-14-2006 Field Hockey at Sweet Briar College - 3 p.m.

SEWANEE 10-14-2006 Men's Cross Country at UTC Invitational

- 3:30 p.m.

10-14-2006 Women's Cross Country at UTC Invitational

-3:30 p.m.

10-14-2006 Football vs. Open

10-15-2006 Men's Soccer at Austin College * -Noon

10-15-2006 Field Hockey at Washington & Lee University

36 Ball Point Rd.

Behind the Sewanee Market

931.598.0116

Monday-Friday 8-5

Saturday 9-1

10% OFF TO ALL STUDENTS
AT

CITY LIMITS

«s.
A week

<n id ol.

h.TN. 37318
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Upperclassman Shake Day Bids

Alpha Delta Theta

Karly Beavers

Christina Aga

Kalee Jones

Kerrie McCotter

Emily Petro

Keira Stockdale

Katy Walker

Sarah Wilcox

Phi Kappa Epsilon

Adrian Ash

Frances Crane

Meg Greata

Devin Johnson

Erin Madden

Anne Vaughn

Theta Pi

Emily Jones

Laura Lucas

Hannah Miller

Claudia Paden

Abby Rudd

Hanna Sheesley

Kappa Omega

Morgan Cannon

Anisha Langhorn

Francesca Penner

Michelle Smith

Elizabeth Tooke

Makena Timmins

Theta Kappa Phi

Ellie Adams
Grier Bovard

Claiborne Buckingham

Ashley Holbrook

Rachel Miller

Jessica Rabil

Skylar Shaw

Ann Thomasson

Julie Wilson

Phi Sigma Theta

Jessica Draine

Kappa Delta

Tsveti Apostolova

Bridgette Beatty

Amanda Bush

Catherine Cartwright

Laura Morris

Lindsey Smith

Alpha Tau Zeta

Jessica Barber

Samantha Dotson

Beta Theta Pi

Abraham Akoi

Colin Wilhelm

Chi Psi

Benjamin Craft

David Middendorf

Joey Struer

Tyler Williams

Sigma Nu
Robert Goodgame
Andrew Malone

Sam McPherson

Emmanuel Solomon

Delta Kappa Epsilon

Joey Robinson

Delta Tau Delta

Shaleen Cholera

Benjamin Pursell

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Teddy Bowling

Johnny Nalley

Phi Gamma Delta

Matt Councill

Allen Jamerson

Austin Stephenson

Gamma Sigma Pi

Jason Loudon

Peter Manyang

Phi Society of 1883

Will Brown

Charles Kramer

Jeremiah Wheeler

Peter Williams

Lambda Chi Alpha

Mike Brady

Sam Sheridan

Rushin'? Nah,
By Whitney

Recently I, like the rest of you, have been gossiping about Upperclass Rush:

who went where, what went wrong, and how so many people fell through. Many
don't appreciate the Upperclass Rush system for what it's worth, and often don't

know the process, the loopholes, and the large amount of time and work involved,

on the part of the Greeks. Upperclass Rush took place September 13-16, and
while it's fresh on our mind, let's take a look at what really goes on, after all, as

Alex Caffey said, "what is the point of being a part of the Greek system, if you
aren't willing to understand the entire system?"

First we need to understand why Upperclass Rush is handled differently

than Formal Rush. For starters, Dean Loyd explained that, "the processes are

purposefully different as agreed upon by the IFC and ISC to create different

opportunities to enter the Greek system." Formal Rush, which takes place at the

beginning of Easter Semester, is a week long, often times overwhelming process.

Boys and girls travel in packs around campus being forced into an awkward
situation to mingle with various upperclassmen, who are clearly enjoying the

situation just as much. One upperclassmen remarked "after that first night, my
cheeks hurt from smiling so much and if I had to shake one more damn hand or

ask 'Where are you living this year?' one more time I was going to kill myself."

Following this first encounter girls must go back to four houses and boys return

where they please. From here, girls will make preference lists and boys will await

their various bid cards. In comparison, according to Dean Loyd, Upperclass Rush
is designed to be significantly less intense. These students simply sign up and then

girls go to the BC Hearth Room and sign in at a table, while boys make one trip to

the houses they like. Many upperclassmen mistakenly view Upperclass Rush as

an opportunity to easily get a bid from their preferred organization, unfortunately

that's not the case. While Upperclass Rush might be shorter and more relaxed, it

doesn't mean that Greek organizations are suddenly prone to giving out bid cards

this is Greek
Lehr Ray

like candy. As in all rush processes, it is possible to fall through.

It is rumored that more students fell through during Upperclass Rush this year

than in recent years past. However, it is important to note that 90 students upper

class rushed this year compared with 60 students last year. Hence, according to

numbers more fell through, but as Dean Loyd pointed out, the percentages are

the same. She also emphasized that rush is "a process Greeks take seriously and

don't want people to fall through; however, forcing organizations to take folks

is bad because when forced, a pick up bid can be awkward for both parties."

Meaning that if you don't know the group and they don't know you, chances are

it will be uncomfortable. This situation can be avoided if students remain open-

minded during the rush process about all the organizations around campus. For

instance, when a student "suicides" (returns to only one house), they are quite

literally committing social suicide. According to Dean Loyd, the majority of

students who participated in Upperclass Rush "suicided," which is perhaps the

cause of so much Greek tragedy. Although falling through is painful for rushees,

actives experience the heartache as well. The system might not be able to protect

the feelings of every student, but it beats the exclusivity found at other schools.

Dean Loyd stated, "students have friends everywhere, and that is what makes us

so different from everywhere else in the nation."

So, I propose a challenge that we make a point to continue broadening our

social horizon; look past letters, re-think stereotypes, and realize that we are

all on this mountain together. If you would like to change our Greek system,

visitors are more than welcome to join the IFC and ISC meeting every Monday
at 5:00 pm in the Hearth Room, or to simply learn more go to ww2.sewanee.edu/

studentlife/greek. In the end, students decide how the Greek system works, and

it's our duty to protect our policies and each other. Regardless of the outcome,

rush is a learning experience from which we can all grow.
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I live in Gorgas, and there's not

much to do out there besides play
video games, drink a lot, and mess
with the girls on the second and third

floors. Thankfully, these first two go
hand in hand, and here's a handy guide
to get the best out of your drinking and
gaming experience.

10. StarCraft

There's nothing more sastisfying that

annihilating your entire LAN party with

a unit of Zerglings, but since nobody
on the Mountain understands what the

hell that means, StarCraft comes in at

number 10. And, a few spilled beers

could translate into a world of pain for

your PC, so be careful. But if you've
always secretly wanted to pledge Tri-

Lambda (from Revenge of the Nerds),

then StarCraft might be for you.

Top 10 Video Games
By Joseph LeRay

•'•'
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9. Burn Out

All the pretty graphics and fast cars

are probably enough to keep most

drunks entertained, but the sick crash

scenes are really what make Burn

Out a great pregamer. The premise is

simple enough - when you crash, you

drink. That way, the loser is actually

the winner.

8. Mario Party

Come on, the title has the word
"party" in it! How could you possibly

go wrong? There are tons of simple yet

entertaining little games and puzzles

in Mario Party - the possibilities are

endless. If you can't figure out how to

get annihilated with Mario Party, then

maybe you don't have enough brain

cells left and should lay off the sauce

for a while. Or not.

7. Soul Calibur

What's better than beating your
friends at a race? Pummeling them,

of course. Awesome graphics and the

fact that it's relatively easy just to push

buttons and succeed make this fighter

a great game to play drunk. Drink

double if you get pushed off the edge

or don't manage to hit your oppornent

at all. Drink again if your opponent

hits you 10 times or more in a row.

Basically, drink a lot of you suck at

Soul Calibur.

6. Madden '07

Madden is a classic dorm room game
that most guys should get a kick out of.

Sure, it's the same rehashed game as last

year, but you're drinking the same old
Natty anyway, so it's ok. I don't really

know what to say about this one except
that if you get saftied, you should take

a double shot of something horrible. I

don't know, try gin or tequila.

5. Super Smash Brothers

Another quasi-fighter with which
to entertain yourselves by beating the

hell out of your friends. Here's what
you do - set the game to 99 lives and
drink everytime you lose one. Kind
of like Power Hour, but animated and
Nintendo'd. And worse.

that lightning crap, you cheap bastard.

—
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4. Halo

Good ol' Halo - responsible for

trash-talking 12 year olds everywhere.

Luckily for us. they can't drink, so they

don't get to play. Halo keeps all sorts

of stats for you, so just use those. You
say you scored 12 body shots? Why,
yes, I would like to take a bodyshot.

thank you.

3. Mario Kart

You can't deny that Mario Kart is

a blast, especially with your friends.

Pound a beer for whichever place you

end up in, and a shot of Country Club

everytime you use the spiky shell or

2. FIFA '06

I'm going to go ahead and say that

FIFA is way more popular than Madden
right now - so bottom's up. Soccer is a

relatively low-scoring game, so you're

going to have to be creative with this

one. Did you just get megged? Take a

drink. Everytime the announcers say

something British and incoherent, take

a drink. Miss a penalty? Kill yourself,

then take 2 shots. If you want to make
a little fiesta, set the announcers to

Spanish and switch to tequila.

I. GoldenEye 007

Yes, it's 10 years old. No, I don't

care. It's still the ultimate multi-player

game, and we've all got the shut-down

kidneys to prove it. It you get slapped

or knifed to death, take a shot. II you

get the Most Cowardly award, take

two. If all goes well. Most Deadly w ill

eventually turn into Most Drunk.

Sewanee Spirit:

"Pre-Historic Sewanee"
By Barlow Mann

Many of you readers probably noticed a small blurb entitled "Pre-Historic

Sewanee" in the last issue of The Purple. Taken from a small volume entitled

Purple Sewanee, that piece struck the keynote for what I hope will become a

running column. Each issue I will choose from Purple Sewanee, from old Cap
and Gown's and Purple's, or from any other sources I might stumble upon, some

such relic as I think captures the essence of the Sewanee that we all romanticize

about. The column as a whole will be neither narrative nor chronological, but will

attempt to render via slice-of-life the eternal spirit of this place in which we now

live. This week the letter of a Union soldier describes the pristine beauty of the

Mountain:

A Federal Soldier's Letters

Headquarters Third Brigade, Fourth Division,

Fourteenth Corps, University Place, Tenn.

Friday, August 7. 1869

. . Have been riding up and down the mountain, fifteen to eighteen miles, every

day since I came up here. We are encamped upon the top of the Cumberland

Mountains. The Second Brigade, on the sight of the grand Southern University

that was to have been, and our brigade about one and a quarter miles farther

south. From Decherd to the foot of the mountain is four miles, up the mountain

two miles, and four more to the University. There is also a road to Cowan, seven

miles. This is one of the best camping grounds I know of. Near our quarters is a

very large spring of the clearest and finest water I ever drank. The only drawback

is the difficulty of hauling supplies up the mountain. However, if we remain here

long, they will be brought us by railroad.

This place is so delightful and cool that I had hoped we might be permitted to

spend the whole summer here but I fear it is not our lot, as orders were received

tonight to supply and pack ten days' rations and make preparations for a move.

This order comes from General Rosencrans, and applies, I suppose, to most of the

army. . . we do not expect any fight nearer than Atlanta.

Long and Short of It: The Argument to End
AH Arguments

By Zach Gerth

We went in search of the answer to the age old question: would you rather

be really tall or really small? We searched high and low and polled millions of

people, yet there were several people of both height persuasions whose voices

rang louder than the rest, and luckily for us, they all attend The University of

the South. The following is a point-counterpoint argument, and the winner? You

decide...

Short: I can shop at Baby Gap.

Tall: I feast on the spoils of the Big and Tall.

Tall: When I stand in large, hot crowds, I get a nice breeze over everyone.

Short: I can crawl through legs to get to cool areas faster.

Short: I can purchase inexpensive kids' movie tickets.

Tall: I can go to R Rated movies without using a stool to see over the

counter and showing I.D.

Tall: My height automatically makes me decent at basketball, unless my name

is Gerth.

Short: I can be a horse-jot h
Short: I fit into small, tight spaces.

Tall: I can move large objects and create a new path for myself.

Tall: I don V need a ladder to get into my bed.

Short: I could sleep in a dog bed under nix desk or in a dresser draw i I

Short: I can buy shoes at any kids Footlocker.

Tall: I get the price efficient benefits of custom ordering on Ebay.

Tall: Ifa lost camp group wereforced to turn to cannibalism, my camp would

survive for three weeks on my flesh.

Short: I'm always too small to go on camping trips. I'm not afan of the bugs

anyway.
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Dining Hall Recipes: Get Out of Your Meal-Plan Rut
By Ashley Logdson

It's great to be back on the Mountain. But, unless you live off campus, being

back on the mountain means being back on the meal plan.

And the meal plan is not so bad. In fact, there are a lot of great things about

a meal plan— the convenience, the variety, the fact that it is pre-paid, and the

guarantee you'll run into someone you know and can catch up over a meal. But

as it gets later into the semester, students begin to feel the effects of a meal-plan.

Say you have a wild night, and don't really want to run into a certain person.

You know they will be at McClurg and probably sitting at your table. Or, the

one day you wanted fruit in your Jell-O, they have the no-fruit kind. Or you find

yourself glaring at the sandwich maker when they say there are no to-go boxes.

Personally, around this time in the semester, I find myself cutting line for the

salad bar and even taking other peoples sandwiches out of the Panini maker when

there's no room for mine. The worst is when I'm waiting to scoop cereal and the

person in front of me finishes scooping and thoughtlessly closes the plastic door

as they walk away... they knew I was waiting. Why close the flap? Now I have

to open it all over again!

And I'm not the only one. I've seen it come out in others, too. Yesterday, a

friend was accused of stealing a piece of toast from the toaster and was ridiculed

in front of everyone.

I heard my friend exclaim, "It's a piece of toast for crying out loud!"

We can't let the monotony of the meal plan get to us anymore. It's eroding our

dignity. We have to do something.

When asking students what they do to shake the meal-plan melancholy, they've

all said the key is multi-stationing. Andrew Evelo says, "You've got to make
everyday at McClurg exciting and fun. You can't just scoop and sit. You have to

create. You've got to multi-station."

Shannon Logsdon remarks, "When I was a freshman, I would go through the

lines like a zombie. McClurg was a mind-numbing, humdrum experience. But

now, as a sophomore, I've mastered the art of making amazing meals by utilizing

every station at McClurg. I go to all the lines, and it's thrilling".

Here are a few recipes that you can try to add some "spice" to your McClurg
misery:

Mountain
OUTFITTERS
Quality catalogue merchandise at discount prices

North Face Summit Series and Lightweight Carharts

Subscribe to

etoanee ftorple!
For $25 each semester, six issues of "The Sewanee Purple"
(including back issues) will be mailed to your home or
other address. Keep up with news at Sewanee from the

students' perspective while supporting one of the oldest,

continuously run campus newspapers in the nation.

Please send your name, address,

and a check or money-order to:

The Sewanee Purple

735 University Avenue

Sewanee, TN 37383

Andrew Evelo's Nachos Supremos
Lay a bed of tortilla chips on your plate. Sprinkle black olives, tomatoes, and

onions over the chips. Chop Grilled chicken breast from the hamburger line

and sprinkle over the veggies. Cover with grated cheese from the Salad Bar.

Microwave.

Catherine Bell's Southwestern-Style Hot Dogs
Toast a hot dog bun. Slice each grilled hot dog lengthwise, three-quarters of

the way through, being careful not to cut the dogs all the way through. Spoon
chopped jalapenos into the slice in each hot dog. Sprinkle about two tablespoons

of the cheese over the jalapenos on each hot dog. Microwave the hotdog for one

minute to melt the cheese. Place the dogs in the toasted buns. Add salsa.

Sally Wilson's Grilled Pimento Cheese Sandwich
Get a bun from the sandwich line, preferably a Kaiser Roll with onions on top

or a sub roll. Ask the sandwich ladies to spread pimento cheese on the bread. Add
pesto, banana pepper and tomato. Grill in the Panini grill for a few minutes

Frank Morris' Pepperoni Pizza

Cut an English muffin in half and toast lightly. Butter the muffins and cover

them in olive oil and salt. Put a piece of pepperoni from the sandwich line on
each muffin half. Add banana peppers and cover with cheese. Microwave for a

few minutes

Macon York's Dragon Blood Pasta

Add Chopped tomatoes to a small bowl of olive oil at the salad bar with 1

Tbsp. minced garlic from the Wok Line and add salt and pepper. Poor over plain

pasta and add parmesan cheese (located by the pizzas).

Katie Branch's Double Doosie

Microwave two chocolate chip cookies. Sandwich soft serve in between
the cookies and gently smush them together. Coat the exposed soft serve with

sprinkles by dipping it into the sprinkles bowl when no one is looking.

Open Letter to a Freshman I Saw on his Cell

Phone in McClurg
ByWMGeise

Hello My Young Friend,

Put away that thing for a moment and talk to me. I can see by your face that

you're sick of hearing about how things work at Sewanee and that cell phones
aren't something we do here. Openly using one is like wearing a butcher's apron
to a vegan convention. Oh, you're a vegan yourself? How novel, I believe there's

a lunch line for you. I can tell you're an independent, free-thinking, eighteen-

year-old by the Save Lake Dimmick sticker on your back-pack and the ridiculous

amount of Phish on your iPod, but I want to try to tell you a few things.

First off, you don't even know where Lake Dimmick is or why it should be
saved. Second, you are already well along a dangerous path and must think

before you continue blindly. I'm a fifth year senior (don't ask why, it's not

because Sewanee 's getting cheaper), and have seen this many times, so here's a

prediction:

You're going to buy two pairs of Carhartts and probably a pair of overalls.

You're going to buy The Last Waltz on CD and DVD. You'll buy some Chacos
(in all fairness they are great sandals). You'll skip afternoon classes on Friday
and 8:00's on Monday. You'll join a frat - maybe Sigma Nu, 'cause you got high
behind Trez with those guys last week, or maybe KA 'cause they've taken every
hot girl from your pre-family, so they must be doing something right. You'll

never hear a guest speaker or a guest musician and you'll never see a play at

Tennessee Williams. You'll never take a hike down Wiggins Creek, and while

you may talk about hiking the Perimeter Trail the odds are you never will. You'll
never go swimming in the Quarry because the bastards down in Cowan have
ruined it for all of us. In short, you will have a generic and stupid existence at

Sewanee because you've bought into the style and fashion of the place, but not

into the place itself.

You can, however, stop this, my young friend. Be bold and try new things.

Wear your gown to class if you're lucky enough to get it next year. Stop in to

talk to your professors - not just about class but about life (unless you have Tarn
Carlson who, while brilliant, will scare the heebie-jeebies out of you). Be polite

to the police, they're going to win anyway. Try Lambda Chi, sure they dress up
like girls but that might be your thing. Go hiking, go fishing, go caving. Buy a

record player at the flea market. Don't wear flip-flops in December. Stay in touch
with friends from freshman year.

Or don't.

The point is a depressingly lame and simple one, yet one that remains largely

over-looked amidst the desperate grasp for acceptance: do what you want. This
place will give you a million opportunities if you're not too lazy to take them.
But, please, turn off that damn cell phone.

Sincerely,

That Drunk Guy in Jean Shorts
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Regents Halt Dimmick Developing for More Study
By Ashley Logdson and Alex Pappas

Vol. IV Issue 3

After much debate and activism

among Sewanee students, including

a silent protest, the Regents oi the

University decided during their October
meeting to halt the development plans

of Lake Dimmick in order to conduct

more research and study.

According to a document obtained

by the Purple, "no development will

proceed at this time."

The first of three points outlined in

the document said, "The University will

participate with the Sewanee Utility

District to engage in a full hydrological

study to consider the impact ol

known potential developments in the

Sewanee Utility District (and off the

Domain)."' The second point of the

document explained that "the property

and finance committee will continue to

address, in an expanded scope, related

environmental concerns, impacted

wildlife fora, and economic and

community issues." And the final point

of the document said that "Alternatives

will be considered which will permit

the University to fulfill the wishes of

the donor of the Day property (Lake

Dimmick), namely to fund a program

to reward excellence in teaching."

Controversy has surrounded the

plans for development of the land

donated to the University for just that

purpose. Opinions surrounding the

development vary.

One student in favor of the

development said, "People at the

University are really stuck in theirways.

If the rest of the United States had the

no-growth mentality that Sewanee has.

Members of the Silent Protest

we'd have a stagnant economy."

Another pro-development student

said, "I have a feeling that a few-

students at Sewanee have lake houses.

How do they think theirs got there?

How is this any different?"

"Members of the non-University

community support the development

of Lake Dimmick. Think about all

the jobs that will surface. We need the

work and we want the business. And
it won't be a one-time thing. Those

homes will need upkeep, they'll need

groceries— they'll bring more money
to our local economy," said another

student in favor of the development.

"There is nothing wrong with

progress. There's nothing wrong with

development, if it's done tasteful!}

Which it will he." said one student.

"It Will really help the economics
of Sewanee and Monteagle, and it will

tte more jobs for the local people.

It'll bring more money to the area and
support the local businesses.'" said a

pro-development stud

Likewise, the anti-developmeni

students have st pinions. "The

the worst case so tt) bad"'

"Its a foolish

the Univeisn noney. w
n comes down to It, all th

increase the endow ment. I think there's

better ways to do it lhan de

our forests ami knoi king down oui

to 9,000 acres," said an anti-

development studi

\ Mother student said, "Why develop

the land pn Lake Dimmicl as

to someplace thai \\v don't have to

destroy a lake? ["he vievs ! u an

important ecosystem tor wildlife and

scenic reasons. But it also provides

our water."

One student claims to use to a

lor recreation: "I want to be able t<

swimming and fishing and canoeing

out there; and I want to enjoy the lake

as it is. I love Lake Dimmick. Save

it."

While students have a multitude

of opinions on the issue, the anti-

development voice seems to have

achieved a small victory in that the

development is suspended for the time

being.

The Crust
By Jacob Moore

S ince the closing ofthe

Q, a pall of pizzalessness

fell over the campus.

Where would we find

our delicious cheese-

and- topping-cove red

food stuffs to satisfy the

subliminally established

desire to emulate the

Ninja Turtles? Out of the

pizzaless dark, a hero

arose: The Crust.

"We thought about calling

the place Cheesus Crust, but thought

that might be more appropriate for a

T-shirt," explained part owner Susan

Paden. She, along with Greg Beairsto

and Jeff Brakebill have formed a trio

of hunger-destruction that is proving

to be deliciously effective. Having

opened Lupi's Pizza in Chattanooga

about ten years ago, Greg brought

his pizza-making know-how to the

operation. Susan, a folk artist, brought

the atmosphere and sense of hospitality

that is so crucial to their work. Lastly,

Jeff, also owner of Aretha Frankenstein

in North Chattanooga, brought his

graphic abilities to the place, helping to

create the distinctive style ofThe Crust,

with its retro posters on the

walls and screenshots from

Saturday morning cartoons

on the tables.

"Jeff also had the best

credit," joked Greg. The

place would have opened

up sooner, had Aretha

Frankenstein not burned

down three weeks after they

signed the lease. "It really

slowed us down, getting everything

together, but I think it turned out to

be a blessing, because opening in

the year really let us get to know the

student body as we opened," said

Susan. As is so often the case with a

local store, the owners have noticed to

their delight a great mix of student and

local involvement, from the courteous

employees to the swarms of hungry

customers.

Comfort is crucial for the customers

and employees alike, as Greg and Susan

stressed that their formula for success

was great atmosphere, great food and

great service. One happy employee

praised his bosses. "On the first day of

(Continued on page 2)

Rugby Fever: A New Sewanee Tradition

By Jacob Lewin andAshley Logsdon

Another Homecoming weekend has

come to the University, bringing with

it that undeniable sense of festivity that

somehow seems to shine through the

wintry winds and grey-clouded skies,

illuminating this tropical weekend

oasis amidst the frigid tundra of

midterms and research papers. Just the

thought of "Fall Party" evokes Bacchic

images of pimps'n hoes cavorting with

drunken alumni at the traditional frat-

lawn red-eyes, the smell of roasting

pig mingling enticingly with other

psychoactive odors in the crisp autumn

air (for those in doubt, roast-pig-smell

is definitely psychoactive). Atop it all.

Led Zeppelin and Grateful Dead covers

blast from stages in every corner of the

campus, setting arms to swaying and

feet to shuffling. Yes, these are all

the customary symptoms of a campus

consumed with Fall Party Fever.

This Homecoming weekend,

however, on the opposite side of

campus from traditional football game

and the herds of alumni, bounded by

woods and framed by two towering

silver goalposts, a slightly different

crowd will be gathering for Sewanee

Rugby's match against MTSU.

In this arena, the game So

continuously from the field to the fans

and back to the field again: the action

occurs on eye level, barely three feet

from the flimsy rope line separating

the student body from the pitch. Forty

minutes one way, a five minute break,

and then forty minutes the other way: no

waiting for huddles, time-outs, "special

teams" or pre-game announcements,

just rugby, pure and simple.

This comparatively recent Sewanee

tradition has been going on for decades,

rarely garnering much attention from

the majority of the school. As a club

sport, the team doesn't receive lockers

in Fowler for its members.

(Continued on page 2)
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The Crust

(Continuedfrom page 1)

work, Greg talked to all of us and

told us that he was just a pizza-maker

and Susan was just a waitress. I've

never been so comfortable in a kitchen

around my employers ever before."

Their signature thin crusts are designed

to give as much emphasis as possible

to their made-from-scratch sauces and

home-grown herbs.

Even the architecture has a

home-made feel, probably because

they built much of the furnishings

themselves. "We put a lot of work into

this place, we didn't really have the

funds to hire a contractor," said Greg.

With benches and lights salvaged from

old Chattanooga businesses, Greg

and Jeff built the huge wooden bar

themselves, and meticulously adorned

the walls and ceiling of the men's room

with bottle caps. The women's room is

even more elaborately furnished, with a

French-inspired motif, more indication

of the owners' dedication to a happy

customer experience.

Ok, so the big question that

everyone wants to know: will they

deliver? According to Greg, they want

to prioritize getting all the kinks worked

out of their new business before adding

that feature, but it's not entirely ruled

out, and customers do have the carry-

out option. Having only been opened

for a couple weeks, The Crust is seeing

a lot of business, and the owners are

excited to be the new addition to the

Sewanee community.

Rugby Fever: A New Sewanee Tradtion

(Continuedfrom page I)

for back-to-back more interest from big-name programslaundry service

games, or coach buses for long away

trips. What's more, the team cannot

even engage in the under-handed

recruiting common to D-III varsity

sports programs; most players join as

freshmen with no playing experience.

As recently as three years ago.

when the team's current seniors were

freshmen, the showing for a typical

practice was around eight people (fifteen

are needed for a full side). For games,

it was considered a good turnout if

anyone other than the players' relatives

showed up to watch. That spring ('04),

the team lost every game. The next

fall was equally discouraging. In the

spring of 2005. however, something

changed; the Purple Haze had their

first big season, advancing to the Mid-

South Rugby quarterfinals in Athens,

GA. Dubbed by rugby club alum Matt

Farr (C'05) as the "Sewanee Rugby
Revolution," the team started drawing

like UGA, Vanderbilt, UT-Knoxville,

and the Citadel. Since then, relying

mostly on word-of-mouth, skillful play,

and their own good looks, the team has

managed to carve out an ever-growing

niche within both Sewanee and Mid-

South Rugby as a whole, drawing

greater and greater numbers of both

spectators and team members than ever

before.

A variety of factors contributed

to this remarkable turnaround in the

team's fortunes, not the least of which

is the continued tutelage of Coach

Brian Stringer, a former high-level

rugby player himself. By bringing his

knowledge of the game (and British

humor) to the team. Stringer has

contributed enormously to the team's

success.

Bora in Torquay, England, Stringer

has been playing first-class rugby

"since [he] was ten years old," sharing
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the pitch with some of the best

players in England. He played while

getting his Master of Arts in Sculpture

from the Royal College of Arts; he

played for London Clubs and then in

Atlanta, Los Angeles and Houston

before coming to Sewanee, "to give

[his thirteen-year-old daughter] Zoey

a better education at Saint Andrews,

to get away from the city and to have

a quieter life," Stringer said. But

Stringer's life is not quite as quiet as he

anticipated.

Upon his arrival to the Mountain,

Stringer became good friends with the

late Alan Greeter due to their common
interest in rugby. Greeter loved the

sport and was fascinated by Brian's

experience with the game. Stringer

recalled that "Greeter invited me to

go to the rugby club's meeting to just

listen and observe. So, I went with

him, and as we walked in the room,

the team captain turned in my direction

with a big smile and said, 'We've got

a coach!' I turned around to see who

they were talking about, and there was

no one else. I looked at Greeter, and

he had a big smile on his face. He had

already told the team that he'd found

them a coach— and it was me".

That was the evening that Bryan

Stringer, unwittingly, became the

Sewanee Rugby coach. "I couldn't

just say no," Stringer said. "I didn't

really want to coach, but when you've

got a room full of forty guys screaming

'we've got a coach', you can't really

turn down the job".

The team, at that point, was hopeless.

"We endured six games of horrendous

losses before we won our first game
against the Chattanooga Men's Club.

Granted, they were undermanned—but

a win was a win." The Purple Haze

won four more games that season, but

the team was mostly seniors, and, after

they left in May, Stringer struggled for

a year-and-a-half just trying to field a

full side.

Coach Stringer also points to the

2004/2005 season as the turning point

for the club: "The few dedicated

[players] I had were finally joined by a

number of enthusiastic freshman who
really wanted to play and also make
the game important to Sewanee." That

year, they went to Tennessee Tech

and played "in freezing conditions,

with a field half full of water and

ice," coming out on top. Western

Kentucky was scheduled at home the

next day, so Stringer had to stay up

half the night washing shirts, socks and

shorts (remember: no laundry service).

Western Kentucky was a tough side

(the reigning Mid-South champs), and

things looked dismal as Sewanee trailed

10-3 halfway through the second half,

but the Purple Haze came back to win

11-10.

In the spring of 2006 the Rugby team

finally "brought home silverware,"

Stringer remarked. In American

English, that means they got a trophy —
and a second place title in the Mid-

South regional championships, losing

to the Citadel by only two points (22-

20).

This season Stringer reports that

"membership of the club is so strong

that we are able to field two very

competent sides. We've even been

able to establish a B team development

program, which further underscores

the popularity of the Rugby program

at Sewanee." Refugees from other

Sewanee (varsity) sports like football,

soccer, track, swimming, and baseball

now play important positions and

provide crucial depth on the roster.

Freshmen, propelled by a curiosity in

this alternatively brutal and beautiful

sport, continue to sign up in droves

and come out to practice hoping for a

spot on the "A" squad. Stringer said,

"I owe as much to [the players] as they

do to me. I have such a wonderful

group of young men with a great sense

of purpose and team spirit. They work

hard in practice, and are very focused

on the championship this year. I'm just

the conductor. I try to help the players

to understand the game of rugby and I

teach them to be imaginative and how
to make the right decisions at the right

time— but during a match, they decide

on the plays."

Creativity and improvisation are

essential when you're being bum-

rushed by fifteen other guys intent on

smothering you as fast as possible.

Should you pass? It can't be forward.

Kick? Run? Is there support? Should

you take the tackle? Keep your feet and

drive? All these options flash through

your head in a heartbeat: a single breast-

thump that seems to take hours. There

is nothing in rugby that is comparable

to route-running in football; nobody

tells you where to go, you just have

to know and go there. ..immediately...

without hesitation. And if you screw

up and get tackled (although the two

may not be synonymous all the time),

you have to bounce right back up again

and go about fixing your mistake. Also

imrnfiriiatfilYi
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"Creativity and

improvisation are

essential when you're

being bum-rushed by

fifteen other guys

intent on smothering

you.
ft

Rugby is fluid and constantly

shifting. In order to play, or even to

watch appreciably, one must be willing

to use his/her mind. This aspect of

rugby seems to be the most crucial in

understanding its popularity at a place

like Sewanee. We don't go to class,

write papers, take midterms or study

hard for nothing; nor is it solely so that

we can get a good job and make some

money after graduation. Sewanee

students, after a full week of mental

calisthenics, still find themselves

discussing high-handed political theory

at a frat party, getting a band together

and playing a weekend gig, or quoting

William Blake in reference to weekend

debaucheries. These things are part of

our wonderful traditions, bound up in

our school the same as the Highlander/

Wellingtons and the OG. So, this

Saturday, put on your kilts, your capes,

your overalls, flannels. North Faces,

boat shoes, banjos, or yes, even your

gowns if you so desire, and stroll down
to the IM field across from Trez at

around 2:30 and catch a different kind

of fever. The rugby kind.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE DOLAN, POLLAK/aND
SCHRAM

PHASE ni DEVELOPMENT PLAN
FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH
Prepared by Robin Gottfried, Jon Evans, and Ken Smith
for the Natural Resources Advisory Committee (NRAC)

Our analysis suggests that the Plan presented by DPS is flawed in several
major ways. The DPS Plan looks like a risky and uncertain means to raise funds
for the construction of a new Sewanee Inn and Conference Center be^innm* a
Conservation Fund, and establishing the Clarence Day Fund. Other collets a°nd
universities like Sewanee typically have chosen more tried and true routes to
raise funds for amenities and construction projects like these

, !!o!r!
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this facu,ty committee (appointed by
the NRAC) believes that the true value of the Lake Dimmick water supply and
Jackson/Dimm.ck watershed needs to be explored. We see these investigations
as both urgent and vital to the long-term interests of Sewanee. We also see an
opportunity in the use' of Lake Dimmick and the watershed for developing
creative interdisciplinary teaching programs that can attract funwing and new
students. This committee believes that such conservative and protective actions
on the part of the

University will generate more funds for the Clarence Day Trust at much lower
risk than the DPS Plan and enhance Sewanee "s reputation and competitive position
with other private liberal arts colleges. We believe that this more conservative
ipproach is both fitting and proper given the missions of the University, the
College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Theology.

The following resolution was passed by the Order ofGownsmen
unanimously on March 8, 2006.

A Resolution Concerning Development at

Lake Dimmick - Haley M. Merrill (approved)
WHEREAS the University of the South has hired the development firm

Dollan, Pollak & Shram (DPS) to conduct a land use feasibility study of the Lake
Dimmick tract on the Domain, and

WHEREAS the mission of the University of the South is to prepare students
"to search for truth, seek justice for all, [and to] preserve liberty under law," and
WHEREAS the University maintains its historic affiliation with the Episcopal

Church, which "is dedicated to the increase of knowledge, understanding, and
wisdom" and which allows "students [and faculty, staff, alumni, and residents
of Sewanee] to live with grace, integrity, and a reverent concern for the world,"
and

WHEREAS the 2003 Management Plan from the Office ofDomain Management
specifically recommends that the reservoir of Lake Dimmick, which serves the
University as a backup water source, be protected '.'from housing developments
or any other activities that might endanger the sources of drinking water," and
WHEREAS Lake Dimmick is a local hub of biodiversity for rare plants

and animals and provides the Domain with a wetland laboratory and a major
recreational amenity,

THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED that the development of the Domain,
specifically the Lake Dimmick area, is in keeping with neither the mission of
the University nor the best interest of the students, faculty, staff, alumni, and
members of the Sewanee community,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Order of Gownsmen recommends that

the Board of Regents suspend all work by DPS related to a "active-lifestyle-type"

residential development, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Order of Gownsmen recommends
that the Board of Regents immediately cease any consideration of commercial or

residential development on the Lake Dimmick tract.

at Lake Dimmick

Sewanee Drycleaners

2003 Management Plan

Beyond Sewanee 's Central Campus:
A Ten-Year Strategic Plan for the Domain

Prepared By: Office of Domain Management
Joseph Burckle, Domain Manager
Ken Smith, University Forester

Lake Dimmick is the third lake in this series of water supply lakes. It was
constructed in 1971, and was originally named Day Lake for Clarence Day who
donated much of the land around the lake. Since the development of this system of
reservoirs that provide Sewanee with a secure water supply, a water shortage due
to drought that required pumping water from Lake Dimmick has only occurred
once. This took place in 1987, the driest year on record... with only 42.8 inches of
rainfall. Rainfalls of less than 45 inches have only occurred twice since records

were kept beginning in 1957, and annual rainfall totals of less than 50 inches have
only occurred four times. This suggests that Lake Dimmick is important to the

overall water security of the University, but that pumping water from this lake

will only be required every 10 to 20 years undercurrent levels of water usage and
historical levels of rainfall.

Significant growth of the university or the Sewanee Utility District could

change these conditions and make use of Lake Jackson and Lake Dimmick loi

water a regular occurrence.

The final watershed is that of Lake Dimmick. As mentioned above, this lake

has only been used once for water supply, however, the likelihood of relying on

this lake in the future is high, especially given the growth of the water district.

Preserving this land is desirable not only for the aesthetics, but also in terms

of preserving Sewanee 's rich biological and cultural heritage. This also helps

maintain valuable teaching and research areas, something that puts Sewanee ahead

of many of its competitors in terms of environmental studies and sciences.

36 Ball Point Rd.

Behind the Sewanee Market

931.598.0116

Monday-Friday 8-5

Saturday 9-1

41 -A Liquors

Chris and Cari Fann

Owners

E-mail
41aliquors@bellsouth.net

504 West Cumberland Street

Cowan, TN 37318
Phone (931) 967-7824

Fax (931) 967-2102
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OG Proposes Professors Add a Clause

Encouraging Wearing Gown to Class

By Zach Gerth

President Eric Wilson and the administration of the Order of the Gownsmen

have submitted to the Deans a proposal to survey professors about how they

feel regarding gownsmen in their gowns and students in formal class dress.

The object of this survey is to determine whether teacher's look favorably

upon Gownsmen, or those wearing a tie and blazer. If the survey indicates

that professors hold Gownsmen and well attired students in higher esteem, the

Order will propose that professors add a clause to their syllabi encouraging

gownsmen to wear their gowns, and other students to drejs_aj^cj3rdin£l^
1

"We live in a world where there is a

\prejudice by teachers ofsomeone in a suit ovei\

someone in a shirt"

Eric Wilson. President of the Order, says "We live in a world where there is a

prejudice by teachers of someone in a suit over someone in a shirt.*' Other reasons

for this motion deal with the Orders responsibilities within the school. The Order is

required by its charter to help maintain the traditions of the University. The gowns

are a long standing tradition of Sewanee, helping to distinguish it from similar

Universities, and the Order, citing recent drop-offs in gown-wearing Gownsmen

amongst the 486 members, hopes to rectify this problem. Although Gownsmen

are supposed to wear their gowns and teachers are supposed to encourage students

to dress in a shirt and tie. the Order hopes that by adding these dress requirements

to the syllabi, these encouragements will "take on more teeth."

(See page 9 for a letter written by Eric Wilson on this issue)

STUDENT MAKES FIRST SOLO FLIGHT
By Rebecca Gibson

University Announcements

INSTALLATION OF UNIVERSITY CHAPLAIN
Your presence is requested on All Saints' Day at a Festival Eucharist celebrating

our Patronal Feast Day and the Installation ofThomas E. Macfie, Jr. As University

Chaplain for The University of the South Wednesday, November 1, 2006 4:30

p.m. All Saints' Chapel. Reception following in Convocation Hall

MUSIC AT STIRLINGS THIS WEEKEND
Friday, Oct 27, 9:00 - 1 1 :00 PM: Acoustic rock and blues with SANDYGREGG

CONNOLLY C'86. Known as "The Tune Chic", this alumni performance is a

great alternative to the typical Sewanee scene.

Saturday, Oct 28, 8:00 - 9:30 PM: Live music with MICHAEL JARRETT
C'95. Check out some early music & then call it a night - or fill those evening

hours with music in a relaxing setting before moving on to something else...

either way, you're sure to enjoy Michael's guitar & voice!

*live music brought to you by the Alumni House

MOUNTAIN GOAT SOLICTING SUBMISSIONS
The Mountain Goat, Sewanee 's biannual student-run literary magazine, is

currently accepting submissions for its Advent 2006 issue. We are looking for

poetry and short fiction, as well as photography or photographs of larger pieces

for the art section. We welcome submissions from students, faculty, staff and

members of the Sewanee community.

The deadline for submissions has been extended until November 7th.

PleaseSPO all writing submissions to Charlotte Seaman-Huynh (executive

editor );art submissions may be SPOed to either Charlotte or Katie Volz (arteditor).

[Include your name, email address.

10% OFF TO ALL STUDENTS
*?'-

.

CITY UNITS

and phone number with all

submissions. Writing submissions

are limited to 10 pages per person.

A Mountain Goat staff

meeting/info session will be

held Thursday, November 2nd

(location and time TBA). Please

email Charlotte Seaman-Huynh at

cseaman@sewanee.edu if you are

interested in attending.

imberland St

aTTN. 37318

Merrill Stewart is seemingly giddy after his first solo flight.

Merrill Stewart made his first solo

flight in an airplane from Winchester

municipal airport on Saturday the 7th

of October. Stewart has been taking

lessons from Certified Flight Instructor

Rebecca Gibson at the Sewanee/

Franklin Co. Airport since January.

Says Stewart, "It was one of the most

incredible feelings I've had while here

at Sewanee. I was really nervous right

up to the moment I took control. From
that point on, for some reason. I felt

totally fine. I realized that I was the

only one flying this airplane and being

nervous wouldn't do me any good, so

I simply did what I had been taught and

everything just sort of fell into place. It

wasn't until I got back on the ground

l«>r the final time that I realized what

I had done and I started to swell up

with pride and satisfaction that I had

gotten that far." Stewart is a Senior

at the University of the South from

Birmingham, AL majoring in Art with

intentions to go to medical school after

a few years out of college. He plans

on continuing his flight training while

a student here, hopefully attaining his

private license by the first of next year

and then onto instrument certification

in the Spring. He hopes to continue

flying privately after leaving Sewanee,

and maybe make it part of his medical

career. In addition to flying planes,

Merrill is the President of the Sigma

Nu fraternity, on the discipline council,

senior interviewer with admissions

office, and in the Order of the

Gownsmen for three years. Wherever

he lands after leaving the mountain.

KUOS at Sewanee will always be his

favorite runway.

i/tfkm CJaylor

Internship
at the Sewanee Review

Do you find yourself correcting signs on the roadside?

Do the misused possessive apostrophe and the much-abused

quotation marks for "irony" really get you steamed?

Most important, are you a senior interested

in how great writing reaches the people?

If so, the Aikert Taylor Internship might be for you. This postgraduate internship

at the Sewanee Review will be an exceptional opportunity for a student from the

University of the South to gain invaluable experience through assisting the editor

and managing editor at all levels of editing and production of flic nation's oldest

continuously published literary quarterly. Ifyou are a senior, noi i inly interested in

learning the art and business of literary publishing, but also in staying in S( wan< •

one more year, please go to TigerNet to read more about the Aiken Taylor

Internship and to fill out the application form.

Deadline for application: November 1, 2006

For more information,

e-mail Leigh Anne Couch (managing editor)

Lcouch@sewanee.edu



Mary Hankin; Soccer

#v Cory Woodworth
l. What has been your most

"HgFy

7%e Sewanee Women 's Soccer team
beatAgnes Scott on Saturday 4-0. Mary
Hankin (Canandaigua, NY) started off
the Tiger scoring with a sixth minute
goal. Hankin then went on to have 2
assists in the game.

1
.
How long have you been playing

soccer?

"I've been playing since I was 5-16
years.

memorable moment about soccer?
"My most memorable moment was

one ofmy most embarrassing moments.
It was last year at home and I fell on
my back right in front of the fans.

Someone kicked up a ball and it

started coming down for my head. I

look like a scared cockroach flipped on
its back."

3. What is your favorite thing
about Sewanee Soccer?

"Getting to know a group of great
girls and guys so well. We all love to

play and have a great time together."

4. What is your least favorite thing
about Sewanee Soccer?

"That Austin College just joined our
Conference."

5. What is the coolest name of a
team you played for when you were
young? "The Smerfs."

6. How often a week do you
practice and work out for soccer?

"Normally 6 days a week including

games.

"

7. What do you like to do in your
free time?

"Watch Two-a-Days, have

waterballoon fights, play outside."

"I'd like to give a shout out to Coach
Bootz and Coach Large-toe!"

Tab Wood: Soccer

The Sewanee Men's Soccer team
grabbed their second win this weekend
in a very physical game against
Rust College, with a score of 1-0.

Tab Wood (Richmond, VA) scored the
only goal on the day with a first-half

The Athletes ofthe Issue are chosen by

Sports Editor Cory Woodworth

score.

"Thank you, thank you so much,
first and foremost I've gotta thank God,
through Him all things are possible...

I

want to thank my parents for putting

me here... I want to thank my brother
for always playing outside with me
in the yard...I want to thank Abby for

being my rock... I want to thank Old
Spice Deodorant for making a stick

that lets me play without inhibition due
to stench...Most of all I want to thank

my fans..."

1 How long have you been playing

soccer?

"I don't know, since whatever age
that kids traditionally start playing

sports. When can a child run and play

sports?? Interesting to think about..
."

2. What has been your most
memorable moment about soccer?

"Losing in the State semifinals my
senior year in high school. It sucked.
But it is also funny how one tends to

remember only the times that suck
because if one is good he does not
remember the times that are good
because he always thinks there will be
more."

3. What is your favorite thing
about Sewanee Soccer?

"The routine 4 day road trips (i.e.

during Fall Break) that force players
to write term papers on the bus. move
mid-terms up/back, miss classes, and
arrive home at 2 in the morning only to

have to go to class the next morning at

8, which almost without fail leads to a
sub-par 1st semester GPA."

4. What is your least favorite thing
about Sewanee Soccer?

"Our 2-10-2 record."

5. What is the coolest name of a
team you played for when you were
young?

"The stinging hornets."

6. How often a week do you
practice and work out for soccer?

"6 days."

7. What do you like to do in your
free time?

"Sleep."

"I would like to give a thanks to my
parents who have come to almost every

Sewanee Soccer game since I have
been on the team."

For the last three years, the

Sewanee Theologs' Football team has

had one goal in mind: to win a game.
Not counting the three wins due to

forfeit in the '04 season, the Theologs

have yet to win a game, though they

have come close several times. As one

player said, "What we lack in physical

ability, we make up for in spirit." Never
were truer words spoken.

Before and after each game, the

Theologs pray, but so far their prayers

for a win have gone unanswered.

Perhaps the Holy Spirit is a frat boy
at heart, or perhaps it would take the

prayers of Moses himself to garner a

win for the always underdog Theologs,

but they are hopeful nonetheless.

Team captain and quarterback

Will McQueen said this, "Our first year

was a building year. It was mostly

T'07 out there on the field, and that's

how it's been since then, for the most

part. Last year we were plagued with

injuries. Nearly all the players we
picked up from T'08 suffered season

ending injuries, which really brought

the morale of the team down. But this

year we really know ourselves. We
picked up some good players from

T'09, and we have our secret weapon

in Andrew Fraser, who was out the last

two seasons with injuries."

Theology Football Team
'getting ready to go Old Testament on the fraternities'

By Jason Shelby

Secret weapon indeed. In his

last appearance on the field, Fraser

scored three touchdowns, running for

an estimated 250 yards. And in what

has become Theolog legend, last year

Fraser caught his own fifty yard pass

for a glorious touchdown.

When defensive powerhouse

Joseph Smith was asked why the

Theologs had not won a game yet, he

said, "We're old and fat."

But the times they are a

changin'. This year the median age on

the Theologs squad has dropped from

43 to 32, a gain of eleven years. In

every appearance this year the Theologs

have scored at least two touchdowns, a

feat unmatched in the last two years.

The seniors on the squad are focused

on a win, and quarterback McQueen,

with his always present playbook, says

he might just have the plays to bring

them that win. "I don't want to give

anything away, but let's just say that

we're getting ready to go Old Testament

on the fraternities. The time for being

nice is over... Papa needs a win!"

Indeed, Papa does need a win.

This year's starting lineup includes:

Will McQueen, Joseph Smith, Andrew

Fraser, Ann Fraser, Ken Saunders,

Jason Shelby, Matt Wise, Victor Hailey,

Wil Keith, Michael Caldwell, Robert

The School of Theology's prayers for a win in football have been unanswered so

far. "I don't want to give anything away, but let's just say that we're getting ready

to go Old Testament on the fraternities. The time for being nice is over."
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Professor Wentz recollects student Meacham
upon Promotion to Editor of Newsweek

By Alex Pappas

Religion Professor Herbert Went/

sat in his chair in front of my Old

Testament class in Guerry and told his

students one of his most memorable

stoi ies about Sewanee alum and regent.

Jon Meacham (C'91 ). He told the class

the story in response to my request for

an interview with him upon Meacham 's.

one ol his most cherished students,

promotion to editor of Newsweek in

October.

Went/ told the story of Meacham.

who told his fifth grade teacher. "Why

would I want to read the Chronicles of

Narnia, when I could read John Dean's

memoir?". John Dean is of course the

man made famous during the Nixon

Watergate scandal.

Professor Wentz continued by

telling the class about how as a young

boy. Meacham worked tirelessly for

Reagan's presidential campaign, to

the point of being invited to Reagan's

1980 inauguration. Professor Wentz

smiled as he told the stories, telling his

class about the childhood passion of a

boy who would become the editor of

Newsweek, covering the nation's most

important political stories (including

the scandal of our generation- the

Clinton/Monica Lewinsky affair).

Wentz recollectedbacktoMeacham 's

days as a student, where Meacham first

had Wentz for the required Introduction

to Religion course. After having

Meacham in class and realizing his

great intellectual capabilities. Wentz

became a great mentor to Meacham
by serving as the professor for his one-

Alum incorporates Sewanee into Fiction

By Alex Pappas

on-one Oxford-like tutorials for three

semesters in Religion.

Through these one-on-one tutorials,

Wentz and Meacham became great

ids. "We became very close." Wentz

Today. Wentz and Meacham still

keep in touch. Wentz is the godfather

of Meacham's child, and is even li

under Meacham's Wikipedia.com

biography as an influential mentor.

Signs of Wentz and Meacham's

relationship are visible in his office. As

Wentz talked about Meacham's work

at the Washington Post, he held up a

letter opener lying on his desk with the

words "Washington Post" printed on it.

a trinket Meacham gave him during his

tenure at the Post.

Wentz applauded his former student

who, according to a September 5th

Newsweek online posting stated that

"Meacham will have responsibility

for all day-to-day editorial operations

of Newsweek and Newsweek.com

and will work with [the Newsweek

chairman] on the long-range editorial

direction of the magazine."

Listening to Wentz recollect about

Meacham should make all Sewanee

students proud that they go to a

University where their professors not

only serve as teachers, but also as

mentors and caring friends. The Wentz/

Meacham relationship is evident of that

great pillar of a Sewanee education.

Imagine driving down the road to

the cross on a foggy Sewanee night.

As a result of the blinding fog, it takes

a moment to realize that the large

white blur in front of you is actually

the illuminated cross, overlooking the

mountains of the Cumberland Plateau.

No, this is not just any night at The

University of the South. It happens to

be the setting for a chapter in a book

of fiction described by one reviewer as

"John Grisham meets C.S. Lewis
'

This piece of fiction, the Soulbane

Stratagem, is the work of Sewanee

alum Norman Jetmundsen, who has

combined his personal experiences as

a student of both Sewanee and Oxford

(and as a reader of C.S. Lewis) into a

fast paced novel.

Jetmundsen introduces the reader

to an American student named Cade

Bryson, who is doing graduate work at

Magdalen College at Oxford. Perhaps

Jetmundsen modeled Cade after some

Sewanee students he knew during his

education or even himself: Cade is well

versed in English literature, played

lacrosse in college, and enjoys a good

conversation over a pitcher of beer

with his buddies.

As an intellectual, both he and his

pub friends dismiss Christianity as

another religious myth. However,

Cade's life turns upside down one

night in an Oxford library, when he

happens upon a set of letters that

appear to be between two devils.

Along with the help of a college friend

and an English vicar. Cade realizes

that the letters are strikingly similar

to former Oxford professor C.S.

Lewis' work, the Screw/ape L I

(the controversial compilation of the

correspondence between two devils

that gave insight into Christianity

through their conversations on how to

infiltrate society with evil).

The letters lead Cade on a page

turning quest around the world, even

bringing the reader to Sewanee. where

the traditions of the school add to the

developing plot. One such Sewanee

tradition is seen through Jetmundsen's

writing: "We drove up a winding

mountain road, as the trees put on a

spectacular display of autumn color.

Just as our car passed between two tall,

stone columns marking the entrance to

the University. Elizabeth put her index

finger to the roof of the c

Jetmundsen's book would be

ol particular interest to Sewanee

students who have studied at Oxford,

participated in the British and European

Studies program, or those who enjoy

C.S. Lewis. Along with reading about

familiar places, the reader may also

gain a religious insight to the world we
live in.

A must read for all connected to

the Sewanee family, the Soulbane

Stratagem will both intrigue and

enlighten the reader. It is available in

Dupont Library and in most online

bookstores.



Lets face it - we go to a freakishly

small school in the middle of nowhere.

Hence, we all know everything about
this tiny world we live in... or we think

we do. The purpose of this column is to

clear up a few of the common rumors
around campus. No, not Billy Bob and
Susie Q getting it on at Viking Saturday

night, but things that actually affect our
lives here. The following is a list of
rumors along with the facts that either

prove or disprove them.

Rumor #1: Eric Wilson, President

of the Order of the Gownsmen, is on
a power trip and is trying to totally get

ride of gowns! If he can't get rid of all

of them, he wants to at least take them
away from leaders around campus like

Proctors and the Honor Council.

FICTION: Eric does not want

to take gowns away from anyone! He
loves the tradition but believes it is

fading away. He pointed out that from

an admissions standpoint the tradition

is deceptive because there are 486
gownsmen and on a good day about

Fact or Fiction:

Gowns, Big Brother, Video Cameras, and a Dancing
By Whitney Lehr Ray
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Dean

30 people actually wear then gowns
Eric further explained that most people
don't wear their gown because n<.

cycle that needs
to be broken. He thinks if people think
it's a worthwhile tradition we should
start wearing our gowns, other

ould see why people would want
to give up the tradition. However, he
is still taking no action to get rid of
them.

Rumor #2: Sewanee will soon
become the next Big Brother with

surveillance cameras at every entrance

to dorms. The police will watch out for

outsiders and keep an eye on all students

living on campus. Students will need
to censor what they say near to doors

to avoid incriminating themselves as

well as follow all policies more strictly

to avoid getting in trouble for having

open containers among other illegal

substances.

FICTION: The idea of video

cameras at doors is under consideration

but only for security purposes. These

would be motion-activated DVR
cameras focused on who is going in

and out of the buildings With this kind
of technology we could have caughl
Hi' "Sewanee Creeper" more quickly.
AKn. police could safelj let stud

in the dorms who h;i ,tten their

keys by checking the video with their

ID picture. This technologj wouldnol
be used watch students constantly and
in turn write up those who are breaking
the rules, but instead as a means to

easily irack strangers lurking around
the campus or find those who have
vandalized the property. If you have
any suggestions or thoughts about this

please contact Katie Steele. Keep in

mind this is merely being discussed

and the school would like teedback

from students about how we t.

Rumor #3: Prior to becoming
Sewanee's Dean of Students, Eric

Hartman was a professional singer and

dancer.

Fact: His talents helped him advise

Perpetual Motion last year, which

drama and summer stock show while

at The Univei sit) oi New Mexico. He
was Inst luicd as a aid when

of the dancers became injt

lm to [i arn the part. From
that point on he kept dancing. He

ission tor ballel mostly. He
danced throughout college in

"i University ensembles and in two
professional companies, the New
Mexico Ballet and the New Mexico
Umbrella Company, His wife and his

two children are also avid dancers.

Hartman was the Advisoi <>! Perpetual

Motion last year, following Phoebe
Pearigen. the founder of Perpetual

Motion. Hartman had tentative plans

tochi ipfa a piece for the show last

and who knows, maybe we*ll see

him dance this year! Lastly. Hartman
stated, "one important side note: No one

should mistake being paid to perform
as having too strong a correlation to

having exceptional talent."

Kyle Kaiser '07 Becomes First Recipient of the Pearigen Award
for Commitment to Community

The PearigenAward forCommitment
to Community was created in the

fall of 2006 to recognize outstanding

student contributions to the Sewanee

community. It is named for Robert

Wesley Pearigen '76, currently associate

professor of Political Science and Vice

President for University Relations,

and the former dean of students. After

graduating from Sewanee and earning

a Ph.D. from Duke University. "Dean

P" returned to the Mountain in 1986 to

serve as Dean of men. In 1994, he

named Dean of students and served

the students, faculty, and staff in that

capacity until July 2005.

As Dean, he believed strongly in

the concept of community, and his

goal was for each student to "find their

place" here on the mountain. Pearigen

spent the majority of his time, whether

in the classroom or in one-on-one

conversations, engaging with students

and challenging them to make Sewanee

a stronger community. He was

particularly committed to the ideals oi

scholarship, integrity, leadership, and

civic responsibility and he approached

each student with care, concern,

and respect. The relationships that

Pearigen built with students are indeed

his most significant contribution to our

community. Other highlights of his

contributions include the creation of the

Student Life Cabinet, the development

of the

Career Services staff and facility,

the building of McClurg Dining Hall,

the expansion of housing facilities for

sororities, the fraternity restoration

project, a new facility for the University

Counseling Center, and the building of

Humphreys Hall. His commitment

to the Sewanee community continues

today and is now carried forward by

By: Dean Katie Steele

the positive contributions made by the

recipients of this award.

The Pearigen Award forCommitment
to Community will be given monthly to

an undergraduate student in the College.

The idea of this award is to recognize

a student for their contributions to

the community, whether behind-the-

scenes, in a leadership capacity, in or

outside of the classroom. Mostly, it is

designed to give regular recognition to

amazing Sewanee students.

Below are some guidelines to

consider when recommending a student

for this award:

•There is no minimum GPA to

receive the award

•Nominations can be submitted by

any faculty, staff or student

•3-4 prizes will be awarded per

semester

•An individual student may only

receive one award per year

The award will consist of the

following:

•Lunch with Dr. Robert Pearigen

•An award certificate

•Recognition in the Sewanee

Purple

Members ofthe Student Life Cabinet

will choose the award recipients each

month. All student nominees will

receive a letter indicating that they were

nominated for the Pearigen Award. To

nominate a student, please visit hup

www.sewanee.edu/pearigenaward .

For his work as the PRE Orientation

Intern, Kyle Jackson Kaiser '07 is

the first recipient of the new Pearigen

Award for Commitment to Community.

Please join me in thanking Kyle for his

efforts to organize and lead a successful

PRE experience for 167 new students

and for the 75 leaders who helped

to make this program possible. A
Senior, Natural Resources major from

San Antonio, Texas, Kyle has been

involved with many aspects of campus

I ile He has been particularly active

with the Sewanee Outing Program,

spread his enthusiasm for the outdoors

by leading countless trips, served as

the caving director, the co-leader of a

snowshoeing trip to Colorado, and has

been a three-year member of the PRE

staff. In addition, Kyle has studied

Theater and Ar London, has been a

resident of the LcoHouse. a participant

on the Costa Rica spring break outreach

trip, a member of the cast of Dark of

the Moon, and has biked the MS 150

twice! Kv'° as also recently given

the Stepnen Elliott Puckette Award.

Congratulations Kyle!
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Seagal breaks neck, world record

World renowned martial artist/

actor/musician/sex symbol Steven

Seagal recently broke the 7,320 th neck

of his career in his highly acclaimed

hit mini-series "Man on the Run.''

The breaking of that neck (using the

traditional 'praying mantis of death'

approach) has thrust Seagal into

the history books past rival martial

artist Jean Claude Van Damme. Van

Damme has held the record since his

appearance in Bloodsport 10: Arkansas

Mob , in which he broke an all time

high 158 necks (and brought his total

up to 7.329). Seagal has starred in over

23 million movies, and, when asked

how he was going to celebrate this

milestone, he promptly ripped out the

interning reporter's trachea.

News in Brief

By Sam
Increasing number of leaves on

grounds suggests inevitable War'

says conspiracy theorist

Conspiracy theorist Tad Dixon

has noticed a horrifying new trend that

leaves him with only one conclusion:

the leaves that are falling off of the

trees as we speak are forming some

kind of ruthless leaf-army that is going

to try to take over the greater Sewanee

community. Having spent the last three

or four years formulating this theory,

he explained. "When leaves are in

the trees, they are virtually harmless.

Attached to limbs, they are imprisoned

by their host tree. However, during the

last few weeks, I have noticed a HUGE
increase in the number of leaves that

are now on the ground, and therefore

potentially mobile. I see this sudden

increase in mobile leaves as a deliberate

Figure 1: His seemingly kind nature is simply a front. Immediately after this picture was

taken. Seagal broke the Panda 's neck

Currin
clue that war will soon be upon us.

At this point, the leaves outnumber

us nearly 50: 1 , and in order for us to

put up a good fight, we'll have to find

someway to decrease their numbers."

When introduced to this theory, local

yardman Lamer 'Mar' Butler replied,

"I got a damn solution for that wacko,

I'll rake 'em all into a pile and burn the

**** out of 'em. I'd like to see them try

to start a war when they're burning in

a pile of 4,000 of their leaf brethren."

Dixon remains concerned.

Roommate's interest in heavy

metal beginning to raise concerns

Junior William Pryor is

beginning to become concerned about

his roommate's interest in heavy metal

music. Pryor said, "I mean, he plays

that crap all day long. It sounds to me
like a bunch of angry kids that hate

their parents yelling into a microphone

and thrashing on instruments. I just

don't get it. It's starting to freak me
out, not to mention the fact that he put

his Slayer poster right over my Horse

Whisperer poster." Pryor 's roommate

Matt 'Shady' Brady would not discuss

Pryor's concerns, although he did

mention that Pryor "is about as cool as

a box of ****." He said, 'So what if I

love rocking out to the killer jams of

Pantera and Slayer. It's better than that

Bob Seger crap he listens to. Seger can

go to hell." Brady then turned on his

stereo and, looking around, grabbed

Pryor's "#1 Nephew" coffee mug and

threw it against the wall, shattering it

to pieces all over his Bee Gees poster.

Rust Goalie calls defender bad

name, gets uninvited to his birthday

party

Saturday afternoon at the

soccer game, the Rust team quit with

20 minutes left in the second half. The

problems started when the Goalkeeper,

forced to make a save after an error by a

defender, called his defender a naughty

word. In the scuffle that followed, the

goalie was uninvited to the defender's

upcoming birthday party, and the whole

team walked off the field, leaving

Sewanee with its second win, and the

first win in SCAC history caused by

someone being uninvited to a birthday

party. Leading 1-0 at the time of the

scuffle on a goal by Tab Wood, the

Rust goalie commented that he 'didn't

want to go to his [defender's] crappy

birthday anyway.'

Drunken visionary proposes flex

dollars for gasoline, Wal-Mart

Weekend visionary Ron

Woodward has proposed, in his latest

Saturday night knowledge-spitting

session, that flex dollars be redeemable

at the gas pump near the Chi-Psi

Lodge, Wal-Mart, and Pearls. He

exclaimed, after four hefty glasses of

red wine, "I mean, come on man, think

about it, we've got $100 bucks for the

pub. But I can't eat that many breakfast

wraps. What if that money could

be used at other places... like that gas

station near Chi-Psi, and Wal-Mart,

and Pearls. That'd be totally awesome

dude. I could get stuff like gas. food,

and sweet meals. I'm so going to talk

to the VC on Monday. I think he'll

listen to me. It's a logical argument

dudes, ya'll know it." Later on in

the night. Woodward suggested that

senior apartments should be opened

the upstairs of McClurg because 'that

place would be nasty to party at!"

The Spirit of Sewanee Column
By Barlow Mann

Cooler
Weather is

Upon Us...
b. true \s ready for

your cool weather

needs with soft

sweaters, warm
jackets, wraps, coats

and beautiful pieces

to wear under them!

Don't forget to check
out our BIG SALE
ROOM—all items
30 to 75% off!

Mon-Sat "0-6

fc>.(7tue
APPAREL,

JEWELRY, ACCESSORIES
...& MORE!

Last issue a Union soldier praised

the pristine beauty of our Domain.

This issue, I present an excerpt from

an essay in the 1913 Cap & Gown.

In thispiece. Dean Walter Hullihen

captures the classic quality of collegiate

life at Sewanee, and his description

holds true today just as it did almost

one hundred years ago. When I read

this piece, I was startled by how similar

its spirit and even language were to

many late-nightconversations I have

had with friends singing praises of our

institution:

"A comradeship exists in

the Academic Department [i.e.

Undergraduate College, as opposed

to School of Theology] which cannot

be duplicated after one becomes the

possessor of a sheep-skin. There

matchless friendships are formed. It

is there that the Academ learns to be

the most admirable of men— 'A good

fellow.' Just what qualities constitute

one is difficult to say; but genuineness

is the keynote. That is the reason the

good fellow is so appreciated. The

Academ detests sham and is apt to

becaustic until he is convinced of its

absence. Once persuaded, his esteem

is unmitigated.... His philosophy is

Epicurean with a touch of the Stoic.

He regards life as something with great

possibilities for enjoyment."

Located in the Log Home next tc

the Piggly Wiggly in Monteagle

(931)924-5647 Mountain
OUTFITTERS
Quality catalogue merchandise at discount prices

North Face Summit Series and Lightweight Carharts



Theta Pi's service project for this

semester will be a 5k run and 1 mile
fun run, with all proceeds going to

Blue Monarch. For those of you who

have not heard of Blue Monarch, it is a
shelter for women and children who are

suffering from emotional and physical

abuse.

Since 2003, when the organization

opened, it has treated 18 women and
28 kids. This shelter helps end the

cycle of abuse by making these women
self-sufficient. They do educational

support, job training, counseling, etc.

Theta Pi to Sponsor 5K "l\irkey Trot
The women go through thif^ram^^^^
for one year and have a large ceremony
where they receive diplomas in the end.
They are entirely dependent on outside
donations to fund their program, which
is why Theta Pi hopes to raise $5000
or more as a gift to help these women.
So please, join in on the fun and help
support women in our community.

Here are the details:

When: November 18th

Where: 10am at the Theta Pi house
Who: Campus wide

How: Everyone will receive a
registration form in the SPO.

Prices:

•$18 to pre-register (by November
3) with a t-shirt included.

•$11 to pre-register under age 13

•$14 to register the day of the race

regardless of age

99
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For those who do not pre-register,

Is Sewanee Crossing the Line Between
Tradition and Stagnation?

By: Ashley Logsdon

t-shirts will also be for sale the day
of the race. There will be an awards
ceremony following the run at 1 1 :30 at

the Theta Pi house. Contact President

Lauren Palmore at x2966 (email

Palmo0@sewanee.edu) or Elizabeth

Etherton at x2043 (etherton@sewanee.

ed) with any questions.

I overheard some students

complaining about the possibility of
the installation of a new cell phone
tower. They were upset, because they

said we didn't need the tower. Sewanee
students don't use cell phones! The
girls were worried it would disrupt our
quiet, courteous community.

My first thought: are you kidding

me?

Yes, we are not heavy users of cell

phones hear at Sewanee: the University

of the South. We don't whip them out

at a party, they're not ringing during

class, nobody's sending texts during

football games. But what if you have

a lost out-of-town-guest? It's a pain in

the butt when they don't have service

and they can't find Quintard. And who
wouldn't enjoy making a call home
from their dorm room bed instead of

having to go outside?

Now, I will be the first to judge

those who don't understand cell phone
etiquette. And back home, if somebody
has a long, involved conversation when
it's just the two of us at dinner, you bet

I'll pitch a fit. But they're not on the

phone because they had service and

their phone automatically answered

itself and latched to their ear— it's

because they're just rude. And if its

an important call that they really need

to take-I'd probably understand.

So here's the point: I don't think

exposing ourselves to the ugliness of
cell phone service is going to change
the way Sewanee students treat each
other and interact as a community.
And if it does, maybe we are giving

ourselves a little too much credit. If

we need to be cut off from our phones
to be courteous to one another, isn't

that just as bad? I'd almost prefer to let

everybody have the option to be rude

so I can better weed out the bad eggs.

Oh, and here's another thought: I

bet all the other people who live here

would probably appreciate the service.

Cell phones are pretty necessary these

days. They're also a safety precaution.

Everybody knows that the primary

reason people get their kids cell phones

is safety.

But the problem heregoesdeeper than

the cell phones. Sewanee sometimes

has trouble distinguishing between the

wonderful, special traditions we have

here and the need for innovation. This

is the greatest place in the world, but

this is an institution responsible for

educating future leaders. We need to

be able to respect and value tradition,

but we really need to look forward as

well.

Order of Gownsmen President's Letter to the

Student Body
By Eric Wilson

A Brief Op-ed Article on North Korea

By Harold J. Goldberg, Professor ofHistory;

Chair, Asian Studies Program

The morning after the report of

North Korea's recent nuclear test,

I walked into class and asked my
students what they thought. "That guy

[Kim Jong II] is crazy" was a common
reaction. I asked what made him crazy

and how everyone knew that he was.

No answer. I asked if everyone who
thinks differently than we do is crazy.

Heads shook. One student volunteered:

"maybe crazy like a fox." Got it!

Maybe it is ok to laugh at a foreign

leader because he is short, wears funny

glasses, and likes cartoons. It is quite

another to underestimate his craftiness

(see fox above).

The last five years are a kind of

blur for many of us. Which came

first: nine-eleven or the Iraq war?

When did North Korea and its weird

leader (see above) get the bomb? And

what about those crazy guys in Iran?

Our government has done a good job

of confusing us by conflating issues

and slogans. Now we are paying the

price, and it is going to be expensive

Continued on Page 10

When I was elected President

of the Order of Gownsmen, I had no
idea that I would become the chief

gown evangelist. Nevertheless, I find

myself pondering ways to spread the

good news of gown wearing more
effectively. I am even writing what
seems to be the annual OG President's

plea to gownsmen in The Purple.

Most people I talk to are

surprised to learn that, at the beginning

of the Advent semester, there were 487
gownsmen in the college. Although

we don't have any numbers to support

claims about gown wearing trends,

casual observation would lead one to

conclude that it would be unreasonably

optimistic to suggest that even

ten percent of gownsmen actually

participate in the gown tradition on a

regular basis.

I have grown accustomed to

this unfortunate fact about Sewanee 's

most distinctive tradition, but I am,

in all honesty, puzzled by the present

situation. In September, at the

University's Opening Convocation and

Investiture of New Gownsmen, friends

and families filled the chapel to capacity

to celebrate the induction of the more
than 170 new gownsmen. It would

seem that the level of participation at

the gowning ceremony indicates some
interest in the gown tradition.

This interest in the gown
tradition, however, has not translated

into participation in the gown tradition

during my time at Sewanee. As far as I

can tell. I can only control my actions,

and efforts to control other people's

decisions have proved fruitless thus far.

So I will continue to wear my gown,

and the best that I can hope for is that

my fellow gownsmen do the same

At this time, I would like

to extend my gratitude to those I

brave gownsmen who continue to

wear their gowns on a regular basis.

These bastions of tradition are rarely

appreciated for all that they do. I know
the Office of Communications and Ms.

Hutchinson appreciate the photo ops.

The Order is currently taking

steps to promote gown wearing amongst
students. Included in the plan is a

faculty survey about gowns, a request

for encouragement of gowns in course

syllabi, a gown loan program, and

special "Gown Days." I am confident

that these are steps in the right direction

to resuscitate our ailing tradition that

seems to be in a permanent vegetative

state.

I am also confident that, despite

all efforts by the Order, people will

continue to make excuses about why
they don't wear their gowns. From
what I have gathered, the number one

reason why gownsmen won't wear

their gowns is that they don't want to

be in the very small majority of gown
wearers. Upon further query, most

people say that they would wear their

gowns more often if others did the

same.

It doesn't take a logician to see

the problem here. All we have to do

is start tipping the proverbial dominoes

and the vicious cycle of gown-phobia

will be vanquished. I am reminded

of my mother's warning about peer

pressure, "Ifeveryone jumped off of the

Empire State Building, would you do it,

too?" My response, which indicated my
failure to grasp the advanced rhetoric

employed by my mother, was that if

everyone on the planet jumped off, by

the time my turn came there would be

a dog pile of people to cushion any fall

I might have.

Ergo, I would like to encourage

all of my fellow gownsmen to take the

leap and start wearing the gown again

If it would help, we could even have a

Gown Day for all of the gowns to come

out of the closet 1 hope to see you in

your gown sometime soon.

Have an opinion?

Email:

spurple@Si. wanee.edu
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N.Korea cont'd

in money, lives, and sleepless nights.

The Bush administration has made it

difficult to sort through the rhetoric:

terrorism, brutal dictators, weapons of

mass destruction, axis of evil, which

one is which, who hates us, and which

one is trying to destroy us and in what

order??!!

In September 200 1 , the United States

was viciously attacked. Everyone

agreed that the danger was Al Qaeda,

led by Osama Bin Laden, who lived

under the protection of the Taliban

in Afghanistan. The issues seemed

clear, and the mission of the American

military, supported by a strong national

consensus, also appeared obvious.

International support was solidly

behind the VS.

Then everything got confusing.

In January 2002. in his State of the

Union address. George Bush named

three countries as part of an axis of

evil: Iraq, Iran, and North Korea. What

about Afghanistan?A year later (March

2003) the US invaded Iraq.

This is where I tell my students: yes,

you need to know the dates because

chronology matters. You cannot

understand the events unless you

actually know the sequence itself.

First pretend you are the leader of

North Korea or Iran. The president of

the US labels Iraq a member of the

axis of evil and then orders an invasion

of that country without international

or United Nations support. Iraq does

not have nuclear weapons and cannot

defend itself. The regime quickly

crumbles.

Ruling elites in North Korea and

Iran calculate that they could be next

on the American invasion list. But if

they can develop nuclear weapons fast

enough, maybe they could use them

as a threat (North Korea against Japan

and Iran against Israel) to force the

US to back down. They move quickly

to acquire these weapons. For the US
their nuclear programs are a reason for

attacking them; for North Korea and

Iran, obtaining the weapons is the only

way to shield themselves against un

American attack.

OK. let's go back:

One of the most closed societies on

the planet. North Korea was governed

from its founding until 1994 by Kim II

Sung. Kim II Sung was a true believer

in Stalinist-style communism, and

he developed a strange and quirky

ideology called "Juche." While the term

means something like self-reliance, it

has various submeanings in the areas

of economic development and military

defense. For our purposes, its military

application is probably most significant.

Here is what the official web site of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea

(North Korea) says on the meaning of

Juche (yes, I visited that site for this

article and learned about all the pins

I can order with the Dear Leader's

image): "In the defense area the Juche

Idea means Self-Defense, it is a basic

point to warrant the protection of the

country using an invincible military

power that will protect the motherland

and revolutionary achievements from

the aggressive Yankee imperialism and

its servants."

Yankee imperialism is the US. So

we are their axis of evil, only without

the axis!

But I digress. Several American

administrations, including Republicans

(going back to Reagan- and Bush the

First) and Democratic (Clinton) were

well aware thatNorth Korea wasdifficult

to deal with and might be interested

in acquiring nuclear weapons. In all

cases, American leaders treated North

Korea carefully, without inflammatory

accusations, but with a watchful eye

always targeted on the Korean peninsula

and with American troops strategically

stationed. Reagan. Bush the Elder, and

Clinton all seemed to understand that

needlessly antagonizing North Korea

might provide short-term political gain

while bringing long-term problems.

An opportunity for American

diplomacy opened in 1994. Kim II

Sung died, and he was replaced by his

son, Kim Jong II. Combined with the

collapse of the Soviet Union just a few

"So we are their axis

of evil, only without

the axis!"

years earlier, the possibility existed

(and signals from the North indicated)

that North Korea might be seeking a

way out of its international isolation

in exchange for economic benefit.

The Clinton administration took the

opportunity to send a delegation led

by former President Jimmy Carter,

along with several Korean experts,

to the North for talks. The results

were positive and a Framework of

Understanding between the US and

the North was signed in October 1994.

Briefly the deal included five points:

1. North Korea would freeze its

existing nuclear program and agree to

enhanced International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA) safeguards

2. Both sides would cooperate to

replace the North Korea's graphite-

moderated reactors with light-water

power plants.

3. Both countries would move
toward full normalization of political

and economic relations.

4. Both sides will work together for

peace and security on a nuclear-free

Korean peninsula.

5. And that both sides would work

to strengthen the international nuclear

non-proliferation regime.

While this agreement was not a

perfect resolution to an international

trouble spot, it contained the core

elements for building trust (slowly) on

both sides. Shortly after the agreement

was signed, Kim Jong II loosened trade

restrictions with South Korea, and

economic contacts gradually began to

develop.

In January 1995, the American

government responded to North Korea's

decision to freeze its nuclear program

and cooperate with verification efforts

by easing economic sanctions against

North Korea. The measures were small

in terms of overall trade, but they again

fit into the category of small steps

toward confidence building.

Of course there were problems,

as the North was touchy about

implementing the accords. But one

basic point held through most of the

1990s: while North Korei often made
relations difficult, it also generally

responded to negotiations that treated

the North as equal partners and also

treated Kim Jong II with respect. When
the North refused South Korea's offer

of light water model reactors, talks

in 1995 that included American and

North Korean representatives resolved

the dispute. And so it went throughout

the decade: North Korea was petulant

but ultimately willing to compromise.

After 1995, six more protocols were

reached with the North, and most

experts indicated that while the North

did have uranium/plutonium. it had put

its nuclear weapons program on the

back burner.

The situation began to change in

2001. Bush the Second adopted a

different approach from that of the

Clinton administration. Bush refused

to talk with countries he considered

enemies of the US. and North Korea (as

well as others) was on his list. Of course

September 11, 2001 traumatized the

US (for good reason) but also allowed

Bush to create paranoia in the US that

mirrored North Korea's distrust of the

outside world. As indicated above,

in January 2002, Bush Jr. labeled

North Korea part of the "axis of evil,"

perhaps forgetting that Kim Jong II

(and Saddam Hussein) had nothing to

do with 9/11.

But Bush got his wish. Like the

Sorcerer's Apprentice who conjures

up forces he cannot control. Bush's

rhetoric, combined with the invasion of

Iraq, put North Korea (and Iran as well)

back on the path of acquiring nuclear

weapons. How many Americans

remember that prior to Bush's speech

Iran actually had a moderate president

«\In the defense

Virea the Juche Idea

means Self-Defense,

it is a basic point to

warrant the protection

of the country using\

an invincible military

power"
-DPRK Website

(although his powers were constrained

by the clergy), and that the current

president of Iran was elected after

Bush labeled that country as part of

the axis. Anyway, the intransigence of

the Bush administration clearly pushed

these countries into more extreme

positions. That is not to say that either

North Korea or Iran was (is) easy to

deal with, but diplomacy broke down
as Bush pursued his aggressive agenda.

North Korea feared an American attack

and wanted nuclear weapons to prevent

that possibility. While we may not

intend to invade North Korea, for Kim
Jong II the evidence is not so clear.

After all, the US invaded Iraq without

direct provocation and based on false

evidence.

In October 2002, North Korean

officials acknowledged the existence

of their clandestine program to enrich

uranium for nuclear weapons. While

this program started before the invasion

of Iraq, it picked up speed after Bush's

"axis" speech and during the run-up

to the Iraq war. The North's nuclear

program violated the framework of

1994, but from North Korea's view, it

had few options that would restrain the

US and force the US to treat the North

as a power to be reckoned with.

Our options are now quite limited.

We have put ourselves in the position of

relying on China and Russia to pressure

North Korea. These countries may or

may not be very helpful (although they

both have their own reasons for wanting

to contain North Korea), but also

important is the moral leverage we lose

by depending on those regimes. Every

time we ask China for a favor we have

to back off our legitimate human rights

issues concerning Chinese treatment

of its own citizens. And we have to

give Russia free reign in Chechnya

because criticism might lessen Russia's

willingness to cooperate with us in other

areas. So our failed diplomacy comes

with costs that make us dependent on

repressive regimes.

We face a similar situation in regard

to our dependence on Pakistan in the

struggle against the Taliban, as Pakistan

continues to play both sides (receiving

aid from us and allowing the Taliban

great latitude along the border). Further,

Pakistan and North Korea have long

shared nuclear information, creating

an unholy alliance that we are forced

to ignore because of our failed war in

Afghanistan. Our failure to deal with

North Korea ourselves has thus put us

in a difficult situation throughout Asia.

Where we go from here is uncertain.

Our diplomatic record so far ranks

between shabby and pathetic, and the

question now is whether the situation

has deteriorated beyond the point of

diplomatic solutions.

So we can try to starve North Korea

with sanctions. The population is

already living on Spartan rations, and

whatever we do to cut off trade will

only squeeze the average person harder

(you can be sure the elite will continue

to feed itself)- In the meantime, Iran is

watching. If we can't stop North Korea

from having a bomb, what will stop

Iran (besides, if we accepted Pakistan's

bomb, why is Iran different— many
experts consider the Pakistan-India

conflict just as dangerous, not to

mention again the ties between Pakistan

and the Taliban and Pakistan and North

Korea). Is it complicated enough yet?

Kim Jong II— crazy like a fox.

He now has something to trade with

us. He is now a player. We (even the

Bush administration) can no longer

ignore him. He got his way. And in

the meantime we have so destabilized

the Middle East by removing the one

country (Iraq) that could provide some
balance against Iran that we now face

nuclear proliferation on several fronts

at once. We just don't have enough

National Guard soldiers to handle all of

this ourselves! So diplomacy matters.

But diplomacy is in the hands of the

very people who got us into this mess.

Sleep well!
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IO.N THE MVRJAD THRONGS OF SOUL-SEARCHERS AND ANCIENT SCRIBES AS WE AT THE PURPLE

3tek &n €ptc $oet
A Fruitful Discourse Between Samuel Marion Currin andArthur Barlow Treadwell Mann, IVSC: So, Mr. Mann, how are you

today?

AMM IV: The changing ofthe seasons

and the termination ofmidterm

examinations has usheredmy spirits into

a seemingfy eternal state of
awesome mirth andgaiety. 'Each

morning Apollo'sfiery chariot awakgns

metojoy as great as Vfysses must have

feft when to Ionia andfair (Penelope

he didreturn,

SC: What does an average day
in the epic life ofArthur Barlow
TreadwellMann IV entail?

MTM IV: <From the (Day of(Rest until

Apollo's chariot hathfive times

piercedthe ceCestiaCfirmament, one

mightfindme delighting in the

sublime verses of'William Shakespeare

or sifting through some Lucan. Tor

physicalimprovement andgentlemanly

recreation, I prefer the beautiful

game offootballAndwhen time's

slothfularm hathfive days peeled bac^
andJAurora 's harbinger hearkens on

Triday morningfair, I traditionally

engage in severaldays' revelry, quaffing

from thefinest cups late into the

evening andwooing the ladies of the

land.

SC: Isn't the domain beautiful?

AQTM. IV: As our Indian summer
wanes intoAutumn proper andallthe
woods susurr as playfulZephyrus and
Turnsfair scatter the grounds with

golden andauburn leaflets, I cannot

pass a moment without succumbing to

the supreme beauty ofour lands. The

coarse but refinedsandstone structures

enhance the naturalelegance ofthe

place, andI suspect Venus herselfdid

craft our handsome homestead.

SC: What is your favorite season
up here? I personally love the

Spring. What do you think?

A<B<m IV: Indeed, lovely Spring does

me well I revelin the delicate rituals

ofrebirth andfertiCity, with all the

maidens gravitating to the ancient

Maypole, andmy Calliope prospers,

frolicrling in the mountain springs and
inspiring dulcet phrases in my eager

mind. However, to the gay, concupiscent

rites ofspring I must prefer the crisp

stillness ofAutumn, whose cooldays

and tranquil beauty I esteem the

greatest of times.

SC: Chocolate or Vanilla ice

cream?

A&B4 IV: These delicateflavorings

titillate my astute palate equally, and
I cannot be brought to choose one above

the other. Lir\e Frost's twofabled

paths, lying equally, thesefrozen creams

always stop me in my trades as I

must decide which I shalltafy. I often

rely on the cruelcaprice ofa

coin, trusting infate to deCiver the most

appropriateflavor.

SC: Thank you for your time and
wisdom Arthur, and I hope your
days are full of mirth.

A^TVri IV: Samuelofthe receding

ringlets, you must r\nmv how much I

esteem ourphilosophicalexchanges.

The sultans in <MongoCia rejoice in

our ramblings, sendingfair tidings

andantelope hides as tokens oftheir

adoration. 94ay our advices guule

our colleagues through the mercurial

fortunes ofour etherealworld I eagerly

anticipate responding to your queries

ever more. AHthe best, scribe.

Stop: It's Hammered Time
A Few Seniors Provide 50 Tips for Underclassmen to Most Fully Enjoy Fall Party Weekend

Humbly Compiled By Bacchus and his tricksy son Comus

Homecoming 2006

Yea, Sewanee's Right!

1

.

Nothing beats a cold beer in a warm shower
2. Goody's and Alka Seltzer Morning Relief - do it

3. Bloody Mary's immediately after

4. Flows cure hangovers as well

5. Join the Bacchic Revelry and wave your thyrsis throughout the wilderness
6. Frat Goggles must be upright and in a locked position for the entirety of your
flight

7. Keep on schedule for multivitamins, Metamucil - you will be rewarded
Sunday

8. When under extreme duress, the human body can perform great feats of
consumption

9. Avoid guns, save ice cold Colt .45

10. There are no Governor's at the Governor's Ball, just a bunch of hos and
tricks

11. Your boyfriendVgirlfriend/roommate will not forgive you. Your parents

might.

12. That "beer before liquor" thing is a bunch of bull, drink up

13. It may not be spring, but fertility and rebirth are always in

14. Befriending alums yields top shelf liquor and delicious chicken fingers

15. Be sure to remind alumni of their impending mortality

16. Also remind them that no one does acid anymore, and they probably can't

relate

17. Steer the conversation away from your hemorrhoids

18. Not everyone shares your prejudices

19. Remember - the smell of Scotch is essentially the smell of money
20. Highlanders, keep the kilt on for 48 hours

2 1

.

Don't wear underwear

25. Franklin County jail is half an hour away, so make sure to pee before you go
26. Parliaments are not just for smoking
27. A bird in the hand is better than two in the bush (no one likes bushes)

28. Write her name on your hand

29. Go to your room, it's too cold to do it in Abbo's Alley

30. Avoid that dude from the Britney Spears movie
3 1

.

Creepy is no longer the new sexy

32. If your hand is bigger than your face, you have cancer

33. Nick Rogers is partying harder than you

34. Dick Lodge is bigger than you

35. Rob Keith will win, don't try it

36. Don't pass out in Lynn Hutchison's yard

37. Don't pass out in a graveyard

38. Don't pass out because then you're probably not getting laid (unless he/she/

it really loves you)

39. If you take your shoes off, you can't get drawn on. It's a gentleman's rule.

40. Inhibitions are for tools

41. Bacchus drivers love drunk naked idiots

42. Zack Leskosky is trying to hook up with you

43. So is Web Barr

44. The Women's Center does not sell women (and why the hell isn't there a

Men's Center, dammit?)

45. Go to class Friday, you will know all the answers

46. Make sure that's pig in your mouth, not charcoal

47. Skinny Dip, and guys, embrace acorn penis

48. If you don't remember it, you don't have to explain yourself

49. Keep in mind that the class of '56 drank only PGA and Diesel (yeah, the

fuel)

50. We're already too wasted to think of #50! WHOOOOOOOO!
22. Tabletopping happens

23. "Wait, how much did you say you've had to drink?" "... *F' you"

24. Take that golf cart, you deserve it

But seriously, folks, we at the Sewanee Purple remind you to enjoy your weekend safely. Eat the
standard three meals per day, know your limits, and for your own sake don't drive, even if you

think you are okay. you probably aren't.

NB: The commentary expressed herein is in no way representive of the views of the Purple Staff, exceptfor that last part.
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THE STAFF OF THE
SEWANEE PURPLE WOULD
LIKE TO WELCOME ALL
THE ALUMNI BACK ON
THE MOUNTAIN FOR
HOMECOMING!

Jhe Sewanee Purple

November 14, 1986 The Sewanee Purple 3

Sewanee football
J«

s time to get dressed up in your
best attire, wear a cape. Find a date
grab your flask, because Sewanee

'

football :s about to bcgin . Sheer
excuemen. j s ,he source of motn-a-
fon for th.s year's T.ger football
and they are out toexc.te Sewanee
*'th wins- lots of (hem. How do we
*"ow > Because, contributing to the
strength oflast year, they have some
fresh faces, both coaches and
players

Pan of the ngm' element,*
due to a complete reorganization of
the team, starting from the top with
the new head coach. John Windham
Windham brings Sewanee his
flaying experience as a four-year
starter at Vanderbtit and coaching
experience at Colorado College Al

Logan, Darren Shutler. and Shap
Boyd fam.liar names that Sewanee
M proud to boast. But two that we
have no, heard are Mike Summers
and Jay Davis, and we look forward
to seeing their impact. These
changes ui coaching staff have
altered the mood and make-up of the
team- As offensive co-captain
James Spnggs said, they have
changed the chemistry of the team

and rearranged things so that now '

*e have an attitude that w,H work »

Judging from the players on the
team, Spnggs is nght on target
Tiger football boasts several
returning leaders, wkh Spriggs and
Louie Caputo heading up the
offense as co-captains, and Alex
Hartz and Mike Fulkerson a* co-
captains on the defensive end A
few others to look for are Zsolt

1986
Senior Susan Little was

crowned Homecoming

Queen at the half-time

t£ ceremonies[of the Rose-

Hulman game on Novem-

ber 1 .
Her escort was

Fox Johnston of Phi

Helta Theta Fratem;

Takacs. John Stroup. Joe Phifer. Jon
Trussler. C.P. Paullus, Seth Pajcic
and Jeremy Whitman. Watch out'
for some fresh faces, too. Robert
Holly. Jason Taylor, and Mike Bums
are only a few of the new players
padding up for the field. The
combination of the new and old
should make for a surpassing seasonCome on T.gers. dazzle us with your
stuff. Alex Hartz proves that he is
ready to strut his stuff when he said,we re looking forward to bringine
some acknowledgment to Sewanee
football ." So. Sewanee. look
forward to the next PurpJe. when
you can get more feedback from the
Players and more info on the action
but most of all. look forward to
September 12. when you can
become a pan of U,e excitement in
ihe first showdown.

Subscribe to

tEIje i§>etoanee purple!
For $25 each semester, six issues of "The Sewanee Purple"
(including back issues) will be mailed to your home or
other address. Keep up with news at Sewanee from the
students' perspective while supporting one of the oldest,
continuously run campus newspapers in the nation.

Please send your name, address,
and a check or money-order to:

The Sewanee Purple
735 University Avenue
Sewanee, TN 37383
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As Graduation Week draw near,

excited seniors begin to anticipate

the revels that are an integral part of
their last few days on campus. This
anticipation often extends several years

in advance with party plans and house
reservations which usually fall within
the grounds of two developments:
Clifrtops and the Assembly. This year,

however, mention of this favorite of
Sewanee weeks is mingled with a hint

of anxiety, as more and more rumors
begin to abound that the Assembly may
not be a secure and dependable option

after all.

Many seniors this year have received

the disappointing news that their wild

grad party will have to be canceled as the

house they reserved almost three years

in advance will no longer be available.

More and more families are receiving

phone calls informing them that their

carefully arranged homes were double
booked, leaving one family ousted
while another unfairly gets the festive

upper hand. The Assembly office has
been giving vague and conflicting

answers to these cries of outrage. One
employee commented, "Whathappened
is that we were letting two real estate

agencies handle some of the houses,

but then one of the agencies just kinda
disappeared and we haven't been able

to get in touch with them." A second
employee quickly interjected, though,

explaining, "What really happened was
one of the agencies burnt down, so they

lost all their records, which led to the

double bookings."

On top of the already existing

mayhem, Plateau Realty, which rents

several homes in the Assembly, is also
going out of business. So, whichever
explanation for the real estate confusion
is true, both suggest that renters who
found their homes through a real estate

agency may want to check on the status

of their home. Families who acquired
their house through private individuals,

however, should be fine. What is the

lesson in all of this chaos? Future
seniors looking for homes should stay

away from real estate agencies and look
instead for houses owned by private

individuals and families.

Another concern that has arisen in

the weeks preceding graduation is the

rigidity of the religious affiliation of

SeeMSSA,Pg.2

Greek Life Proves Dedication to Housing Sewanee, Inc. with Donation

Blair Overman
We know you have seen those purple

t-shirts with the big white "Housing

Sewanee" logos. Maybe you even own
one. It is possible that your sorority/

fraternity president made you buy one

or even sell them. I've seen parents,

professors, students, and their siblings

wearing them. Personally, I have one

for every day of the week in every

size. What really makes these shirts

great though, is what they stand for.

The Greek Community of Sewanee

decided to sell these shirts to raise

money for Housing Sewanee, but it's

more than that. They also wanted to

raise awareness for a wonderful cause

that goes on right in our backyard.

The IFC/ISC decided to make

Housing Sewanee their overall Greek

project for the Advent Semester of

2006. Every chapter sold t-shirts,

manned the football concession stand,

and worked on the house. It was

a great way for the fraternities and

sororities to become involved in a local

project and actually feel like they were

positively contributing to life right

on the Domain. The IFC/ISC finally

raised enough money selling t-shirts

to donate $3,500 to Dixon Myers and

Tom Howick, who accepted the check

on behalf of Housing Sewanee during

the weekly Greek meeting on Monday,

February 12.

Dixon and Tom brought a pie chart

of expenses for the current house

to demonstrate how and where they

receive their funding. The Greek

donation amounts to about 6% of the

total funds needed to complete the

house. IFC/ISC hopes to keep donating

money to Housing Sewanee this year

and plans to raise the same amount, if

not more next year.

The Greek Community hopes that

whenever you see a bright purple t-shirt,

you will remember the laudable cause

it represents, and that you might even

be inspired to personally contribute to

Housing Sewanee.
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Alternative Fuels: Debate Debunked
BoydStith

Many of us don't think twice when by-product of a petroleum-burning
we're filling up our tanks. We've vehicle.

gotten used to shelling out thirty Global warming has brought the

or forty bucks for a tank of regular energy debate to the forefront of world
unleaded. There's only one problem, politics. There's no doubt that C02
As the world's largest consumers of levels in the atmosphere are rising. It's

petroleum, Americans go through 9.3 also clear that the vehicles we use for

million gallons of gasoline per day. transportation have a lot to do with this.

We do this despite the world's limited All of these recent discoveries have set

petroleum reserves. the stage for alternative fuels. Simply
Though scientists aren't sure exactly put, alternative fuel's goals are to put

when these reserves will run dry, less strain on the environment and,

they're confident it will happen within consequently, the world's petroleum
the next hundred to hundred and fifty and coal supplies (as the two most
years. We must also consider that the popular fuel sources, petroleum and
automotive industry has yet to perfect coal continue to pollute the most),

the technology we currently use to burn Today we have numerous examples of
gasoline. With this taken into account, alternative fuels. Here is a rundown of
it's obvious that we have to look some popular and probable examples,
elsewhere for fuel. The goal of this

article is to shed some light on the fuel E-85
we use today and future possibilities So what's all this hype about E-85?
for it. Becoming accustomed to some Well, to put it simply, E-85 is an 85%
radical ideas now will leave us better blend of ethanol (yeah, the drinkable

chances at sustainable energy in the grain alcohol) and a 15% blend of good
future. 'ol gasoline. The main advantage that

Gasoline has been around for over automakers tout is E-85 's clean burning
a century and enables us to cruise characteristics. Remember, E-85 is

for a few hundred miles on one tank, only 15% gasoline. Conceivably, E-85
It's fairly cheap and readily available also reduces America's dependence on
around the world. Moreover, its oil- foreign oil and, for all you petrol heads
burning, petroleum-based brother, looking to squeeze that last horsepower
diesel fuel, can achieve twice the range out of your engine, E-85 carries a 100+
and, with new urea (yeah, as in the same octane rating.

stuff that makes pee smell) injection There are, however, a few
technology, pollutes half as much, disadvantages we must contend with.

These characteristics make diesel the Because E-85 is 15% gasoline, it

petroleum based fuel source for the only contains about 73% of regular
near future. In fact, over 50% of cars gas's energy (ethanol provides some
sold in Europe are diesels. America energy, just not as much as gas). If

has been slow to adopt the technology you get 300 miles per tank on gas,

because, up until this past October, our you'll be thumbin' it after 220 with
diesel fuel's sulfur content was too high E-85. Moreover, E-85's susceptibility

for the clean burning engines. to moisture makes dedicated pipelines
This has all changed with the advent and trucks a necesity. This means you

of low-sulfur diesel. Expect to see the really won't be saving any money when
world's leading auto manufacturers filling up. You'll actually be spending
rolling out fleets of diesel-fueled cars more for a depreciated range. But hey,
within the next two years. For now, at least you're polluting less and going
the only thing that stands in diesel and faster,

gasoline's way is emissions. Even
though we're able to get good mileage Hybrids
out of modern engines, there's always Okay, it's safe to say Americans
the global warming debate. And, have jumped on the hybrid bandwagon,
regardless of the modern catalytic They're cute, economical, and allow
converter and direct injection fuel

technology, C02 will always be a See FUELS, pg. 4
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MSSA,from Pg.l person from whom you are renting,

the Assembly. Rumors have Generations ofSewanee students have
circulated that families must submit a rented from the Assembly, so there are
letter of recommendation from their always experienced Assembly vets
preacher in order to gain acceptance available that can give advice and tell

into the development. This requirement their success or disaster stories,

begs the question, would the Assembly Regardless of any current
rent to a non-Christian? Unlike confusion, there are a few basic details

the catastrophe of double booking, to remember when renting. Mainly,
this gossip may be unfounded. The all reservations should be made two
Assembly does require two letters or more years in advance in order to

of recommendation, one "preferably secure a house. Also, bear in mind
from the church," but when asked if that while there is a twenty dollar

a synagogue would also suffice, the application fee during most of the

hesitant yet kind answer was, "That year, applications for the University's

would be all right." This response infamously larger weekends (i.e.

suggests that non-Christian families are Grad week, Homecoming, Parents'
at least allowed to apply. The Assembly Weekend, etc.) require an additional

is, however, the Monteagle Sunday one hundred dollars. And, of course,

School Assembly, which, according take care to read descriptions of the

to its mission statement, was built houses you are considering for rental

"for the purpose of the advancement before deciding upon one. Some have
of... the interest of Christianity," and few or zero limitations while others

application does not necessarily have have more confining restrictions

to be followed with acceptance. (e.g. No parties over 25, No parties,

Although the Assembly situation No children under 3, No pets, No
isn't entirely stable and explanations smoking, etc.). Taking the proper
for the double bookings are equally precautions and opting to rent through
spotty, all reservations are not lost, the owner of a house will help ensure
and the majority of grad week parties that you, your family, and thirty to

will proceed smoothly. As for future one hundred and fifty of your closest

renters: simply proceed with caution, friends will have an amazing place
Rent from individuals, be sure to ask to enjoy during your big week on the

thorough questions and, if possible, Mountain!

research the dependability of the

Giuliani, McCain are Strong Republican

Candidates for Presidency
Joseph Leray

Last week, Rudy Giuliani officially Senator McCain is another front-

entered the 2008 Presidential race by runner for the Republican nomination

filing a "statement of candidacy" with and is a party and media favorite. "He
the Federal Election Commission, has put so much effort into making
Many hope that Senator John McCain himself more appealing to the more
(R-AZ) will follow his lead. The two conservative vote. My hunch is that

front-runners' similarities, however, he's succeeded in that project," says

could split the moderate conservative Brockett.

vote, allowing a dark horse candidate Another of McCain's strengths is

to win the Republican nomination, says his positive media coverage. "He's in

Dr. Andrea Hatcher of the University's the public eye more than Giuliani,"

political science department. says Hatcher. "Being the front-runner

The biggest issue for the Republican is the easy part. It's defined by early

candidates will be the war in Iraq, media coverage." However, McCain
says Hatcher. "Iraq will be extremely may suffer from over-exposure as time

important. It's not going to go away in progresses. "The longer you stay in the

two years, and Bush's policies will be media - it makes you a huge target,"

left over and implemented. It definitely especially from research by opposition.

overshadowsthecandidates."Bothhave Keeping in mind that the election is

national security experience, which is over a year away, Hatcher remarks that

typical of Republican candidates, says "sustaining [momentum] for that long

Hatcher. is going to be very difficult."

Giuliani tends to have more "It's going to be a very interesting

moderate political views than the other race . . . because these are two very

participants of the nomination process, strong candidates," says Brockett. A
especially on social and moral issues, recent Gallup poll seems to agree with

This may make it difficult for him to be him, showing that 29% Republicans

nominated, says Dr. Charles Brockett, support Giuliani, with 24% supporting

political science professor at Sewanee. McCain. Brockett and Hatcher fell into

However, ifhe is nominated, Giuliani similar categories. "My hunch right

will be strong in the general election. He now is that Giuliani is probably the

has a "strong, no-nonsense, get-things- strongest candidate," says Brockett.

done" image, says Brockett. "9/11 On the other hand, Hatcher says that

is certainly a big part of [Giuliani's "the conventional wisdom would be to

image]. It bolstered an image that was go with McCain."

already there; it didn't create it. He Regardless of Giuliani and McCain's

received a lot of credit for making New strengths, the general election could

York City a much safer place." very well be won by the Democratic

Hatcher, on the other hand, feels that party. "We've had 8 years of a

"without 9/11, [Giuliani] wouldn't be Republican presidency, and 6 years of

a strong candidate. He lost to Clinton a Republican Congress. There is a

in the 2000 Senate race. His political malaise - people may just be tired of

career could have been over." Republican leadership," says Hatcher.



Sewanee Dorm Matrons May Be Cooler Than
Your Real Mother

Skipper Mclnerney
The word "matron" is a word of Robinson of St. Luke's described asdistinc connotate; it brings to mind "All you had to do was play bridge^
IZ^l t matUre W°man

'

drink " H°WeVer
' times h-e chfngTdplaying bridge and s.ppmg a cool policies are enforced, and law sui*libation to pass the early hours of the must be kept at bay. Thus the ma^

™T H^
S W°man ^ ^ * of^ ^ve quite^ bitmo^~

considered by many students "out plates. Ms. Ann Sherril. ofHumphry
of ,t, or loopy, and not the first informed me that the matrons mustr^rson to know the inside scoop on the learn how to identify drug and alcoho

T*l 7TT °f SeWanee '

S SOCial V ™™* accurateIy «d be able toscene As the Umvers.ty of the South'* decipher the difference between binge
longes standmg trad,t,on, the matrons drinking and the status quo drunk
not only defy the term "matron," but I gathered from these women that
also serve as untapped resources of the most difficult aspect of their jobsknowledge, msider information, and, is maintainin a sense of distance frommost importantly, compassion. I know
as you begin to read this you may roll

your eyes and recall a time when you
were unjustly written up for an open-
container or noise violation. Keep in

mind that these are the women who
put up with you and your shenanigans
day in and day out during the four most
formative and often obnoxious years of
your life.

I took it upon myself to have dinner
with the matrons ofHumphreys, Elliott,

Benedict, Hunter, and St. Luke's at 6
o'clock sharp in McClurg. We began
the discussion with the formalities of
the five critical news questions: who,
what, when, where, and how. For those

of you who do not know, the matron
tradition began when the school was
first established. Widows of the Civil

War opened up their homes to serve as

boarding houses to the incoming all-

male students. The tradition has since

remained a unique part of the University

and the Sewanee community. The
matrons hail from all over the country

and were introduced to Sewanee in

various ways. Ms. Anne Smith of
Elliott first arrived on the Sewanee
campus in '86 when she visited in

Seminary. Ms. Anne was "impressed
with the beauty of the campus" and by
'88, she had moved to the Mountain
as a matron. The job description for

matrons of years past y Ms. Jeannie

the students, affectionately called "the
kids," when struggles with alcohol,

drugs, and school arise. The matronly
urge to protect must be balanced with
what they described as the importance
and value of experience. Drinking,
drugs, and rock

4

n roll aside, the

matrons are also in sync with the

cliques, couples, and conflicts of their

kids. "Everything echoes in Benedict,"

coolly responded Ms. Joann Willis of
Benedict. And she's right; the matrons
simply keep their eyes and ears open
and the day's entertainment is more up-
to-date than Facebook's News Feed.

Speaking of Facebook, "We don't do
Facebook," muttered a matron under
her breath, and most likely they do not

need it. They have us live, 24 hours a

day, 7 days a week.

When our dinner ended and the

conversation dwindled, I looked around
the table and realized how interesting,

observant, and sharp the matrons are.

These women know, experience, and
tolerate more than most. The general

consensus of what it takes to be matron

is an ability to forgo a peaceful night's

sleep, an appreciation for youth, a thick

skin, and, most of all, a sense of humor.

I asked what keeps them coming back

year after year, and the answers are

simple: the Mountain, the school, and

most importantly, the students.
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Sewanee 2.0:

Information Technology Services Looks to the

Future

Carter Batey

Sewanee is a school that will always
have one foot rooted firmly in the past;

it is a realm that places a high premium
on tradition. In recent years, however,

change has been forced upon the

Mountain, and we often find ourselves

struggling to define our oft-antiquated

lifestyle in the modem world.

One aspect of that struggle lies within

the ether of the World Wide Web. Many
students express dissatisfaction over

the lack of student services offered

on the Sewanee homepage. Said one
student, "I've been playing soccer

since my freshman year and my parents

have asked me all that time why they

haven't been able to see my picture and
stats online." Perhaps students would
be surprised to know that faculty and

administration have also petitioned the

University for a redress of grievances.

Currently, the technological side of

Sewanee is undergoing a transition; we
are upgrading our campus in a way that

requires no hard hat and no annoying

detour. For all of Sewanee 's accolades,

most would agree that we are behind

the curve in technology. Thankfully,

Information Technology Services is

aware of this, and is working to fix the

problem. When former webmasters

Joe Romano and Ken Pooley left the

university, there remained an awkward
void in the system. Interim Associate

Provost for Information Technology

Services and University Librarian

Vicky Sells saw this as "an opportunity

to change how we think of web
support."

Much like a brick mason that lays a

road before him as he walks along it,

the University ITS must deal with the

ever-changing forces of technology.

To this end, a web team was created

to better determine the future of the

Sewanee website. "The more people
you have thinking about a problem, the

better the chance of finding a workable
solution," said Sells.

David Syler, to whom many students

owe thanks for the repair of a hard

drive, leads the web team. "I've been
here eight years, and when I first got

here it seemed like there were more
clear divisions," said Syler of the

transitional period of ITS.

One central complaint about the

current Sewanee website is that it tends

to focus on Admissions, and has few
useful tools for students and faculty.

This is in part due to the original purpose

of the site. Its original designers worked
in the Admissions Office, and therefore

tailored it to the recruitment of new
students. Sells defined this as, "our

way of communicating with the world

outside Sewanee." Since students and

faculty invariably live in close quarters

while on the mountain, it is logical to

use the website as a conduit to those

who are not within a mile radius the

stoplight; however, certainly there is

room for those of us who do.

Reconciling tradition with

technology is not an issue unique to

Sewanee by any means, however,

the isolation of the mountain creates

an added hurdle to overcome when
advancing into the twenty-first century.

The world will continue to move
rapidly forward on the wings of wire

and airwave; the task now at hand for

the University of the South is to secure

its place in that new technological

frontier.
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you to silently sneak up on pedestrians

and run them over. Hybrids are quiet

under acceleration because batteries

assist a small internal-combustion

engine under load. With less strain

on the gasoline engine, you use and

pollute less. The only downside is that

the auxiliary battery usually weighs

between 100 and 300 lbs. Let's just

say carrying around the hybrid's huge

battery is akin to carrying around a full

tank of gas and only being able to use

some of it, some of the time. And you

can't just get a battery tune up in ten

years when it dies. You have to replace

the entire battery. That exhausted

nickel metal hydride battery is not

Mother Earth's friend either. These

issues make hybrids a band-aid for

the alternative fuel debate. Despite

their relatively high mile per gallon

figures (diesels often achieve the same

if not better figures), today's hybrid

doesn't represent a solution. Luckily,

automakers have acknowledged this

and currently have some great ideas on

the drawing board.

Hydrogen

For those of you who hear hydrogen

and think Hindenburg, stop reading.

Nothing I say will dissuade you from

your impending thoughts of doom.

Despite the German airship's fiery

landing, today's hydrogen technology

provides a safe, clean source of

energy. As Earth's most abundant

element, hydrogen is the perfect fuel

candidate. Auto manufacturers have

acknowledged this and hit the ground

running with two ideas for hydrogen-

fueled vehicles. Fuel-cells use

hydrogen in an electrochemical energy

conversion process.

Technicalities aside, the hydrogen

flows in the cell with the cell powering

an electric motor, thus powering the

car. It's kind of like a gasoline hybrid

sans gasoline. The other approach

makes use of the old fashioned, but

highly developed and reliable, internal

combustion (I.C.) engine. Hydrogen
takes the place of gasoline in the I.C.

process with only trace amounts of

oil (used as lubricant) as an emission.

The only noticeable byproduct of both

processes is water.

Now all of our problems are

solved. Well, not quite. Automakers

seem to have the hydrogen storage

problem solved. The insulated tanks

in today's hydrogen powered cars are

said to keep a snowman frozen for

five years. They've also been hurled

at lead walls at 200 MPH and haven't

busted. They're bulletproof, literally.

The real problems regard production,

transport, and incentives. Production

is hydrogen's biggest challenge. It

takes a lot of energy to produce

hydrogen. That energy usually comes
from coal-fired plants that pump C02
into the atmosphere. For now, the only

feasible source of energy for hydrogen

production comes from nuclear plants

that have yet to be perfected. Here's

where the world's governments need to

step in; there have to be government-

sponsored programs that offer huge
incentives to power companies and
auto manufacturers. The technology

is there. Everyone just needs a little

nudge in the right direction, and,

despite its setbacks, hydrogen is the

logical choice. There remain a lot

of wrinkles to iron out, but given a

chance, I believe hydrogen's popularity

and future feasibility will spread like a

wildfire (sorry Hindenburg junkies, I

just had to).

o Saturday,

February16w*17
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Moore Band

9 pm till midnight

$5 cover

Must be 21 or older

FREE
Bones with the

Best Ribs.
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Sunday 12pm-9pm;
Mon-Thur 1 1 am-9 pm;
Fri & Sat 11 am-10 pm
Dine In • Carry Out

402 West Main Street Monteagle
(931)924-3355



Sewanee Equestrian Team:
Successful, But Unknown

Cory Woodworth

As Mr. Ed used to sing, "A horse is a h™-eo ~f

am and sophomore nder Elizabeth West is winning the region as anSUnfortunately, many students know little or nothing about nn, f

,nQ1V,auaI -

successful sports here at Sewanee.
g

' ^ °f °Ur more

With close to forty members, the equestrian team is one of the largest teamson our campus, other than track, swimming, and footbal,, and uTthe o"yco-ed sport where men and women compete against one another. It official ybecame a varsity sport at Sewanee in 1996. The team competes in the IHSAhe Intercolleg.ate Horse Show Association. Then- competitors are not limfted^D.vjs.on-m schools and include Maryville College, University ofT^seeMTSU, Vanderbilt, and Rhodes.
*«messee,

Life on the equestrian team is not just a "trot" in the park. Like any other sport
at Sewanee, the equestrian team works hard to do what they do. Their season isyear-round, so when other teams are lazing around during the off-season the
equestrian team ,s still out practicing and competing. They are required to 'takehe Equestrian P.E. classes, and there are team practices before horse shows forhose who are competing. On top of all that, everyone is required to weight-
lift three times a week. And those horses and show clothes don't come cheap
Sewanee boards about 30 donated horses for the team to ride, but they are on theirown when it comes to purchasing clothes for horse shows

With the growing popularity of the sport, Sewanee built a new Equestrian
Facility in 2005. It includes a 30-stall barn that is attached to an indoor ring so
riders don t have to practice in the cold or the rain and the horses don't have to
live outside all year. There is also a boarder bam, where riders can house theirown horses that they bring from home.

Chances are you know at least one person on the equestrian team at Sewanee
but you just don't realize it. The equestrian team does not get much publicity-'
their competitions are not even listed on the sports schedules that are posted
around campus. It may not be the Kentucky Derby, but the equestrian team would
love support. As rider Elizabeth West puts it, "We would really appreciate it if
more people come to see our horse shows and just know we're out there working
really hard to represent Sewanee." Sewanee hosts the Regional Competition the
weekend after Spring Break, so make Mr. Ed proud and get out there to cheer on
your Sewanee Equestrian Team.
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Tiger of the Week:

Grace Schildknecht

Compiled by Cory Woodworth

The Tiger chosen as exhibiting excellence on the playing field for the weekend
of February 9-11 is women's swimmer Grace Schildknecht. Grace is a junior

from Cincinnati, Ohio. She is an IM and Breaststroke swimmer.

At the SCAC championships in Crawfordsville, Indiana, Schildnecht won All-

SCAC honors in 200 Breaststroke and set two new school records in the 100 and

200 Breaststroke (breaking JH Chapman's 5 year old record in the 100 breast).

Grace was the high point scorer for Sewanee women at the Championship and

contributed to 4 relays as well as making finals in her 3 individual events.

Veteran David Poggi to

Take Over Men's Soccer
Press release, www.sewanee.edu
(compiled by Anupam Adhikari)

Sewanee has tapped veteran soccer coach David Poesi to lead it, ™,»',

.

S"S » Mark Webb, Sewanee athleticdE TP a dTa,Coach Pogg, has agreed to accept the appointment of head men's soccer coa^hHe has over twenty years experience coaching a. both the NCAA and prof Ssl a,levels and wdl be an outstanding addition to the university," adds WebbJTTV "* ^^^^ """"^ in New °^"s, where he hasserved as the head women's soccer coach since 2005 After the ?nn Tc,T

He^^retumed to New O °"? ^ '°P^ SOC°" "**»"» in ,he^^-Me returned to New Orleans to lead the Wolfpack for the 2006 season
Before h,s time a. Loyola, Poggi coached The University of Louisiana

'eal ,

e

n20
8

: he' Tun™^V™^ *"Mn '" 2°°° *™^™4season. In 2004. he led ULL to ,«s best overall record in the programs five-year

Gre^Ba^NrfA n"*
* T" T"'

$ "** M "* Universi* °f Wisconsin-oreen Bay, an NCAA Dms.on I school, from 1992 to 1996 He was also the

^llS^,TWl St3te U"y ( 1985 " 1992) and L,eC^nt
of thfi^T t

$

;
eXperienCe 0n the Passional level. He led the Utah Freezzof the WISL Professional Indoor League from 1999-2000 and the LafayetteSwampCats of the EISL Professional Indoor League from 1997-99. Pogg" ervedan assistant women's coach at Brondby IF in Copenhagen, Denmark He ^ ohas extensive experience with the Olympic Development Program in LouisianaCoach Poggi also holds an "A" License from the United States'soccer FedeTona^Nanonal Diploma from the National Soccer Coaches Association of

Poggi has bachelors and masters degrees from the University of Oregon and is

ZT t %a tT"
MiChClIe F°mham

'

Wh° 1S 3 "ative of New Orleans and

nt; HM I

VZ^VfVlTgi™- HC h3S thfee Chlldren: Brook^ Adrian
(23), and Michael (3), with another child on the way.

Soccer Players React Positively to Their New Coach
"He has a lot of experience from

the professional to high school level.

He also has a lot of connections which
will come handy in recruiting players.

He's got the experience that's been
lacking and will give a fresh start to the

season."

- Ben Swann (Sophomore)

"He will definitely be good to our
winning record. We need someone
who has a whole lot of experience
behind him, and we badly need some
wins right now, so he'll be a boon to

the team."

- Burim Deliu (Senior)

|W1

Congratulations, G^racef
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The Women's Center Proudly Presents
'Know Yourself, Love Yourself: Mind, Body

and Soul
Laurel Coffey

This Friday concludes the 2007 Conference on Women. Planning for this
conference began at the start of last semester. Senior Syeda Hamadani and Junior
Sam Kennedy worked intensely as the Conference co-chairs along with members
of the Bairnwick Women's Center Executive Board and our advisors Professor
Murdock and Dean Katie Steele to make this week a success. As with all Women's
Center events, our mission for the 2007 Conference on Women was to educate,
serve and support women in the campus community. Admittedly, the Women
•sCenter Executive Board always has a difficult time finding the proper balance
between being inclusive to all women and every woman's unique ideology of
womanhood while at the same time holding fast to our collective standards of
gender equality and empowerment. After hours of brainstorming, we decided to
organize a conference meant for everywoman and explore elements of our minds,
bodies, and souls.

Monday and Tuesday of this past week were devoted to discussion centered
on women's minds. Professsor Paige Schneider spoke at Monday's Pinnacle
luncheon on "The History of Gender and Gender Stereotypes." Professor
Schneider first explained the difference between sex and gender. She then traced
the history of gender disparity from Socratic philosophy, to the expected behavior
of 1950s American housewives, to Second Wave revolutionary feminism. A lively
discussion followed her presentation. The discussion extended into Tuesday's
Unpacking the Gendered Mind event. Professors Donna Murdock and Nicole
Barenbaum presented on how ideas of gender have permeated women's minds
socially, culturally, and psychologically. Gender related objects such as a hammer
and a spatula, or a G.I. Joe and little girl's play make-up set inspired roundtable

group discussions on the way gender influences the way we think about ourselves
other women, and the world.

Moving into the realm of the body, a collection of about twenty actresses of
varying ages from the school and community, along with a devoted backstage
crew, presented Eve Ensler's play The Vagina Monologues on Wednesday
The cast dressed in all black with a red accessory and performed with feeling
Actresses commented on how speaking the word "vagina" to an auditorium
full of people was thrilling and liberating. Couples in attendance said it was a
very romantic way to spend Valentine's Day. In keeping with the mission of The
Vagina Monologues and the V-Day organization, the intention of the event was
to generate attention and support for the fight to stop violence against women
and girls, including rape, battery, incest, female genital mutilation, and sexual
slavery. More information can be found at www.vday.org. All of the proceeds
from ticket sales went to the Blue Monarch organization which helps oppressed
and abused women in Middle Tennessee.

On Thursday, Amber Madison, the author of Hooking Up: A Girl's All Out
Guide to Sex and Sexuality, graced Sewanee with her presence and expertise
Her well-attended talk spanned such topics as masturbation, the elusive (or not
so elusive) female orgasm, and the importance of knowing your sexual comfort
levels. Both men and women benefited from Amber Madison's "sexpertise."

This Friday's events are aimed at soothing women's souls. At 1:00 pm, Helen
Stapleton will lead a free yoga lesson in the Mary Sue Cushman Room of the
Women's Center. At 2:30 pm, Syeda Hamadani will instruct any interested
students m the beautiful, rhythmic and soulful art of belly dancing in Fowler's
dance studio. Finally, the Women's Center 2007 Conference on Women Board
invites you to join us for a delicious soul food dinner at 7:30 p.m. in the Mary Sue
Cushman room to celebrate the conclusion of the week.

It is our sincere hope that this Conference on Women and all of its varied
events has encouraged self-reflection, greater self-knowledge and self-love from
attendees.
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Book Review: Douglas Coupland'sjPod

Joseph Leray

While strolling through my

0^ Mf^ friendly neighborhood corporate

bookstore, I caught a glimpse of
a book with silly Lego people on
the cover. How weird. Not wanting
to drop 30 bones on a book of

questionable quality, and finding no
paperback counterpart, I decided to

go the frugal route and get it from
DuPont, although I had to use Inter-

Library Loan to get it.

All of the characters work in jPod,
a division of a game developing

company in which everyone's last

name begins with the letter J. jPod
becomes its own sort of bizarre

entity, weirder than the sum of its

parts. The unnamed developing

company (some say it's based

on Electronic Arts, the money-
grabbers responsible for Madden,
but I would've missed it if I weren't

f . .
e

already looking for it) is in the process
of including a friendly turtle into its Gen-X skateboarding game, much to the
cnagnn of everyone involved.

I have never, ever read a book in which I hate all of the characters, until now
Not a one of them has any redeeming qualities. I wanted to empathize with Ethan
the protagonist, until I realized that he was a spineless twit with a penchant for
getting into other people's messes. The least pathetic character smuggles people
for a living. His trick is that he gets them addicted to heroin first. Real classy
Worst of all is that Coupland makes himself a character in his own book, and you
guessed, he's a real winner.

'

As a social commentary, it's pretty sad that Coupland paints such a bleak
picture, even of himself. The end is, by traditional standards, a happy one but it
depicts a happiness based on selling out and becoming a corporate automaton

Since y/W is, essentially, about teenies, it is full of pop-culture and videogame references. Literary critics call it Zeitgeist, but I prefer calling it name-
droppmg. However, it isn't prohibitively nerdy or geeky, and anyone with a sense
of humor should enjoy it. For example, in the first chapter, you find out that
Ethan s mother is running a huge marijuana grow-op in her basement, and that
she needs to dispose of a dead body. The rest of the book is equally over-the-top
and bombastic. F

The text is very ... aesthetic, in that it's full of these little puzzles and random
inserted phrases and visual tomfoolery that is designed to reflect the nature of
video game culture - haphazard, weird, fast-paced. Again, one doesn't have to
be an uber-nerd to understand most of the pictures and jokes. This type of stream
of consciousness vibe is found throughout the book, and the very last page reads
Play again? y/n."

That really is the ultimate message of this book, that everything is played
again, a cynical statement about corporate life and our throwaway, recyclable
society. Even the book's plot is totally circular, like one of those neat-o Mobius
strips you had to make in 4th grade out of construction paper. It's almost as if
Coupland is constantly condescending - to his readers, to his characters and
even to himself. But really, it's because the characters are so useless, and because
the situations are so hyperbolic, and because Coupland is so holier-than-thou that
the book is as powerful as it is.

Unfortunately, an otherwise enjoyable book is overshadowed somewhat by
Coupland's visual shenanigans and mis-en-abime, metafiction, post-modernism
which could turn off some readers. However ambitious, the avant-garde extras
sometimes fall flat. All in ailJPod is a very fast paced, expertly written book that
manages to make the reader empathize with despicable characters by reminding
them of their own shortcomings, all under the witty and clever backdrop of the
techie, video game world.

Book Review: Ecce Quam Bonum
Skipper Mclnerney

Ecce Quam Bonum, A Pictorial History of the University of the South, is the
latest book publication to review Sewanee's history dating from the 1880's up to
the present. The book provides pictures and commentary from the University's
archives and personal collections of individual residents on the Mountain. Ecce
Quam Bonum is not only unique in its publication - it is one of three installment
publications of the Sewanee Sesquicentennial History Project - but also because
of its creators. Emily Senefeld, C '05, and Eric Wilson, C '06 gathered the photos,
researched Sewanee's history, and wrote the captions for each photo in the book.'
Credit to the final publication is also given to a third student, Sean Tapper Suarez,
C'08, who served as a research intern for the Sesquicentennial History Project.

Ecce Quam Bonum began as an independent study project for Eric Wilson
during the Easter semester of 2005. Dr. Samuel R. Williamson, Vice-Chancellor
Emeritus, directs the Sesquicentennial History Project and served as a mentor
to Eric and Emily throughout the lengthy two year process. Eric and Emily's
goal was to provide a unique and alternative pictorial history of Sewanee without
regurgitating the "canonical Sewanee pictures-the scenes that seem to permeate
the community's photographic memory," as quoted by Wilson. They faced
the inevitable problems of too many pictures, options, and thematic routes to
take for the book. With much deliberation and research, the students formed
an entertaining and informative guide through Sewanee's history. Ecce Quam
Bonum includes buildings that no one living has ever seen except in photograph
form and provides commentary for each photograph.
The commentary offers fun facts that the average student may have never

known. For instance, the Kappa Alpha Fraternity house has been destroyed by a
fire three times in 1897, 1915, and 1972: what remained from the ashes was the
distinctive archway entrance. The Tuckaway dormitory originally served as the
Tuckaway Inn during the 1920's, and the eastern half of Convocation Hall was
Sewanee's first gymnasium in 1886. Many more interesting facts are to be found
m this intriguing book which covers the histories of the dormitories, Greek houses,
and chapels. The pictorial history not only focuses on the University's buildings
and property but expands to the Sewanee Community and local establishments
At the student friendly price of fifteen dollars, Ecce Quam Bonunh on display
in the Student Bookstore, is a must-have book, created by Sewanee students for
Sewanee students.
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and wan unfil all foosers are ready before initiating play; besides, there are betterways to prevent such behavior than disallowing legitimate goals
The second rule I find fault with is the rule stating that "goalie goals" are

awarded two points. Presumably, these back-row goals earn two points because
they are perceived to be harder to score. We must be careful to distinguish
more skillful" and "harder," though, as skillful display must be the basis for

awarding points. Otherwise we are just flipping quarters. It is true that goalie
goals travel much farther, through more rows of players, than goals scored from
other positions on the field, but it is rare that goalie goals result from careful
planning and execution. Rather, most such goals are the result of repeatedly
striking the ball as hard as possible while attempting to aim straight downfield. In
other words, they are simply the inevitable occasional outcome of an essentially
random event, and as such do not merit extra points. While some tactics may be
devised to increase slightly the likelihood of scoring a goalie goal, the main force
in scoring these goals remains chance.

Some players would argue that 2-point goalie goals add an element of
excitement and competition, allowing for unlikely comebacks or strong runs. I

would agree with these players, but if we accept that model, then we must apply
it to other special shots as well. For example, if goalie shots count for two, then so
should "put-back" shots, in which an attacker defends the goalie shot by carefully
timing a return shot. Given the event that a defender strikes the ball with his
goalie, I suspect that it is more likely that a goalie goal will occur than a put-
back. If, for the sake of adding variation and excitement, we award extra points
for certain types of shots, and if we determine those shots by likelihood (which
is what we have done with goalie goals), then put-backs must also count for two
points. Additionally, it seems reasonable if a defender is awarded a premium for
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The OG Finds New Leadership, Direction
Jacob Moore

The President of the Order of Gownsmen this year was forced to resign after

accepting a job in Washington and graduating in the Fall. As a result, the OG
was put in the peculiar situation of figuring out who would lead for the rest of
the year. The Order, though it has put forward official statements encouraging
gown-wearing and attempted to increase participation in its branch of student

government, has been struggling for the past couple years to revive the gown
and its tradition of honor and prestige at the Universityt. This semester, the Order
faced its first challenge as a rejuvenated governing body: finding a new president.

Katie Pigg C '08 had been named as the interim president by Eric Wilson when
he left. The assumption was that, since Pigg had been the secretary of the order
and that post was directly behind the president, it was constitutional that she
should take over the office. In the meeting, Pigg cited discomfort at leading the

organization in an office to which she wasn't elected. This set a precedent for

further interpretation of the OG constitution. While she organized the election,

Pigg refused to run, stating, "While I would love to be president some day, now
is not my time." She expressed concerns about legitimacy with running in an
election she had designed.

The emergency election itself ended with the appointment of Wilson Finch
C '07. Almost immediately upon entering office, Finch addressed the major
concerns facing the Order. Most pressing was the issue of the constitution. In

essence, the OG doesn't have one. According to Margaret McCall, head of the
newly established Constitutional Affairs Committee, the archives were searched
as well as all records of the Order, but no detailed constitution seemed to exist.

McCall admitted, "Maybe there was one at some point, but it's gone now." Many
of the mechanisms of the Order have been based on tradition, and that has so far

kept things running smoothly. But when an inevitable snag appears, there is not
really any way of dealing with the issue. McCall hopes that the committee will
be able to draft a detailed constitution by the end of the semester, one that will
prepare the Order in the future for dealing with unprecedented situations like the
emergency election this semester. As the Honor Council Chair, McCall pointed
out the importance of having some important document to fall back on when
things get tight. She mentioned, "It's pretty bad when an organization as old and
prestigious as this one has no constitution."

To be fair, there is part of a constitution, but according to Finch, it's very vague
and doesn't provide for any means of dealing with problems. What problems
would it need to deal with? According to Josh Harris C '07, the Order had no
means of addressing grievances with officers. Up to this point, if a member of the
Order had a problem with an officer, it was difficult to bring it up for discussion
in meetings that were built around proposing and discussing resolutions and not
complaints.

Harris is the chair of the Committee on Grievances, which is a body that deals
with issues students might have with the Order and its officers. Finch himself
sits on the committee, though he is to recuse himself from the meeting if any
issues directly involve him. Harris said that it's important for the Order to "try to
achieve some transparency," so that proceedings don't seem closed off or aloof.

There has been a concerted effort among the officers to bring back the
legitimacy of the Order without appearing elitist. The complaint of elitism
has been echoed time and again and has given the OG the most trouble with
maintaining involvement. One issue that has caused dispute is the fact that the
Order of Gownsmen acts as a branch of student government, conferring more
weight to the voice of a student with a higher GPA. Katie Pigg pointed out a
fallacy in this argument. Some assume that things such as executive committee
meetings are closed venues where decisions affecting the entire student body are
made without any democratic approval. According to Pigg, "These are not closed
meetings. We do not hold them specifically for gownsmen. They invite anyone
with any sort of business to attend."

Further combating the feelings of elitism, the OG is finally enstating a gown
financial aid program, a project that had been brought up last semester. Students
have been complaining for years that they had to pay almost a hundred dollars
for the honor of wearing the gown, and prices have steadily been increasing over
the years. This semester, an unidentified alum donated enough money to purchase
a sizable collection of gowns for the Order, which could then be doled out on
a needs basis to students who don't just have a hundred bucks lying around
Finch established another committee to handle this process, with Ed Henderson
: '07 heading it up. The committee will spend the semester working up a system
by which applicants for the program will receive their gowns. There's only one
catch to the program: the alum specified that the gowns are to be given on the
stipulation that the students wear them regularly. Of course, students would also
have to return their gown upon graduation, as the Order has received a lump
sum for gown aid and not continual funding for replacement. As to the issue of
wearing gowns, Finch is confident that "anyone earnestly asking for a gown will
wear it."

Finch is confident about the semester in general. He admitted, "When I ran
for the office, my main concern was involvement." In the past, participation in
the Order has dwindled to pathetic levels, with 15% voter turnout in last year'sOG president election. Finch pointed out that some dorms had participation
in the single digits. Finch is trying to reform the election process to be more
trustworthy (there are some reservations among members with online voting)
and that encourages more participation. So far though, things are looking up for
the OG, and Finch is not alone in his attempts to overhaul both the image and

Spirit of Sewanee: A Look Back
Barlow Mann

The passage I have chosen this week comes from the 1961 Cap and Gown
and emphasizes the importance of self-awareness and of having an active sense
of place on the domain. Under the bolded heading "THIS IS SEWANEE," the
passage begins,

How many times have you
looked at Breslin 's clock or

heard its chimes? How often

have you brought curse upon
curse on the Walsh-Ellet

turrets? Have you ever seen

Shapard Tower glow in a

sunset? Thesefew scenes of
campus bring back countless

memories—some warm, some
humorous, some serene...

It is appropriate that the author chose Breslin 's clock as the first image for the
passage. The clock reminds us of the stubborn, destructive time that gives each of
these images its special significance. It is unlikely that we would note the beauty
of a sunset framed by Shapard tower or the comforting nuisance of "down-the-
up, up-the-out, out-the-up, and down-the-out" if we knew that we could always
revisit these places. We should take care, then, to look up every once in a while
on the walk to class or to McClurg and soak up Sewanee with all of our senses,
so that we may take it with us when we leave. However, we must also remember
that instances such as the ones described are to be experienced, not observed. Too
much scrutiny can turn a memory into a postcard, and you can buy those in the
bookstore.

New Student Organizations Spice Up Campus
Jennifer Baxter

Five new organizations have been approved as of February 1st to be added to
the over one hundred organizations that are already a part of Sewanee 's activities.
The creation of these new organizations represents the new interests and concerns
of the current student body. The organizations approved were: Sewanee Men
against Sexual Violence, Sewanee Hikers with a Cause, Sewanee Women's
Lacrosse, STAND, and ABRE.

Sewanee Men against Sexual Assault began in the Spring of 2006 and is led
by student Richie Hubbard. The organization has expanded from being a small
group of people expressing opinions about a cause into a larger organization
that in mid January presented their ideas about sexual violence to the presidents
of all fraternities on campus. The presentation had a large response and the
organization will be returning to talk to fraternity groups as a whole, beginning
this month. Richie Hubbard, leader of the organization, states, "The programs are
not designed to blame men or accuse them of being sexual predators, but rather
to help them examine and define the issue of sexual assault in such a way as to
help them achieve greater personal understanding, a compassion for the victims
of such violence, and a feeling that they can strive to end this terrible problem."

Sewanee Hikers with a Cause, lead by student Brad Waffa, hikes in order
to raise money for a variety of different charitable organizations. While hiking
the Perimeter Trail, Sewanee Hikers with a Cause raised a few hundred dollars
for the Cloud Forest School in Costa Rica. Also last weekend, Sunday February
11^ Sewanee hikers plunged into Lake Dimmick around one in the afternoon.
Participants sought out community members to sponsor them with money pledged
for the event.

Sewanee Women's Lacrosse, coached by Michelle Dombrowski, is an
organization that has been talked about all over campus for the past few years.
With the beginning of the men's club lacrosse, team starting only a couple
years ago, women have wanted to organize a team for a while. With four games
scheduled for this season and practices three times a week, the women's team is

off to an exciting start. The first game of the season is scheduled for March 10 th

against Centre College.

STAND, led by student Allison Kendrick and Paul Dixon, intends to raise
awareness about the genocide in Darfur and the Sudan in order to stop future

See GROUPS pg. 10

the technical workings of the Order. Members of the Order of Gownsmen are
striving to reclaim some of the pride in the gown tradition, while shying away
from becoming an unwieldy and disorganized academic social club. The officers
of the OG want the gown to mean something more than getting to register early
and skip class every now and then. If things go smoothly this semester, they
might succeed.



Anupam Adhikari

After excruciatingly long flights, connecting five
major cities of the world, from a place shrouded in
mystery, Kathmandu, I finally arrived in Sewanee
with a couple of luggage without knowing what to
expect. I was ready to embrace everything that the
new place had to offer. But the voice inside me kept
on saying that I will be having a hard time adjusting
to the changes no matter how hard I try.

I had learnt that "a 'z' is pronounced zed" in
kindergarten and that "the unit of length/ weight'are
kilometer/ kilograms" in grade one. The idea of them
being zee and miles/pounds seemed preposterous to
me at first. To this, one of my newly made friends
exclaimed, "Different strokes for different folks!"
and it did not take him long to convince me, so, I took
his word for it and decided to not heed the matter any
further. Then came the avalanche of such sometimes
subtle and other times utter differences when I started
my day after a long awaited salubrious sleep.

Learning the Differences Between the East and America
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The differences in the mindset of people were
very apparent to me. The optimism of the people
the constant act of looking forward no matter how
bad the present situation, the open-mindedness and
the sense of humor was a bit too much for me to
handle at first as I felt nothing was sacred or right
and that each and every thing was open to argument
and ridicule. But as I sank in the American culture
in the subsequent weeks, I realized that there should
be an air of skepticism whenever something is taken
into consideration as questioning will only lead to
how true an argument is. Now I too question a lot
instead of taking things at face value and I cannot
overemphasize the importance of check and balance.

I also realized the importance of hope. Hope is
the only unquestionable entity, even in the American
culture. Only hope can make a person, the hope of
finding love, gaining knowledge and being liberated
Though I will never be able to approximate a mile or

a pound as well as a kilometer or a kilogram or love
Christ as much as I admire Lord Shiva, I definitely
believe in the American dream. I believe in the human
strife for a greater good no matter the situation. And
to quote Frank Sinatra, an American icon, "this is
my quest to follow that star, no matter how hopeless
no matter how far..." I too will keep the American
dream alive with a broad and questioning mind.

Some other interesting differences: I drove my car
on the left lane instead of the right lane, worshiped
multiple gods in a temple instead of worshipping a
single God in a church, drank rice beer instead°of
malt beer, ate rice instead of bread, used liquid milk
instead of creamer in my tea, used Celsius instead of
Fahrenheit, used rather high brow grammar instead
of its pragmatic form, used water instead of toilet
paper, etc.(I will think about more)

News In Brief
Sam Curin

Snowfall: epic battle with 8 year olds
Walking innocently from the Library to McClurg for a hot bowl of soup andsome tea, seniors John Lea and Rupert Von Helsinki were enjoying the winter

wonderland around them. Little did they know that they were in the sights oftwo Sewanee Elementary students, codenamed Dr. Disasterface and The Tutonic
Knight. School was cancelled, and their formidable snowball stash, classified
according to hardness, was stacked carefully beneath the bush they were hidin*
under As Von Helsinki and Lea rounded the seemingly innocent corner of Woods
Lab, they were ambushed. There were no survivors.

Trip to the weight room results in injuries to groin, pride
Feeling the winter blues piling up in his mind like a stack of blueberry

pancakes with extra butter and syrup and a slit cut down the middle with a knife
so that the syrup can sufficiently spread throughout all of the pancakes, junior
Robert Smitherman thought that a trip to the weight room would surely clear his
mind and invigorate his body. Smitherman often referred to the weight room as
his "second home" in highschool, and as he entered Sewanee's own weight room
the smell of the steel and sweat began to take him back. He recalled all the hard
work that resulted in a body that he was ready to revamp, hidden somewhere
under a coat of winter blubber. He strolled over to the dumbbells, selected the 40
pound one, and picked it up. A burning, tearing sensation shot through his groin
and he fell to the floor in agony. Luckily there was an EMT present that helped
him back to his room, where Smitherman stoically vowed to return to the weight
room once he felt he was back to full strength.

Old Man Winter claims to have "a few more tricks up his sleeves"
In a recent press conference about the frozen precipitation received last

week, Old Man Winter, written off by many because of Global Warming, claimed
to have a "few more tricks up [his] sleeves." Citing the always possible hail
storm, his personal favorite, the ice storm, and just plain old fashioned coldness,
the father of freeze assured many that "I will not go quietly into that season
of rebirth some call spring. I run this climate until the vernal equinox, usually
around March 20 th or so, and I plan on making the most of it, and that's that."
Winter also promised to kill that damn Groundhog Punxsutawney Phil if it was
the last thing he ever did.

Christmas presents of Pots and Pans seen as foreboding rather than
useful

An anonymous senior, home for the holidays, described his Christmas morning
not as joyful and free-spirited, but apocalyptic and foreboding. He described
Christmas morning saying, "I came down the stairs, and, in my corner, was a

32 piece Teflon pot and pan set, complete with spatula, automatic can opener,
double boiler, and pasta drain. I was mortified. That set of kitchenware represents

my inevitable entrance into the real world, and although it will be nice to be able

to make a great assortments of soups, casseroles, and pasta dishes with minimal
cleanup, I just don't know if I'm ready for that." He used the same tone to describe
his 100% cotton queen size bed sheets and LL Bean Comforter.

Valentine's day described by lonely senior as "stupidest holiday ever" for

5,h year in a row
Dawson Smith, founder of FVD (F Valentines Day), has once again called

Valentine's day the "stupidest and most pointless holiday ever." Smith, in a

number of speeches and rants, has let his voice be heard about Valentines day for

the 5 th time in as many years. "Hell yeah it's stupid," Smith was quoted roaring at

a random junior as he attempted to walk across the quad. "I mean, I'm supposed
to buy some girl flowers that will die in 3 days, and then take her out to some
fancy dinner all because somebody somewhere came up with this great idea to

make a day dedicated to LOVE! Bull Butter! They aren't fooling this guy. How
come

See NEWS, pg. 10

Chapter 797
BoydSHth

It all started with a speeding ticket during exam week. Seventy-three in a
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Today was the
date for Traffic Court. I arrived promptly at 8:00 A.M. at the Franklin County
Court House to find that I was in the wrong place. Traffic Court is actually m
the Franklin County Emergency Center. Moreover, the Emergency "Center" is
not really a center. The Franklin County Emergency Center is a bunker bu.lt ,n
post-Red Scare 1981.

Though striking, and unique, the grass-covered bunkerdoes not stand out among
the surrounding structures. The distorted skeletal mess of iron that comprises
the old (I hope) Franklin County Water tower dwarfs the surrounding edifices
Among the water tower, a few other structures dot the virgin Tennessee farmland
Nestled between branchlike aluminum antennas (to warn of emergencies one
would think), is the headquarters of the 3

rd
Battalion of the 1

15"1

Field Artillery.
The one story brick building is as uninspiring as its neighbors. Parking is a
problem because you can't use the parking lot next to the bunker. Every spot is

reserved for a court official or venerated Tennessee State Trooper. I was relegated
to the 3 rd

Battalion's parking lot, about a hundred yards from the bunker.
According to the bronze plaque affixed to a bunker wall, the Tennessee

Emergency Operations Center was built in 1981. Beside the list of donors and
presiding officials, there was a curious little message scratched into the heavily
patinaed plaque. The message read "OOWEE." Maybe someone had fun in

court. Maybe a gracious judge overturned a guilty verdict. I could only hope for
such luck.

After a thorough examination by a less than amiable court security guard, I

was instructed to go through a set of double doors that lead to traffic court. Upon
entering the court, I was immediately overwhelmed by a distinctive, unpleasant
odor. It wasn't the body odor of the hundred or so people crammed in the room,
but instead, as I would later figure out, was the smell of the de-lousing powder
used as a disinfectant- a disinfectant for the convicts. Yes, convicts. As in the
type that wearjumpsuits affixed with hand and ankle cuffs. This place sure wasn't
your garden variety traffic court.

As I awkwardly took my seat beside a scruffy looking elderly gentleman, I

started to eavesdrop on nearby conversations while simultaneously examining
the eight men and one woman decked out in orange prison garb. The mass of
humanity in the stuffy, ill-lit courtroom was there for crimes ranging from simple
misdemeanors to all out felonies. The elderly man immediately had me pegged
as a Sewanee student. "Y'all throw a lot of keggers up there don't ya." 1 smiled
and acknowledged his comment. "It's not a bad place to be." I quipped. "You
know, I went to Franklin County High School with the judge," the man said.

"Really, what was he like back then?" I enquired. "Dork." Wow, how did I know
the answer to that one? Maybe it was the fact that he only said one word or the
mocking tone he used to say it. More conversation was definitely on order. I

learned that he lived somewhere off Breakfield Road and that he got nabbed for

speeding on the same road I did. I also learned he had an affinity for Bud Ice
and campfire parties. (The wispy hairs on his unshaven mug, booze on his breath,
and bloodshot face couldn't hide the tell tale signs of a real drinker). Maybe this

passion for drinking was the reason the guy had a few delinquent tickets to go
along with his most recent one. I didn't have the energy or bravery to enquirer

Soon the judge called up my new friend. He agreed to pay couple hundred
dollars for the delinquent ticket on top of the $93 for the recent one. After the

man sat back down, the judge brightened up my day. Because I took the effort

to come to Traffic Court, I got by with a $93 fine instead of the normal $163 one.
All because of a beautiful clause called Chapter 797.

As one of the last people to see the judge. I bided my time and took note of

See COURTpg. 10
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COURT, from pg.9

everyone around me. Apparently, one of the convicts needed a restroom. He

stood up and took that awkward position kindergartners take when they need to

go. He also had a high-pitched voice adding to the effect. Another man in orange

constantly whispered to a couple in the crowd. Perhaps he was after some free

legal advice. The most unbelievable incident occurred when an uncomfortable,

shy looking mechanic started to walk out of the courtroom. As he walked by

the group of convicts with his head down and shoulders slumped, one of them

whistled out a few unmentionable phrases. The wide-eyed mechanic jolted for

the door. His "new friend" was cussed out by the guard.

After meeting with the judge and agreeing to Chapter 797, 1 walked out with

a weight off my shoulders. It felt good to have all of that nonsense over with,

though I felt my trip was worth it. My only advice for those speeders who get

caught in Franklin County is to make the best of the situation. You get to pay $93

to see human drama at its best.

NEWS, from pg.9
girls don't buy ME flowers and take ME out to dinner! Not only is Valentines

day stupid and pointless, but it's also sexist! Where's my chocolate! This is

ridiculous*." Smith also has qualms with the age-old practice of giving presents

to others on their date of birth. Psychologists have not yet pinpointed the source

of his complex with kindness and good will to others. Sources say, however, that

Smith himself has recently found love with the cold winter months.

GROUPS, from pg. 8

genocides from occurring. STAND: A Student Anti-Genocide Coalition pledges

to continually educate the campus about the past, present, and future crises of

genocide worldwide and to engage the university community in dialogue and

action. The Invisible Children is the main focus for STAND this spring. The

Invisible Children is a film based on the experiences of three college students in

Northern Uganda.

ABRE, led by students Will Harper and Joe Brew, intends to open people's

eyes to the different social, economic, political, and historical realities of the

world. ABRE, Spanish for the word "open," hopes to raise awareness about many
different issues to reflect the intellectual diversity of the entire student body. Joe

Brew states, "Sewanee is known for being a bubble, arid we hope this group can

poke a hole or two in that bubble." In order to raise awareness, ABRE plans to

host talks, distribute pamphlets, and show movies.

/

j**+
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Pearigen Award - January 2007

Tracian Amoi Meikle (Traci) '07 of Mandeville, Jamaica is the January

winner of the Pearigen Award for Commitment to Community. An

anthropology and chemistry double-major, Traci hopes to study anthropology

in graduate school in order to become a Social Development Consultant. She

has participated in numerous outreach trips during her tenure at Sewanee

traveling to the Gulf Coast after Hurricane Katrina, helping children at

Shake-A-Leg in Miami and providing unparalleled leadership to the January

2007 Jamaica outreach trip. Traci studied HTV and AIDS in South Africa

during the summer of 2006 through the generosity of the Biehl International

Research Fund. On campus, she has been involved in Big People for Little

People, OCCU (The Organization for Cross Cultural Understanding), SPECE
(Students for Positive Extracurricular Engagement), and the Student Affiliates

for Chemistry club. She was an Assistant Proctor during her sophomore year

and an Environmental Resident during her sophomore and junior years. She is

currently the Co-Director of the Bairnwick Women's Center and has formerly

served the Center as the Activism Coordinator. Congratulations Traci for

being selected as the January 2007 winner of the Pearigen Award!
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Application Deadline:

Sunday, February 18

Full salary and health benefits.

Seeking all academic majors.

Noeducation courses orexpenence required.



I'm Alone on Valentine's - What Should I do?
By: Whitney LehrRay

hJ^ffl'
FebrUai

?
**' y°" Wake UP and see y°a have «*ived the most

beautiful flowers from your dad. We've all been there...alo„e on Valentme'

%LT? ???
your friends wh0 feel so"y for *>»• **» v****chick flicks to help prove to yourselfhow alone you really are. Bu, what are all ofus singletons supposed to do while alone on the mountain? The following are afew suggestions to escape your pathetic lonely life on this Hallmark holiday.

- Open a bottle of vodka and rock out to "All By Myself Bridget Jones styleDon t worry; no one will judge you if you start to rock out a little before noon.

„,„" T* y
°T

elf

u
eCret 3dmirer n°teS- S0 *" other students "^nk you are

<ZTc,7 ?^ ShriUy SCream UP0D reCeivi"g ^-mentioned notes
(total Clueless move).

- Go t° McDonalds, .and order the whole menu. This might be a lot of caloriesbut in the end you are alone anyway.

- Cry to the men at the Depot so they will not card you, allowing you to truly
drink your sorrows away. y

- Go to a fraternity/sorority house, grab the first remotely attractive personyou see and leave. .

.
justifying yourself by the fact that you're single and haven't

gotten any in a while.

- Spread rumors about your friends' significant others; with any luck you will
not be the only singleton by nightfall. Misery loves company.

- Go see the Vagina Monologues - these people are more pathetic than you.

- Facebook stalk all of your ex's, realizing they have moved on and you are
stiU sitting alone at your computer. Really, Facebook stalk anyone. . .and perhaps
find a new love mterest, who will undoubtedly not be interested in you

Is Lewe id the #ir?
Yal&i%ir)€% t>gy 2007
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- Get trapped in iTunes vertigo, buy sappy songs, and spend the night alone
listening to your new love play list, with hopes of being happy one day. Perhaps
preview the same 20-second song clip over and over if you are too cheap to
purchase the song.

F

- Streak the quad. At the very least the cops will catch you, and hell some
attention is better than none at all.

- Watch The 40 Year Old Virgin, realize this might be you in 20 years, get
off your ass and make something happen. Freshen are your best bet for sexual
encounters.

- Go to a high school Valentine's dance and be the "cool college kid "
This

tactic never fails.
.
.they are too young and stupid to know any better.

- Girls: buy a "Grow a Boyfriend." Place in water and proceed to introduce
him to all of your friends. You will surely be the coolest kid in school. Boys- buy
a blowup doll and put it to good use. Enough said.

- Go to Pearl's by yourself and spend the night closely watching other tables
Take notes to help you in the future.

- Scream "STELLAAA!!!" outside various all girl dorms, with any luck
someone will be as desperate as you are.

- Drive around St. Andrew's Sewanee, smoking cigarettes, until someone
thinks you re cool enough to get in your car. Proceed to take the aforementioned
minor to Sewanee parties. They will have a good time and you will seem like
you have real friends!

- Embrace the idea of being the third wheel and jump in on a romantic date
with your best friend and his/her significant other. Who doesn't like being a
burden to their friends?

At the very least, these tips will help protect you from VD. This national
singles holiday is loved by some, feared by many, and generally hated by most
- especially those actually in relationships who have to play into this BS. So,
enjoy your time while single on this mountain and perhaps next year you, too, can
pretend to worship your significant other on this Hallmark holiday.

Failure to DTR
Leads to Crisis on Valentine's Day

By: Alex Pappas

In 1860, when the bishops of the ten Southern dioceses laid down ,h.
cornerstone for our beloved institution, they created a p"e1 p ce of hA£
1860 whlnTh ", '!

C0UrSe
'

"S peCUliar datinS situati°n From the day in1860 when Bishop Leonidas Polk coined the term "Sewanee dating" in reference

ax«£L"ST
°f^T Wh

° fai 'ed t0 DTR (Defi- 'he Relation^
.large amount of Sewanee students have dreaded Valentine's Day

As Valentines Day approaches, this peculiar dating situation puts a laree

tim?fo

r

r°c r"TT m a
" aWkWafd S,Wati0n

-
™s^ °f o'e aj<5Ume for couples as they hop off to a romantic dinner at Pearl's or HighpoTt

Z r- u ^ reS
''^ th°Se Wh° haven-t y« had *e DTR talk wit,SaWrday s hook-up, Valentine's Day is the exact opposite

hnT
,en

KTemP 'ating Whether t0 acknowledge Valentine's Day with yourhookup buddy you play mind games with yourself. When I think of toircumsumce, I think of Vince Vaughn in Wedding Crashers when hfdescnb

I m nn^rf"? *VftfoMhiP^ "*«*»
' P'ay like I'm interested buIm no mat interested bu, I drink she might be interested bu. do 1 wan. to be

interested but now she's not interested?"

It's the same deal. As a male, you are hesitant to ask your new friend out to a

DTR: The acronym represent-
Tomantic dinner because it not only could

ing the ominous conversation !*, Tcdved as moving to° fast bw il

?«,,,„.,„„ ... j ,
y cramPs yo" game, because nowSewanee Students know as your woman knows you are interested.

"Defining the Relationship " However, by not asking your friend out
to dinner, she may perceive this as being

.....
,

ungentleman like, and this could lead to
her holding a grudge on you for the next 10 years, which would not be cool

So what do you do? You obviously either want a relationship to form or youwould like to keep the relationship as ambiguous as possible. But you have to
face that hurdle called Valentine's Day.

I wish I knew, but I don't. It's just one of the beautiful aspects of Sewanee life
that we men learn to accept.

Holy Crap, I'm in a Relationship and It's

V-Day
By: Silk-Nasty Romance

So, what does the couple lucky enough to be in a defined, more than sexual
relationship on top of a foggy frozen mountain do on Valentine's Day? The
obvious answer is to throw on the Keith Sweat (or R. Kelly's Trapped in the
Closet, if you are a total freak) and keep warm inside with the friction of two hot
bodies rubbing up against each other. However, a few groups around Sewanee are
making it much easier for nameless lovers in the dark to lay it down smoove

First, the standard rose. The Ecuador Outreach trip sold them to help defray the
costs of their Spring Break Outreach Trip. Of course, if the lover does not fancy
the idea of supporting the third-world poor (unfortunately, it's more common
around here than some would like to admit), he could find the same flora at
Taylor's Mercantile right here in Sewanee. Krispy Kreme Donuts are also being
sold for delayed delivery (if one's performance was not up to par Wednesday,
Friday morning donuts may assuage any anger), to benefit the Miami Outreach
group. Of course, we all know that 'donuts' on the streets of Miami is really just
slang for crack rocks. Start the weekend right. The third option of special delivery
chanty is to send a Crush to your crush. These cans, sold and delivered by the KD
sorority, go to the benefit of battered women in the Sewanee area. As such, any
male receiving such a can must show that he can channel his violence in a healthy
manner by shotgunning the aforementioned can at its delivery, and then crushing
it on his forehead. The more it bleeds, the more healthy the outlet.

So pretend (though you probably don't have to) that maybe you don't want to
SPO or deliver anything to your paramour, but want to do them something good in
person. Everyone appreciates breakfast in bed. especially if the breakfast consists
of various proteins, cheeses, and carbohydrates to ruin the digestive tract and
figure of your lover. This double whammy will ensure that she is constant to you
until she starts the hike back from Fowler and gets some Gas-X at CVS. A ratio of
one part bacon grease to one part coffee usually does the trick.

Inevitably, to have a real date as a Sewanee student, the smitten couple
must surely leave the Mountain. It's not that we don't love a Big Web's from
Shenanigan's every now and again, but to get the right excitement, one has to seek
some change. The closest things are actually on the Mountain: Pearl's and High
Point. Down in Cowan Trish's Treasures and Sernicola's are good little spots, but
to really put on the ritz, hit Chattanooga for dinner and a chick flick (Note: guys,
only agree to the chick flick if you are married and bargaining for something.
Never suggest it). Me? I'm sticking to the Keith Sweat and massage oils.
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The Purple Personals
fivxd/ yywie/ yweet loving^ iwth&SeM)a*iees Purple/

Blonde-haired, blue-eyed,

trekky babe seeks William Shatner

look alike to beam her up (in the

Biblical sense). Turn ons: Ripped

Shirts; Turn offs: Fog Rape

I am a 6'5", 130 lbs.

male seeking a 3*2",

300 lbs. Samoan, male
or female, with tribal

tattoos. I enjoy putting

my tomatoes through the

mind going to the people
zoo, and grating easy
cheese. In high school

I ujent through a beret

wearing phase and now I

wear a monacle (sp?). If

anyone would like to go
to contortion class with
me on Tuesday morning,
please contact Joey O'neill

at X2781

To: Alexis Williams

Vie vast ocean between us spans

thousands of miles,

Your middle name I have known

for 20 years now: It's Giles.

We met as little ninas way back

in the day,

Fripp Island and S. Litchfield, we

frolicked by tfie bay!

Blue eyes a-twinkle, golden hair

a-shine,

Now we'll grow old and wrinkle,

as we drink lots ofwine.

Frolic became fumble as bay

became bar,

But we will always be satisfied

puttingfrogs in ajar.

Although this trite poem comes

from so far away,

From the depths of my heart,

1 wish you a Happy Valentine's

Day!

Senior Xerosis, tftoscious WonJe

with straight hair looking for some

curls toM 3 little bounce to her step

kttjoys toctog, to classic, Scottish

ballads, looking for a piper to toot her

horn Comes with fast and Eurtoui

§ yellow house, digital cable, and sd

Ktjy bitty dog.

Spry, frail senior desires

action of any sort. Interests

include Xbox live, blogging,

and complusvie gambling.

Supposedly a "good lay/' must

be willing to have relationship

publicly announced via

Highlander Wellington chant.

Single, white, frumpy male

looking for anyone to give him
some live. I may not look you in

the eye, but that doesn't mean
I don't want to rock your socks

off. Look for in the Cannon
or the Nation. Louisville fans

need not apply.

Angry, Russian- loving female,

who loves Chape He Show, looking

for Link look-a-like to rock

her Ocarina of Time. Can also

resemble Harrison Ford. Must
bring beer.

WeW educated/ senior
<$ir1 looking' to- rekindle/

freihmarv fling/. Interested/

in binge/ drinking, physical
chemistry, walking acrow
ManifyauL Park/, and/ black
outy. Everyone/ need/aAxnon
for a/pdloM).

Ample senior girl seeks Phis of all

ages including whale-shits and their

master Noodling enthusiasts and

Uncle Jammers especially desired

Meet me behind the tent of a raucous

party.

Subscribe to

Clje &etoanee purple!
For $25 each semester, six issues of "The Sewanee Purple"

(including back issues) will be mailed to your home or

other address. Keep up with news at Sewanee from the

students' perspective while supporting one of the oldest,

continuously run campus newspapers in the nation.

Please send your name, address,

and a check or money-order to:

The Sewanee Purple

735 University Avenue

Sewanee, TN 37383

Insecure Southern man, codename

"Derrick", seeks equally insecure

woman, codename "Brandon". Sexual

histories, including pregnancies,

should not be taken into account.

Seeking a meaningful relationship

based on constant confusion about

the status of said relationship.

Looking for someone to

get extra wet with after
the rains come and the
Rivers swell. Must like
plastic, Neoprene, and
smelly fleece

.

Single/ White/ Male
twins. Looking for
Uncommitted, tequila-
loving GIRL WHO DOESN'T
necessarily have to know
the difference between us
as long as she has sweet
Guitar Hero skills.

LOVE-STRUCK F6MXU 5€€KS

XTT6NTION OF VHDtKKKtAOK-
wexRjNc Hi/SKie-eyeD tcxan to

KiC\Ti HCB6W LOV6 POETRY.

Sprite-like Jewess seeks

pink-haired stud for late night

kayak rides.

I'M A JUNIOR GUY WITH
WAVY BROWN LOCKS WHO
LIKES TO USE A DIFFUSER
AND BE THE 3RD WHEEL.
I'M LOOKING FOR MULTIPLE
GIRLS THAT WILL FALL FOR
MY SWEET TALKING AND
LISTEN TO ME BRAG ABOUT
MY GOLDEN PACKAGE.
JAKE COOK NEED NOT
RESPOND.

Single in two weeks because my
boyfriend is leauing for a different

continent. White, female. I am
difficult to date but I can guarantee

I'm worth it. Turn-ons: emo music,

boys who let me get my way,

preferably a member of the tau

nation; turn-offs: I won't really

haue any because I'm about to

be desperate. Contact brat 91 in

Hoffman

W/S/F looking for dates to

Cracker Barrel and romps in

the pirate ship. Turn ons: camo

and connections. Turn offs:

commitment. Call me for long

drives in my perpetually broken

SUV and VOLS tickets. I'm

desperate. Intersted? Find me on

the 5th floor ofQiiintard.

Purple Puzzles

Sudoku!

Last Issue 's Sudoku Solved
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Stuck? Lookfor the solved

puzzle in the next issue!

Cryptogram!

RDZS KM O MPDBS POCS EKXV XVS GAPS DG MKWVM.

-EKRRKOP MVOBSMISOQS
Last week's answer:

THEGROUNDHOG IS LIKE MOST OTHER PROPHETS. IT DELIVERS ITS PREDICTION

AND THEN DISAPPERARS. Quick word!
-BILL VAUGHN

Word Search!

8 V-Day Gifts

5 Candy Heart Phrases

3 Synonyms for Kissing

SldtTALftfOHfC
PMAKINGOUTBSA
EYCRAEBYDDETL
MORVSCXD 1 EMEL
TUKOLKBNSS 1 KMXRRNMICARDNAE
ESAORNPCUSEXL
TQSNOGG 1 NGOTU

Across

1 . Scat Queen

5. Christopher R's Friend

6. Sea Crossing Weapon, ABBR
7. Case, on CBS
Down
1. Star Wars films

2. Like "la vida" in a song

3. High shots

4. Words of woe
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The Faculty Dilemma:
Is Sewanee Trading Quantity for Quality?

Sandv Kern

As Sewanee pushes for growth in

the student body, the faculty voice may
be being silenced. Sewanee may be
losing sight of its fundamental mission
of education in its drive to expand
enrollment numbers. It cannot be denied
that faculty members are experiencing
frustration with growing class sizes and
a static teacher population. Professors
are relatively positive about the long-
term effects of the growing student

population but agree that something
must be done to maintain the quality of
student-professor relationships.

The situation reached a major
turning point two weeks ago when
Dean Kipp announced her resignation

during a stalemate about next year's

class schedule. The Coordinating

Committee, made up of Professors

Fred Croom, Laurie Ramsey, Nancy
Berner, and Scott Wilson played a
role in facilitating discussions about a
class schedule for the fall '07 semester
that accommodates both faculty and
students. Professor Ramsey explained
the complicated process of scheduling
by using the Advent 2006 schedule
as an example, detailing the classes

offered during the week and how
many sections are offered each hour.

"Compression is a problem." she

The Effects of Sewanee's Increasing

Enrollment
James Conner

Ten thousand acres seems like a lot

of space for the number of students

who live on this beautiful campus. Yet,

over the past few years, Sewanee's
enrollment has grown, heavily

impacting the residential community.
For the past two years, eager freshman
have found themselves crammed into

dorm rooms of inadequate size. Dorms
such as,Quintard, Hodgson, andCannon
have lost common rooms; single dorm
rooms have been turned into doubles,

and some doubles have been turned

into triples. Even the Sewanee Inn

has been transformed into a residence

hall. The reason Residential Life is

experiencing this dilemma is because
there are not enough beds on campus
to accommodate the University's

growing student body. It is up to the

University as to how this problem
should be resolved. One suggestion

many students offer is to increase the

number of students who are allowed to

live off campus.

Dean Katie Steele deals with this

issue first hand. In the late nineties,

the number of students who lived

off campus was approximately one
hundred. Today the number has shrunk
to thirty-seven. This was mainly due to

the 2004 completion of Humphrey's
Hall, a new dorm, housing one hundred
and twenty students. To compensate

for this increase in living space the

administration decided to lower the

number of off campus residents so
that all the resident halls could be
filled. Dean Steele wishes to remind
students that, "Sewanee is meant to

be a residential campus. If we need
to increase the number of off campus
residents we will, but at this time it is

not necessary."

Shortly after Humphrey's
completion, the University's enrollment

and retention rates began to increase.

This forced the renovation of St. Luke's
Hall to be sped up an entire year. Dean
Steele stresses, "The renovation of

St. Luke's was a necessity in order to

compensate with the increased number
of students." Unfortunately, the

addition of St. Luke's has not solved

the housing shortage. Dean Steele

claims the reason the administration

has not increased the number of off-

campus residents is because they feel

the "increased enrollment problem"
will not continue.

Dean of Admissions, David Lesene,
feels that Sewanee has experienced

growth because the Admissions Office

has achieved a number of goals sooner
than expected. Originally, the goal

for enrollment by 2010 was 1,500
students. Current enrollment is 1,465

Continued on Page 10

Sandy Kern

explained, "and we're trying to remedy
that." An example of compression can
be found when looking at Tuesday/
Thursday classes offered at 8:00-9:15
9:30- 10:45, and 11:00- 12: 15. There are
forty-six sections being taught during
the 9:30 and the 11:00 o'clock classes
but only sixteen classes are offered
during the 8:00 am time slot. Another
problem. Ramsey stated, is that many
teachers "create slots" for class times,
which creates another problem as some
classes begin to overlap and leave fewer
options open to students. "How do we
give students more choices?" Ramsey
asked. The Coordinating Committee
hopes to assuage these problems by
not necessarily changing the schedule,
but by suggesting set time slots and
alleviating this compression of classes.

Compression can be solved, for

example, by offering an equal number
of sections during the aforementioned

Tuesday/Thursday morning classes,

thereby giving students more options.

Dean Kipp played a key role in

envisaging a more organized afternoon

schedule.

Thegrowingstudentpopulation

is not necessarily a problem that needs
changing. Bran Potter, a Professor in

the Forestry and Geology Department
explained the benefits the growing

student body has in his department:
"Our department doubled in size in
about ten years, from the late 80s to the
late 90s. We moved from two foresters
and a geologist to three foresters and
three geologists. This allowed us to offer
two additional majors (Forestry and
Geology) in addition to our traditional

Natural Resources major. Our number
of majors also doubled during this

period, so the growth in the student body
was very good for this department."
Another Professor who feels the larger
student body is an improvement is

Professor David Landon, from the

Theatre Arts Department. Landon
stated, "Personally, the growth has not

affected me very much. My classes

are steady and I am usually able to

accommodate students who really

want to study acting. I have the same
close relationships with students I have
always had. There are more demands
on my time but on the whole I enjoy the

work and find it rewarding. I believe
this is the case in theatre generally. Our
facilities are significantly better. Our
faculty has more than doubled in the

last ten to fifteen years so we are able
to offer a fairly complete introduction
to theatre arts at the undergraduate
level."

Continued on Page 11

Earn Your MA/MFA at Sewanee:

What's Next?
Lanier Norville

Hearing that Sewanee has doubled
its number of graduate programs might
come as a shock to some. The success of
the School of Letters in its first term last

summer confirms that it will continue as

a Sewanee graduate tradition alongside

the School of Theology. The School of

Letters is a graduate program that offers

masters degrees in both American
literature and creative writing. Many
community members have expressed

interest in what the introduction of

a graduate program other than the

School of Theology, which has been
here since the beginning, means for

the undergraduate program and the

community as a whole. The School
of Theology was founded alongside

the undergraduate school and gives

Sewanee its University title. But the

recent introduction of a new graduate

program could mean more are in the

making, and the University of the

South could take on new meaning. Ten
years down the road Sewanee might be

offering a full complement of graduate

courses, with grad students swarming
favorite hot spots such as McClurg and

the pub. Dr. John Grammer, director

of the School of Letters, says this kind

of a change is not likely. After all. the

School of Letters was proposed fifteen

years ago and did not hold its first

session until last summer. Though it is

possible that another graduate program
will arise at Sewanee (Dr. Grammer
predicts Environmental Studies as a

possibility), the latent period of the

School of Letters indicates that another

program, ifproposed, might take several

years to be introduced. Dr. Grammer
remarks that adding the School of
Letters to the Sewanee repertoire is "a

big step, but it's not meant to change the

character of the institution." Rather, the

School of Letters is designed enhance
its character by continuing Sewanee's

deeply rooted literary tradition without

interfering with the undergraduate

school.

The School of Letters will actually

benefit Sewanee. Students of the school

can earn an MA in American literature

or an MFA in creative writing in four or

five summers. Anyone with a bachelor's

degree can apply, including recent

Sewanee graduates. Because classes

are held in the summer, the program
will not interfere with the regular

terms of undergraduate study. In fact,

the School of Letters "could help with

the recruitment of undergraduates,"

says Dr. Grammer, by adding strength

to Sewanee's literary reputation. The
School of Letters has also added a

new facet to the literary tradition of

Sewanee summers, coinciding with the

Continued on Page 10
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University Working to Replace the

First Year Program
Although it may seem that the First

Year Program has been around since
the founding of the university, it was
only introduced in 2002 as a radical

departure from the previous system of
freshmen courses and advising. Since
then, the FYP has gradually evolved
into a fairly successful program, but it is

likely that it only has a few more months
of existence left, as a replacement
is currently being developed by the

faculty and administration.

Before the FYP. freshmen advising

was often lacking since students were
randomly paired up with a faculty

member, so there was no guarantee
the two shared any interests. The FYP
sought to improve that relationship by
ensuring a common academic interest,

as well as housing the first year student

with similarly interested peers. A 2005
study of the FYP stated the program

Paul Dixon
was one of "the most ambitious efforts

in our curricular history to address the

University's ideal of lively intellectual

discourse within a healthy residential

and advisory setting." While not every

FYP course was a resounding success,

the majority - such as Professor

Potter's Walking the Land - were very

popular among students and faculty

alike. However, the FYP program has
a fatal flaw: it is expensive.

Many of the FYP classes are

different from the usual introductory

courses. As a result, they place a

strain on most departments, since FYP
classes are effectively an additional

class for the department. This was not
a serious concern initially, because a

Mellon Foundation grant underwrote
the program, providing funding for

additional faculty and other expenses
of the FYP, such as co-curricular

I neatre Department Applauded for Antigone
Joseph Leray

Jean Anouilh's Anitgone recasts Sophocles' ancient tragedy during the Nazi
occupation of Paris. The University theatre department, however, took Anouilh's
script one step further and set it in present day Baghdad, with interesting and
satisfying results.

The action opens, not with a soliloquy or invocation of any Muse, but with
a masked and turbaned guard escorting you, at gunpoint, from your car to the
small, dusty Tennessee William's black box theatre. This type of attention to detail
pervades every aesthetic element of the play: the costumes are simultaneously
exotic and realistic, the stage is minimal and rustic, and even the seating is used
to convey a sense of tension and fear.

Unfortunately, this attention to detail does not permeate every aspect of the
play. During the scenes without modern props or allusions, the viewer tends to
forget that the play is in fact set in modern times. The costume, set design and
dialogue evoke ancient Thebes as much as modern Baghdad. The result is that the
sporadic gunfire and references to cars and cigarettes tend to be more distracting
and anachronistic than intellectually scintillating. Indeed, Antigone is timeless
and the tension between patriotism, family loyalty, and romantic love are as
significant now as they were then; however, this is conveyed best by Anouilh's
scnpt and the strength of the acting - not by plastic rifles and strained lines about
Polynices Ferrari.

The acting in Antigone was, at least to the untrained lay person sincere
compelling, and realistic. I was especially struck by the importance of the body
language, no doubt due to the small, intimate theatre. I will admit that there were
a tew points that seemed overly dramatic; however, the good far outweighs the
baa, and any individual over-acting was dwarfed by the success of the whole

All in all, Antigone was provocative, controversial and compelling, even for
those not familiar with Sophocles or the Greek myth. The setting and stage design
succeeded in immersing the audience ,n the drama and provided an enjoyable and
thought-provoking experience.
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events. However, with the expiration

of the grant last year, this is no longer

possible. Originally, replacement
funding was sought in the current

capital campaign but was not included

in the final campaign goals.

The 2005 study found that, due to

the nontraditional nature ofmany of the

courses, the FYP is actually competing
with the core curriculum of the

University rather than complimenting
it. Out of that realization developed
the initial replacement to the FYP, the

Gateway Program, which attempted to

combine the most beneficial aspects

of the FYP - namely the improved
advisee-advisor relationship - with
more traditional introductory courses

that departments were already

offering. This would have enabled the

FYP program to continue in a more
efficient, less costly form. While most

of the faculty support some variation

of a new FYP-type program, the

specifics of the Gateway program
were such that the faculty did not

approve it in late February. As a
result, the administration and faculty

are currently working to develop a
more suitable replacement.

It is unfortunate that the search for

a replacement has been so last minute.

There have not been any University

wide reviews or even a focus group
studying the program since 2005. As
a result, there is little concrete data

coming from the people who are

directly affected by the program: the

participating students and faculty.

Hopefully, the University will be able

to develop a more sustainable program
in the coming weeks.

and gifts
a paint your awn pottery place and other art adventures

glass fusing, mosaics and plush critters to stuff

you design it! make it! paint it! we fire it!

ready for you to pick up in a week

Hours: Winter

Wednesday - Thursday

10:00-6:00

Friday

11:00-9:00

Saturday

Noon - 5:00
Sunday, Monday or Tuesday by appointment

call now for birthdays, meetings, sorority

fraternity and team-building events

931-598-5006
90 Reeds Lane

Sewanee.TN 37375
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JACOB MOORE
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to keep the place so beautiful. Just how
green is Sewanee? To its benefit, the
school has made great improvements
in environmental issues, especially
in energy use and conservation. Most
new buildings on campus are on the
way to being LEED certified, and
those that are under renovation receive

campus get periodically replaced by
newer, more efficient designs. As far
as individual responsibility, we have
campaigns like the Eco Cup every
year, encouraging students to reduce
unnecessary energy consumption.

Certain issues are unavoidable
however. The new buildings are
designed to keep heating more or

LEED is a set of criteria designed to
help construction projects become
measurably good for the environment.
The acronym stands for Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design,
a project that sets down guidelines
nationwide for green development.
The checklist consists of measures like

of TVA's energy comes from coal. The
rest is mostly nuclear power, which has
its own problematic implications in
nuclear waste. Hydroelectric, the safest
and most environmentally friendly
form of power production, makes up
only 7% of TVA's source. "Coal is

hell," explained Professor Sid Brown.
It is terrible for the environment as it

in wind power, that may solve these
problems. A common issue with wind
power is that constant wind is needed
to keep the turbine generating power.
However, Scandinavian researchers
have designed a new type of windmill
that catches gusts of wind, rather than
requiring a constant flow of wind.
They've even begun dotting their cities
with these windmills, generating power
across the area.

Brown would like to see the
improvements to become certified, less uniform throLhou^LT
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they distribute energy efficiently.

They also contain state-of-the-art

monitoring systems that keep track
of which rooms are being occupied
and need attention from the heating
system. Older buildings aren't quite as
impressive. Dorms that are decades old
weren't really designed with efficient... .
"wiwii 1 icaiiy uesienea witn efficient

u anon, ustng fluorescent lights and energy distribute fn mmd, so m nyutilizing rain wafprrrJWroH fw.~, ^ L.1 .•
' " Iaivutilizing rain water collected from roofs

instead of taxing the water supply and
drainage system. The goals of a LEED
project are to maximize resources and
thereby prevent unnecessary waste. The
Spencer Hall addition to Woods Lab
will be our first fully LEED certified

building

In the energy department,
waste has certainly been curbed. Not
only have fluorescent lights been used
in new buildings, but wherever a bulb

Outside, the sky hints at daylight,

but the dorm is silent as the grave at

5:45 a.m. I can smell Natasha's coffee
all the way down the hall. I knock,
she shouts to come in, and I enter a
whirlwind of action. The Roots' smooth
rhythm beats from her computer while
she hops around the room snatching
various Lycra garments from drawers
and clothes hampers. Somehow she
makes a steaming mug of coffee
materialize before me. "Still too dark
to ride," she announces, peering out
the window. "Want some yogurt and
peanut butter?" Odd as it sounds,
her favorite energy food makes great
riding fuel.

Natasha Cowie lives a double life

as a professional mountain biker and
senior natural resources major. In

two hours, she will be running into

her senior seminar class to give a

presentation about land use on the

Domain. She will conduct an interview
for her independent study project and
then go to her religion class before

grabbing lunch. Today her ride is early,

and short, about two hours, because
she will spend the afternoon hiking
down the plateau mapping old logging
roads.

A typical ride for Natasha is three

or four hours, involving at least two
climbs up the plateau. On weekends,
she goes to Georgia or North Carolina
to train on mountain bike trails. At
the end of March, Natasha's training

season will be over when she begins
the race season with a national race

in Phoenix, Arizona. For the rest of
the spring and summer, she will be
traveling all over the southeast as well

power sources. Understandably, this
would be a risk, but the school has
taken it before. In the seventies, there
was a solar power collector on campus

.

Already, students pay a portion of their
student activities fee toward the Green
Power Switch, a charge not imposed
on the students, but voted by a student
assembly a few years ago. The school
has also agreed to observe the national
Focus the Nation day on January 31",
2008. The day consists of educational
and other institutions dedicating
themselves to discussion and education
on environmental issues in the hopes of
opening the eyes of government leaders
to the pressing concerns ofconservation
and sustainability. Brown pointed out.
"As an educational institution, I think
it's our duty to take a leading role in

r ~ " " «*"«"^a "ivc uccn maae, particularly
environmentally friendly changes,

Parallel Careers: A Professional Athlete Finishes Her SewaneeDeareT
akng a nk

Sandy Kern »
as across the country for races in Utah, been off a bike in eight years. Before

Mongolia Natasha was a die-hard

vegetarian and health food junkie,
but she was open to the fact that in

Mongolia the d iet consists mostly of

buildings, a setting that is comfortable
at one end of the dorm might be hell-

on-earth for another. Rooms on one
floor might be getting heat while
another receives nothing, which leads
inevitably to an uneven and inefficient

use of energy.

With all this talk about energv
f~ . ^ "'v-iiuumiucu umi ineciouav seasons
ficiency and waste, you might be and wind-breaking mountains of theasking where we get it all in the first area make it less suitable than otheplace^The Tennessee Valley Authority regions for these power sources but

the campus' power, which advances have been made, particularly

and blacken lungs. Emissions aside,
the means of extraction for this power
source requires essentially blowing
up and hollowing out mountains; not
exactly a tidy way of keeping the lights

running.

So what are our options in
making energy greener on campus?
According to Professor Brown, students
have driven much of the reform. The
Green Power Switch is a program
that attempts to convert the sources
of energy to environmentally friendly
forms of energy production. For
instance, a lot of progress is being made
in wind power and solar collection.

Brown admitted that the cloudy seasons

California, and Vermont.

Natasha and I roll out of the dorm
and head for Jumpoff Road. She wears
a heart rate monitor strapped around
her chest that transmits her pulse to

a display on her watch. She checks it

anxiously today. On antibiotics after an
infection, she wants to be sure that her
heart rate is not unusually high, which
would indicate an incomplete recovery.

"It's times like this when I most want
a coach," she tells me. "Sometimes I

feel like I'm shooting in the dark with
my training. I don't know how hard to

push myself during recovery and I have
a race this weekend. I try to figure it

out but it's so frustrating to be training

through trial and error"

Clearly she's managed to get

something right with her self-coaching.

In the past year, Natasha has taken

silver in two national championships
(U.S. and collegiate nationals). She
has just signed onto Velo Bella-Kona,

a national pro women's mountain bike

team.

Although she has raced bicycles

since she was thirteen in Georgia,

Natasha only became truly competitive

a year ago. She began college by setting

academics as her absolute priority. "I

flung myself headlong into schoolwork
my first two years in college. I loved my
classes but it was so unhealthy. I had no
balance; I was sacrificing everything

for work and I was miserable," she

explained. She only entered three races

her entire sophomore year.

Then everything changed. Natasha
spent a semester studying abroad
in Mongolia, the longest time she'd

meat and sugar. Natasha is a girl made
of extremes who loves to challenge

herself. "Mongolia really tested my
limits. I returned to bicycling with an
absolutely clear mind. It became the

centerofmy life, my form ofmeditation.
Bicycling is my spirituality," she tells

me.

"I love the intensity of racing,

because it stirs the survival instinct, the

deepest emotions. At the same time, the

intensity brings me absolute calm. T.S.

Eliot wrote a line in 'Four Quartets'
that describes it perfectly: 'the still

point of the turning world.'" In her rare

moments of free time Natasha enjoys
writing and reading, especially poetry.

At 22, Natasha is one of the youngest
female pro cyclists in the U.S. Most
of her competitors are women in their

mid-30s who have been racing almost
as long as she has been alive; "It's a

learning experience for me. I know I

won't be winning World Cups yet, but
I'm figuring things out and building a
base of strength with every race."

The rising sun shoots warm beams
across the road as Natasha and I do
a few sprints. She feels good. "My
training is not just on the bicycle."

she explains. "I am always thinking

about it— did I eat enough protein

yesterday? Am I sleeping long
enough to recover? Am I drinking

enough water? I have to listen to my
body. Training is not about pushing
as hard as possible all the time.

You can only train as hard as you
rest." "It's so hard, balancing school

and bicycling. I have to schedule my
entire week so carefully, down to

the hour, so that there's enough time
for everything. But there has to be a

balance. Bicycling energizes me and
inspires me. I think of poems while I

ride my bike."

Natasha's sense of balance guides

her career path as well. She plans on
"parallel careers" as a pro cyclist and,

perhaps, an environmental journalist.

"Bicycling will always be a part ofme.
But it can't be everything." Natasha is

realistic and upbeat about her future

as a professional mountain biker:

"For one thing, there's absolutely

no money in it—even at the top

level— but just as importantly, it has

to go alongside my other passions

of writing andenvironment. So I'm

going to fit the rest of my life to a

career as a pro mountain biker. I'm

a natural resources geek. I like to

know the geologic history of the rock

formations that I crash on, and the

species of the trees that I run into."
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State of the Black Union 2007
Shakyra La'Shae Shuler

America's 400* Anniversary marks the interaction of three cultures that came
together at Jamestown. The development of America is centered around the
contributions made by African culture. Native Amencan culture, and European
culture. The State of the Black Union is a platform that discusses the "African
Amencan imprint on America." Its mission is to "focus on African Americans
as agents of change," the "catalysts" for helping America keep her promise that
states that "all are created equal and have the inalienable nghts of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness."

Road trips have been a part ofmy life since I was five years old. My Nana would
pack us all up in a fifteen-passenger van every summer, and we would head south
to Virginia. Sixteen years later, I was doing the driving, a college senior packed
in a van with eleven other students from Sewanee and our faculty chaperone Jim
Papa Jim Pappas. As we rotated driving shifts, I realized how grown up I was

going to Virginia, not to see Scooby Doo at King's Dominion, but to be a part
of something historical. I must admit that I looked forward to Dr Cornell West's
presence at the State of the Black Union. I had met him once before after a lecture
he gave at Sewanee. I was now going to see him for the second time at the 400th
Anniversary of Jamestown held at Hampton University.

After our early rise at 6am, we reached Hampton University only to find
ourselves wamng in the freezing cold for about an hour. My toes were so numb
after dancing around every entrance Hampton had trying to figure out which line
was designated for what and which one would let us in the quickest. As irritated
as we were upon finding seats, the sound of Tavis Smiley 's voice along with free
copies of his new book. The Covenant In Action, warmed us up enough to just be
glad that we were fortunate to be there.

The event had two segments with two different panels, one of which went
from 8am until 11:30am and the other from 1pm until 4:30pm. The panelists
were an array of prominent African American speakers all present to discuss the
African Amencan impnnt on America." There I was in the audience hearing Dr

Cornell West speak live for the second time, seeing Rev. Jessie Jackson and Rev
Al Sharpton on the same stage, and watching rapping legend Chuck D move the
room. The most invigorating moment was when Dr. Mae Jemison, the woman I
had known since elementary school as some cardboard face that had been the first
African Amencan woman in space, graciously walk across the stage. I couldn't
believe it. I expected her to be old and fragile, but she was young, beautiful and
vibrant.

After getting over my actual being there, I was able to take in the content of
he event. "Th.s .s a call to action, and the time is now," was repeated throughout
die lecture. We were not there to simply complain or talk about the issues of
America; we were there to do somethmg about them. Repeated notions weremade about African Americans knowing and appreciating their history. "We are
responsible for understanding." said Rev. Moss, we need to "deal with the past

face the present, and give new to the fnture." Rev. Sharpton said we should gain
this knowledge and then draw strength from it. Other topics of discussion were
unity between young and old, the future elections, education and the media. OmarWasow stated "don't hate the media, become the media." Simply complaining
about what you don 't see does not solve the problem at hand; you have to become
die change that you are expecting. Dr. West mentioned that we have to decide
to refuse to be adjusted to an unjust status quo." Chuck D had a global state of
mind and encouraged everyone to get passports and gain a global understanding
of complexity. 6

The insight I gained from my freezing cold weekend in Virginia transformed
me from a thermometer" into a "thermostat". As Dr. Julie Hare pointed out that
you can either sit back and measure the temperature of the reality that you are
given in this life, or you can create your own by taking a stand, actively educating
yourself, and being the thermostat by setting the temperature of what you want
life to be. In closing, Tavis Smiley ended with the moving statement: "the time to
act is now to preserve our imprint on America." The forum was about making the
American Dream an American reality as we draw inspiration from a strong past
The panelists included: Professor at Harvard Law School Charles Ogletreewho is the founding and executive director of the Charles Hamilton Houston

Institute for Race and Justice: President and CEO of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, Bruce S. Gordon; Dr. Eddie S Claudewho ,s an associate professor of Religion and African American Studies at
Princeton University; Representative of House District 58 of the Minnesota
State Legislature, Congressman Keith Ellison; Congressman Robert C Scott of
Virginia; Mayor L. Douglas Wilder of Richmond, Virginia; Dr. Mae Jemison
president of The Jemison group; Dr. Julie Hare, motivational speaker who
is the national executive director of The Jemison Group, Inc.; Marian Wright
Elderman, founder and president of the Children's Defense Fund; Malika Saa°da
Saar, executive director of the Rebecca Project for Human Rights; Sonia Sanchez
author and public speaker; Judge Glenda Hatchett, television host and author
Stephanie Robinson, president and CEO of the Jamestown Project at Yale- Rev
Al Sharpton, host of The Al Sharpton Show; Chuck D, rap artist and founder of
Public Enemy and Rapstation; Rev. Jessie Jackson, founder and president of the
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition, Inc.; Daphne Maxwell Reid, actor and cofounder ofNew Millennium Studios; Dr. Cornell West, professor and author; Omar Wasow
cofounder of BlackPlanet.com; Angela Glover Blackwell, founder of Policylink-'
Tmi Reid, actor, director, and producer; Wade Henderson, president and CEO of
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights; Cathy Hughes, founder and chairperson
of Radio One, Inc.; and Rev. Dr. Otis Moss Jr., pastor of Olivet Institutional
Baptist Church.

Black History Month on the Mountain

On Thursday, February 8, the screening of the film
Mighty Times: Children on the March, followed by
a panel discussion, was held in Gailor auditonum
in honor of Black History month. The film narrates
the May 1963 children's march on Birmingham, AL.
The march followed Martin Luther King Jr.'s arrest
in Birmingham and was one of the first major steps in
the Civil Rights movement. The film is comprised of
several recent interviews of both blacks and whites
who were somehow affected by the march. The
story of the march comes alive in these interviews

-

through the voices of firemen and policemen, black
men and women who were arrested, their mothers,
and bystanders. These interviews are alternated with
extensive footage of the three-day march, depicting
the thousands of black children who were arrested
for parading without a permit. Their nonviolence
was often met with violence -dogs, fire hoses, and
the unrelenting commands of commissioner of public
safety Bull Conner. In the last two days of the march,
thousands of black men and women crowded into
downtown Birmingham's streets, willingly offering
themselves foi arrest and singing on the way to the

»
•-. The jails and streets overflowed; officials

were rendered helpless againsl the masses At the
film's elose a hush fell over the near-full auditorium.
The panel members quietly assembled onstage.

Lanier Norville

The panel, designed to guide discussion toward
current racial issues, consisted of two Sewanee
students and four professors. Shenae Holmes and
Donald Allen represented the student body. Political

Science professors Andrea Hatcher, Paige Schneider,
Gayle McKeen and professor of History Houston
Roberson represented the faculty. Professor Roberson
began the discussion by contextualizing the march
and offering some background information on the
Civil Rights Movement. The discussion then moved
to current racial issues both at Sewanee and in the
world.

A particularly pertinent issue discussed was
America's public education system. Professor
McKeen pointed out that while the Supreme Court
case Brown vs. Board ofEducation ordered integration
of public schools, "the percentage of blacks attending
majority white schools in America today is the same
as it was in 1953." In 1991 and 1992, public school
systems reverted to the neighborhood school policy,
meaning that a student would attend the school
elosest to his residence, as was the policy before the
Brown decision. According to Dr. Snyder, having
i" attend schools in low-income neighborhoods is

a major obstacle for many black children. Then
a much higher dropout rate in low-income school
and "people who don't graduate from high school

are more likely to be incarcerated." Dr. Snyder then
pointed out that "education is the most important
option for low income kids to turn their lives around,"
and that the reversion to the neighborhood school
policy is proof that "Americans are not caring about
their poorest and most vulnerable children right
now." Other issues addressed were affirmative action
and racism on a global scale.

Donald and Shenae then offered their views
as minority students on racial issues existing at

Sewanee. Shenae expressed her need to take part
in the ongoing struggle against racism: "As an
African-American student I have to advocate the
movement." Donald added that "the most important
thing is to take advantage of the opportunities we
have." He offered some encouraging words tov/ard
the audience members, both black and white: "You
have the chance to break these stereotypes." He then
offered a sound piece of advice: "Sitting in your
room and not taking part isn't what you're here for."

He urged that going out and making friends was the

best way to defy stereotypes and combat racism on
the mountain.



'James Bowman Lectures on the Death of
Honor"

John MacGregor

For the past several years, the
"How then shall we live?" lecture
series has brought a guest speaker to
the Mountain to lecture on a variety
of topics ranging from genocide in
Darfur to issues of race in America to
Lacanian psychoanalysis. Often the
speakers have been as entertaining or
arresting as the topics. Slavoj Zizek,
the wild-eyed Slovenian who has been
called a rock star of philosophy, kept
the audience's attention even when his
fast paced lecture had left their minds in
the dust. The celebrity of Comel West,
who has appeared in the Matrix series
and who has been a controversial figure
for years may have overshadowed the
content of his own lecture.

This semester's speaker
discussed a topic no less interesting
than previous ones, but his style was
certainly more subdued than either
Zizek or West. James Bowman,
a movie critic for The American
Spectator, a media critic for The New
Criterion, and a resident scholar at the
Ethics and Public Policy Center gave

of living, or rather, as a standard, honor
is incompatible with our prevailing
animosity towards traditional moral
codes. In brief, Bowman argues that
our culture has been slowly drifting
towards a kind of moral relativism"!

Honor codes are judgmental, they
infer that certain types of behavior
are wrong, and in the hypersensitive,
politically correct culture in which
we live, there is no worse crime than
to pass judgement. Systems of honor
have been largely replaced in favor
of a kind of universalism created by
those who Bowman refers to as "moral
aristocrats," or honor has simply
become a matter of brute loyalty,
such as with street gangs. The abstract
principles of right and wrong as they
were previously understood have
been replaced by the notion that in all

things there are gray areas. The speech
itself flowed very well, and Bowman's
points were easy to follow, making
for a persuasive argument. At times it

seemed as though he were reading too
much from his notes, and he seemed

"Know Yourself, Love Yourself: Mind, Body,
and Soul"

Shakyra La'Shoe Shuler
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Honor Dead Today?" This topic has
particular significance for Sewanee
students given that The University of
the South is one of the few schools in
the country that still has an honor code
and an honor council.

Without delving into the finer
points of his argument, I would like

if possible to sum up his main points.

Honor, in the Victorian sense of the
word, is dead in the modern world. It

has been on a downward spiral since
roughly World War I, and its demise
was accelerated about forty years ago

lecture, although, compared to Zizek,
any speaker might seem less than
animated. His line of reasoning was
not the typical conservative critique of
degenerated American culture, but he
certainly believed that there was much
to envy of our bygone honor systems.
Listening to some of the talk he
generated among certain students, his

lecture may have been received less than
warmly by more than a few. However,
Bowman's point of view, while not
necessarily popular on a typical college
campus full of "progressive" mindedHnrino ti»- h i*. ,

5 "uiipua mil ur progressive" mindeddunng the tumultuous and uncertain young Americans, is one that should be
lyoUS. He gave seven rhnrart-t-iot;,^ i a _____1960s. He gave seven characteristics

of honor which make it unpalatable
for most people in modern American
society. Bowman stated that honor is

judgmental, authoritarian, unequal,
aggressive, repressive, violent, and
(surprisingly) unethical. All of these

characteristics set it at odds with what
Bowman sees as our modern standards

heard on a campus where conflicting

opinions are always welcome. The
varied points of view of all the past
lecturers suggests that Sewanee is a
campus where differences of opinion
and fresh perspectives are always
welcome. At least I hope Sewanee is

such a place.

February 12th marked the beginning
of the 2007 Sewanee Conference on
Women, which is an annual event that
lasts for a week. The schedule of daily
events included: a pinnacle luncheon,
"The History of Gender Stereotypes "

featuring Dr. Paige Schneider on
Monday; "Unpacking the Gendered
Mind," brief presentations by Dr
Murdock and Dr. Nicole Barenbaum
held on Tuesday; Eve Ensler's The
Vagina Monologues, a play performed
by an all female cast of Sewanee
students, faculty, staff, and community
members held on Wednesday; and
"Soothe Your Soul," a lineup of events
held on Friday consisting of Yoga
lessons led by Helen Stapleton, Belly-
dancing lessons with Syeda Hamadani,
and a "Feed Your Soul" dinner.

The Women's Conference has been
a Sewanee tradition since the early

1990's. In conjunction with elected
conference co-chairs, residents of the
Women's Center and a conference
committee plan the events. "The theme
is determined by the co-chairs," said
Dean Katie Steele, "which were Syeda
Hamadani and Sam Kennedy of '06-
'07." Steele, along with Dr. Murdock,
were the advisors for the event that

took planning that started in August
2006. In an attempt to encourage self
reflection, the theme this year was
"Know Yourself, Love Yourself: Mind,
Body, and Soul." "There are gender
stereotypes and gender expectations
for women that need to be broken
down so we can be who we want to

be," commented Steele.

Contrary to what many may feel

about the student organization and
it's obsession with feminism, "there

are several misconceptions about the
Women's Center as a whole," said
Chassidy Cooper who is the archivist
and was also on the conference
committee. She is a junior here at
Sewanee who feels that the goals of the
Women's Center are not to bash men
but to actually "address being more
inclus.ve."The Women 'sConference is

a unique representation of the Sewanee
tradition unifying students, faculty,
staff, and community members. "That's
the core of Sewanee," said Cooper. "I
love that it is student lead." And with
the help of the advisors and volunteers,
the week was a success. Each event had
a great attendance, including the Vagina
Monologues, which raised almost $400
for the Blue Monarch by selling tickets
for $2 each, $3 for couples. The Blue
Monarch is a twelve-month facility
that helps women and children. It is

designed to help women with their
individual needs, eliminate abuse, and
help them become better mothers.

The Women's Conference will
continue to be a part of the Sewanee
experience. The event is centered
around student leadership and student
organization. Katie genuinely smiles
as she says, "It's great to see students
doing something they are committed
to." The result of this commitment is

something that the entire community
can learn from and enjoy. Reflecting on
the outstanding annual event that was
an inspiring success, Chassidy Cooper
wrapped it up with a smile from ear to
ear and said, "it's mostly about getting
to know you, the whole person: mind,
body and soul."
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Sewanee Baseball: Looking for Luck
Cory Woodworth

The past few weeks have not exactly been smooth
sailing for the Sewanee baseball team. With an
unfortunate 0-10 start, the team is still looking to get
that coveted first win that will hopefully jumpstart
their season.

The team started their season with an opener against
Milisaps. favorites to win the SCAC title this season,
but lost 13-0. After playing the first two games on the
road, the guys were excited about their opening home
game against Maryville. John Davis ('07) stepped up
with a grand slam in the bottom of the 3 rd

inning,
putting the team up 4-3. Unfortunately, the Tigers
were unable to capitalize on the momentum and fell

1 3-5. The trend continued as the Tigers lost two more
games to LaGrange and one more to Maryville.

This past weekend was an even bigger trial

for the men as they traveled to Memphis to play in-
state and SCAC rival Rhodes. After 4 games played,
Rhodes outsccred Sewanee 54-1 1. The few highlights
of the weekend included Taylor Burns ('09) and
Davis with two doubles each in the I

s ' game, and
Brian Pederson ('08) going 3-3 with 2 doubles in the
2nd game.

So what exactly is the cause of the baseball
team's unfortunate record? Well, Sewanee boasts one
of the hardest schedules in the SCAC -Milisaps is

ranked 13 ,h
nationally. Rhodes is in the top 3 of the

SCAC. and LaGrange is nationally ranked, as well as
most of the teams they will play over Spring Break.
Playing good teams early, however, may benefit
the Tigers in the long run. Seeing good pitching
and playing high-caliber athletes now wiJl have the
Tigers well-prepared when teams like Oglethorpe
and DePauw come to play later in the season. And
just look at the Tiger's roster. They graduated 6 of
9 starting positions last season, with only 3 seniors
remaining to lead the squad: infielder John Davis,
pitcher Josh 'Farva' Curtis, and pitcher Daniel
Shaver. We know our team isn't slacking either. No
matter the time of day. you can always find a baseball
player in uniform heading to the field, running on the
track, or taking some batting practice in Fowler. In
reference to his teammates' tough work ethic, Farva
says. "The talent and hard work is there. We've just
got to pull it all together."

When asked what he thinks is keeping the team

from winning, Coach Scott Baker says, "We are not
fielding and throwing the ball very well at all. This
includes pitching. We have had some well-pitched
innings, but nothing consistent. When we do pitch
well, we seem to play defense poorly."

To win that first game, the team plans on
maintaining their high level of commitment and work
ethic and just realizing that there is always room for
improvement. "There is an old adage in baseball that
you are never as good as you think you are when
things are going well, and you are never as bad as
you think you are when things are going poorly,"
Coach Baker adds, "We have to keep that in mind
and continue to work at the game, regardless of the
circumstances."

The Sewanee Baseball team plays 3 games this
weekend at home against Capital University- Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday at 1 :00 pm. Who knows? This
could be the weekend our team gets their first win
of the 2007 season. As Farva puts it, "Come out and
watch us play, check out our new, pretty uniforms,
and if nothing else, enjoy the nice weather."

Tigers of the Week
Compiled by Cory Woodworth

SEWANEE

S

Tiger of the Week: Henry
Litchfield

The Tiger chosen as exhibiting

excellence on the playing field for the

Week of February 19-25 is men's tennis

player Henry Litchfield. Litchfield

is a sophomore from Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma. He attended Heritage Hall
High School. He was a four year starter

at powerful Heritage Hall and won
a state championship his sophomore
season and was named to the Oklahoma
All-State team in '05.

Litchfield won both of his number
five singles matches this week. He
won his number five spot match 6-2, 6-

3 against the Generals of Washington
and Lee. who are ranked 20 ,h

nationally.

On Sunday, Henry won the number five

match against Division II Alabama-
Huntsville 2-6, 6-2, 6-2.

Gabriela Carvalho

Henry Litchfield

Tiger of the Week: Gabriela
Carvalho

The Tiger chosen as exhibiting

excellence on the playing field for the

week of February 12-18 is women's
tennis player Gabriela Carvalho. She
is a junior Rock Hill. S.C. Gabriela is

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alcides
Carvalho (Sherri).

Carvalho, who is ranked second
in the Atlantic South Region by the

Intercollegiate Tennis Association
and first in doubles (Fanjoy), won her
singles match against the number one
seed for Division I Lipscomb 6-0, 6-1.

She and partner Laura Fanjoy won their

pro set doubles match 8-1. The Lady
Tigers are ranked eighth nationally and
third in their region for Division III and
will compete next against Alabama-
Huntsville at home on Sunday.

Sewanee Tennis: We've Got Balls

Colin Wilhelm

When one thinks about the most anticipated events of the year at Sewanee one
generally considers them in this order: Shake Day, Party Weekends, and Tennis
Season.

Yes boys and girls, tennis season is here again already, and not a moment too
soon. Who needs another night of drinking and debauchery when one can spend
a sunny, windy day on the Mountain watching our guys and gals kick-serving the
hell out of the competition.

Despite getting off to a slow start, the men's team has begun to pick up
momentum as of late, disposing of Transylvania this past week, and boasting a
Tiger of the Week already, Henry "True Cowboy" Litchfield ('09). Aside from

Jr7' !
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S tCam iS led by Captain Andrew Crone C°7 ). number one seed
Charlie Ladies' Man" Boyd ('09), and newcomer/old face Matt Burton ('07) The
team as a whole has suffered from a general lack of experience; those graduating
from last year's strong team left holes in the lineup. There are only three seniors
this season, with two sophomores (Boyd and Litchfield) and a freshman (number
two seed Jeff "Baby Face" Lepley ' 10) in the starting lineup. However young this
year s team may be, especially in the singles lineup, it makes up for that lack of
age with talent, depth, and killer good looks.

The Lady Tigers aren't slouches either; they've gotten off to a 4-0 start
including their most recent match against rival Rhodes that brought new meaning
to the word, "shellacking". Led primarily by Gab "Man-eating Tiger" Carvalho
(08), the as-of-press-time Tiger of the Week, as well as card-carrying member of
the Division III National top ten, the Lady Tigers also boast a wealth of depth and

,u ™? retUr
" m°St kCy Players from ,ast year'

deluding (but not exclusive
to) the Willett sisters. Lauren and Molly ('07), Mary Katherine Stone ('08) and
Jordan Casey ('09).

John and Conchie Shackelford are in their twenty-second illustrious year of
husband-wife coaching combo, and are hoping to lead their respective Tigers'
teams to another successful season. Coach John Shackelford describes his goals for
this season as. "trying to get back into the top three teams in the conference "

As for the players' goals, men's captain Crone says, "[It's been a] slow start so
far but] we ve played some quality clubs." However, he expects for the team to
work goal by goal-first reaching a winning record, then being placed in a good
tournament to crack the top twenty-five and make Nationals. Ladies' number one
seed. Carvalho says her team's goals are to go to Nationals as well "We work
really well as a team, we don't have any weak links, or any weaknesses at all

"

Both Sewanee Tennis teams will travel to California for matches over Spring
Break.

Mowteeui/e J7/ttv

Jim Harmon, Proprietor
204 West Main Street

P.O. Box 39

Monteagle, TN 37356

931 .924.3869 phone 931.924.3867 fax
suites<g>monteagleinn.com

www.monteagleinn.com
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Hard to Get "Lucky" at the Lucky Spa
John Waling F

On Thursday, February 15 th
, the

^^n- McNeece shut down the spa
Monteagle Police Department arrested

but h reoPened a few days later,
and charged Ok Cha Torgerson, the

The Sew^ee Purple wanted to see
proprietor of the Lucky Health Spa

,f the house of s«n had cleaned up their
in Monteagle, with prostitution and

act
' so they se"t an undercover reporter

money laundering. disguised as a smelly truck driver
Monteagle Police Chief McNeece

Int0 the sPa to elicit an offer for sex
said that his department and the Marion

When the rePorter entered the small
County Sheriff's Department received

WaitinS room
< a middle-aged Asian

many complaints from Marion County
WOman P°PPed her head through a

residents about the spa, prompting him
S,,dinS window and told him about the

to begin a surveillance operation. The °PtI0ns -
Tr»e reporter said he wanted a

big break came when the driver of a car
30 minute massage, and she led him

leaving the spa confessed to paying for
through a IarSe lobby, complete with

sex while inside. flowing fountains, soft jazz music and
Aware that the Hamilton County

thesme» of purple rain body wash, to a
Police Department had recently closed

dark room with nothing but a massage
down two health spas for similar

tabIe
"
The masse"se, a friendly middle

reasons, McNeece asked for their
aged Korean woman, told him that

help. An undercover officer from
Sne Iiked truck drivers and that he

Chattanooga was sent into the spa and
had a "young body." but she did not

was offered sex in exchange for money.
offer him a

"
haPPy ending." The court

McNeece then entered the spa, where Proceedings begin on March 28 th

he arrested Torgerson and also found
Wnere the decision on the spa's future

$23,000 in cash, 2 bedrooms where
In Monteagle and Torgerson 's future as

employees lived, and a fully stocked
a free man wiI1 be made.
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D'Anthony Marell Allen: February Winner of
the Pearigen Award

Open 5-9 Sun-Thurs; 5-10 Fri & Sat

Reservations Recommended
931/924-4600

HISTORIC DINING ON THE SUMMIT
BETWEEN CHICAGO & MIAMI

224 East Main, Monteagle
WNvw.highpointrestaurant.net

The perfect place

to relax and enjoy

the quiet of winter.
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Chief Pa"ott also warned students not to be ina hurry and to be safe during traveling. "Students need to make good choicesSome htngs tend to be more painful when they happen outside of the bubble than'when they happen right here," he says.
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Underground Pledging Under Scrutiny

James Conner

Since the University's founding, Greek Life at Sewanee has dominated the

social scene. Every year, a significant portion of the freshman class anticipates

joining this community. For most students. Greek Life is a great way to further

the college experience. For others, it is something to avoid. There is also a small

number of students who are not eligible to pledge. This can leave some students

feeling left out and upset, so the Greek community must decide how to deal with

this problem. One answer that has been offered is for Greek organizations to

extend more underground bids.

An underground bid alerts freshmen, who may not be eligible to officially

pledge, that they are welcome to join a particular organization secretly. These

types of bids are distributed in hopes that once a pledge becomes eligible, he or

she can officially join a Greek organization in accordance with the University's

regulations. For many years, this practice has been common to many Greek

organizations on campus. A major reason it has been successful is that it followed

a "don't ask, don't tell" policy, under the assumption that an under-ground pledge

was no one's business. However, this year, more people have started talking about

this issue.

Dean Nicole Loyd has had to deal with this issue head-on this semester.

It was her understanding that this had been a common practice for a long time,

but it wasn't until recently that major concerns were brought to her attention

through anonymous reports on the Greek Life homepage (http://www2.sewanee.

edu/studentlife/greek). Although these reports remain anonymous, she felt that

she must follow through to see if they are legitimate.

These reports were first brought to her attention the Thursday before Shake

Day. Someone stated they had witnessed certain freshman receiving underground

bid cards. In addition, this person gave the names of both the potential pledges

and the associated Greek organizations. Dean Loyd immediately spoke with all

the Greek leaders and asked them if any of them were supporting this type of

violation. They quickly responded that no such thing had occurred. About a week

later, another incident report was anonymously sent to Dean Loyd.

This time, eight freshman names were submitted along with the Greek

organizations they were under-grounding. Additionally, pictures allegedly floated

around campus depicting the accused participating in Shake Day. Once again,

action had to be taken. This time Dean Loyd interviewed each accused freshman

individually. All eight freshmen claimed they were not in violation of the rules.

It turned out that one of the names submitted happened to be a freshman who

actually was eligible to pledge and two others were not even on the domain during

Shake Day. In addition, the alleged photos never truly surfaced. Unfortunately,

the commotion did not end here.

Allegations surfaced that the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity was in continual

violation of the underground pledging policy. SAE was then confronted by Dean

Loyd, but explained they were not committing any violations. Former SAE

president Teddy Lewis believes this problem occurred because, "Not all first-

semester freshmen make the grades to pledge, but most of their friends do. Just

because they continue to hang out with their friends who made the grade point

minimum (who happen to be legit pledges) does not mean they are an underground

pledge. They are just simply continuing their friendships and hanging out at our

fraternity house. There is no rule that states that a freshman who doesn't make

a 2.0 can still not engage at open social events at a frat house." After this was

explained to Dean Loyd, all charges were dropped.

As it stands right now, no single Greek organization has been found guilty of

allowing underground pledging to take place. This week, the IFC/ISC released

Best Served In Tennessee

Tripp Burnett

Here at Sewanee we do love the taste of fine wines and liquors - if only to pull

graciously, advance intently, then fall stupendously - right?

Well then you are in luck because there are some towns no more than a

few miles from Sewanee that I'm sure would be pleased to serve anyone who

loves Tennessee history and fine alcohol. Everyone needs a break from life on

campus once in a while, so next time the need arises, you may want to enjoy

the festive sites of the wineries and distilleries found scattered throughout the

hills of Central Tennessee. These century old traditions of the Tennessee Valley

can be experienced on the backcountry roads of the Tennessee Spirits & Wine

Trail. George Dickel's, Jack Daniel's (bourbon whiskey), and Prichard's (Rum)

Distilleries, Beans Creek Winery, and Tri-Star Vineyards all produce some of the

finest wines and liquors in the South.

Nestled on the Highland Rim of the Cumberland Plateau, the George Dickel

Distillery takes visitors back to fresh-water streams and barrel-carrying wagons

with its timeless backcountry production begun in 1 867 . Just outside ofTullahoma,

Cascade Hollow, Tennessee provided George Dickel with the realization of his

dream to produce an award winning bourbon. Located about twenty minutes off

of 1-24 (exit 105) and Hwy 41 , the Dickel Distillery allows visitors a trek through

the suspicious back roads of middle Tennessee (ADVISORY: if planning to walk,

take extreme precaution of methamphetamine addicted Tennesseans attempting

to startle out of small wooden shanties).

Disassembled in 1919 due to prohibition, there was to be no production of

George Dickel whisky for nearly four decades. Independently owned since the

county's big-business growth throughout the 70's and 80's, Dickel has expanded

very little since being rebuilt in 1958, remaining one-eighth the size of Jack

Daniels. A thirty-minute tour through their small distillery immerses visitors

in the history of post-civil war Tennessee while introducing the products and

ingredients used to distill a delicious whisky. Like Sewanee, George Dickel has

become a unique part of Tennessee history, providing a timeless setting of the

Southern lifestyle we have all come to love. With the production of a successfully

unique sipping whisky, George Dickel provides the opportunity to discover an

exceptional part of the South.

Jack Daniels, located in Lynchburg is about fifteen minutes west ofTullahoma

on Hwy 55, through Winchester if traveling from Sewanee. Tri-Star Winery is the

same way through to Tullahoma but follows 41 north to Shelbyville ending at

23 1 . Beans Creek Winery is located in Manchester, an easy drive north just off

of 1-24. Last, but certainly not least, Prichard's Distillery is directly west, taking

41 through Winchester to 64 and heading to Kelso, just this side of Fayetteville.

Each of these establishments can be easily found leaving Sewanee.

The opportunity to discover more of Tennessee and the South awaits. You

all know Sewanee as a special place, quietly out of the way of the bustle of city

life. However, there is much more to the mellow lifestyle of Central Tennessee

waiting to be exploited with our shared culture of Southern living. So, if you are

culturally inclined, go "discover the best kept secret in Tennessee."

.,. . , . www.georgedickel.com / www.jackdaniels.com
Visit their

° ~~~

Websites
www.prichardsdistillery.com / www.tnstarwinery.com

for more Info www.beanscreekwinerv.com / www.tennesseewines.com

Letter from the Assembly

To Sewanee Students Regarding Rentals at Monteagle Sunday School

Assembly:

It is with great regret that members of the Board of Monteagle Sunday School

Assembly read the article in the Feb. 16 issue of the Sewanee Purple regarding

graduation rentals at the Assembly. Throughout our rental history, our goal

has been to provide convenient and comfortable housing for students and their

families during this happy time.

Unfortunately, we do not have a centralized rental system nor do we employ

a private rental agent. All rentals at the Assembly are arranged through two

independent real estate brokers (Plateau Realty and Cottage Services) or through

the owners themselves. We realize that this system is neither convenient nor

user friendly, and we are working very hard to address this issue in the coming

months.

In the mean time, we are deeply concerned about those families who have

rented cottages through Cottages Services for graduation 2007, and we want to

ensure that there are no rental issues as this event approaches. Cottage Services,

one of the companies that has handled rentals in the Assembly for a number of

years, experienced a total loss of records during a fire last spring. Therefore,

we have some concerns about the potential for double bookings and other rental

issues during graduation 2007.

If you believe you have rented a cottage at the Monteagle Sunday School

Assembly through Cottage Services for Graduation 2007, please contact Ron

Buffington, MSSA general manager, at 931-924-2286. He will work with

Cottage Services to try and confirm your reservation. Please be prepared to mail

him a copy of your contract and the front and back of your cancelled check as

these items may help us identify the cottage in question. If we cannot locate your

rental, Ron will direct you to Plateau Realty or individual cottage owners who

may be able help you find accommodations on the mountain.

While we do not have any reason to have concerns about reservations made

through Plateau Realty, please feel free to confirm your rental at that office if that

will make you more comfortable.

We apologize for this inconvenience. If is our sincere hope that by tracking

and identifying your rental concerns at this time, we can avoid confusion and

disappointment in May.

Many thanks, The MSSA Board of Trustees

one of a kind, handcrafted, something special

HIINMIH
the art of jewelry

representing regional, national & international artists

Located at Sewanee Station next to Shenanigans • 598-0037

OPfA/Wed-Sat 1 1-6, Sun 12-4, Mon & Tue by appointment



Kappa Sigma: What Really Happened?
Whitney Lehr Ray

Many of us have heard the rumors surrounding why Kappa Sigma is no
longer a fraternity at Sewanee. However, uncovering the truth has proven to be
exceptionally difficult. Last semester I looked into the rumors surrounding Kappa
Sigma, which were described in detail in the Thanksgiving issue of the Sewanee
Purple. In short, they were not kicked off campus for directing a military convoy
to the cross, for semi-crucifying a student on the cross on Easter Sunday, or for
nearly burning their house down. In fact, they were not kicked off at all Instead
their numbers were dwindling and they decided to turn into a local fraternity
know as Iskra.

So, what more is there to know? Well. I recently received an email from
Sewanee alum. Bill Skaggs '76, who read "Fact or Fiction: Fraternity History"
and knew more information regarding the Kappa Sigma chapter at Sewanee. As
it turns out. his uncle. Wallace Baumann, was the District Grand Master of Kappa
Sigma at the time of Kappa Sigma's end. This title meant he was in charge of
Kappa Sigma chapters in East Tennessee, including Sewanee. Baumann has told
Skaggs the story of the Omega chapter of Kappa Sigma "so many times that [he]
feels [he] knows it by heart."

I had the pleasure of talking with Skaggs and Baumann recently in order to
learn the details of what actually happened to the Omega chapter of Kappa Sigma
in 1970. Baumann, who is now 80, vividly remembers the sequence of events
leading to the demise of Kappa Sigma at Sewanee.
On December 10, 1969, the Sewanee fog was thick in the air as Wallace

Baumann entered the Sewanee gates for the Founders' Day Banquet. Dr. Bayley
Turlington, a Classics professor at the time, invited Baumann to his home prior
to going to the Kappa Sigma house for the black tie affair. Baumann distinctly
remembers the beautiful Christmas tree and the dove they served for the entree,
which they shot while dove hunting earlier that week. According to Baumann, at

this point "all was well."

In 1970, Kappa Sigma, like many fraternities at the time, was rapidly losing
members and needed help developing new ways to increase their size. So they
delayed rush and planned to meet with officers, rush commissioners, the national
president, and past presidents in July, with hopes of developing new ideas. The
group Kappa Sigma met with, including Baumann, assured them that the national

headquarters would send a letter asking for recommendations. Also, a rush team
would be provided from the University of Chattanooga, a strong Kappa Sigma
chapter, to help them with rush in October. Unfortunately, this plan was never
necessary.

On a Tuesday, in mid-October 1970, Baumann received a call from Dr.
Turlington, who explained that the Omega chapter decided to go local. The
chapter had a small meeting, with about 17 brothers there, and the majority voted
to go local. It is unclear why they made this decision, but one rumor is that the

Dean of Students at the time influenced them to go local because he didn't have
faith in their chapter to be strong nationally. Others suggest that the brothers

could survive better as a local fraternity, since their numbers were small. So, in

the fall of 1970. the Omega chapter of Kappa Sigma came to an end.

Baumann further explained that they received a list of members who decided
to go local versus those who decided to stay national. Three voted not to go
local, and after writing letters explaining why they wished to remain nationally

affiliated, they were able to be recognized as Kappa Sigmas. However. The other

14 called before a committee. They did not bother to show up, and were expelled

from the fraternity.

As a result of their expulsion, Baumann was told to go to Sewanee and pick
up their charter and ritual material in mid-November 1970. Everything he
needed was left in a big carton for him to grab, and, in addition, he stopped by
the house and took the nice plaques Kappa Sigma had won over the years. He
proceeded to take them to Ram Raulston, a former Kappa Sigma who lived in

South Pittsburg.

In the end, the Omega chapter severed ties with national just before rush week
and with a debt of $16,000 owed to the Kappa Sigma Endowment Fund. This

money was borrowed for their house years ago, and, once they were expelled

from national, Gil Gilchrist, the President of the Housing Corporation, paid off

the debt and turned the house into his full time home.

The group once known as Kappa Sigma became a local group called Iskra.

This group consisted of both males and females and lasted until 1975. Some
claim the group had an affiliation with old soviet Russia. Iskra is the Russian

word for spark, which was also the name of the first underground Marxist

political newspaper distributed in Russia. This group of students is said to have

considered themselves revolutionaries who. unfortunately, did not last long on

the mountain.

The Omega chapter of Kappa Sigma was founded in 1882 and was the first

fraternity house at Sewanee. Their house has since been turned into a home
and is currently the Sewanee Archives, but "Kappa Sigma" remains above the

doorwas as a welcoming to forme* members. Kappa Sigma alumni are invited to

celebrate homecoming with their brothers at tbeii former house. With or without

their house, however, the Omega chapter oi Kappa Sigma will always lu

place on Sewanee s i ampus.
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Excitement Mounts As
Sesquicentennial Nears

Whitney Lehr Ray

On July 4, 1857, clergy and lay delegates from Alabama, Arkansas. Florida.
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North and South Carolina. Tennessee and Texas
met at Lookout Mountain near Chattanooga. Tennessee in response to their bishops

'

invitation for the Episcopal Church to establish a successful institution of higher
learning within the southern states. They met to plan the development of the
University of the South and name the first board of trustees. Now , 150 year later,
we are going back to our roots to celebrate

the history of Sewanee by kicking off the

Sesquicentennial celebration year on July

4. 2007 atop Lookout Mountain, where the

concept of Sewanee was first developed.

Dr. Charles Perry, chairman of the,

Sesquicentennial celebration committee J

hopes to "celebrate the history of
Sewanee but look forward as well." The
Sesquicentennial celebration begins July 4,

2007 with a church service and Eucharist

at Lookout Mountain, followed by a bike

relay that will carry a replica of an 1857

United States flag back to Sewanee. Jay

Fisher, member of the Sesquicentennial planning committee, explains that, "the
rest of the events on the 4 th

of July focus on the Sewanee community and its

important role in founding the University."

A highlight of the Sesquicentennial year will take place on Founders' Day,
October 9. 2007, where we will recognize the history of the University and its

founding. At this time there will be a rededication of the cornerstone and a new
musical piece composed specially for the celebration will be performed. On
Founders' Day evening their will be a gala to celebrate 150 years of Sewanee.
Special events are planned all year to involve the entire University community,
faculty, staff, students and alumni. Students will have the opportunity to

attend lectures, panel discussions, and special events commemorating the

Sesquicentennial. Dr. Perry "hopes to have big name entertainers" come to

Sewanee to celebrate. He also plans to work with the lectures committee and
concert committee together, in order to form a great event for the whole Sewanee
community.

A new stained glass window is planned for Convocation Hall, depicting

images representing Sewanee 's growth over the past 50 years, such as: women
and African Americans joining the college and the development of the Tennessee
Williams Center. There are also three books being published commemorating the

Sesquicentennial. The first of this is Ecce Quam Bonum: A Pictorial Histo*

the University of the South, by Eric Wilson, '07, Emily Senefeld, "05, and Sean
Suarez. '08. The next book will be a narrative history of the University by Dr.

Williamson. The final book will be a collection of essays by Sewanee professors

and alumni.

Recognition of the Sesquicentennial year will culminate with a final celebration

in May at Commencement, 2008. Over the course of the year. Dr. Perry hopes we
can, "Begin to understand how much the University has grown and changed, and

see it from a different perspective than we do now. The purpose of the year is to

think about where we've been, and where we might go from here."

tf*

The Kapjui Sigma Housi
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In the tight-knit community of Sewanee it is

always a big deal when a new restaurant opens up,

as was the case with Crust last semester. Not only

would they be serving pizza, a college student's go-to

snack, but they also hired a lot of students to help run

the joint. Students flocked to the restaurant to engulf

piece after piece of delicious pizza, made with the

finest ingredients and served on the special cracker-

thin crust. After the initial buzz died down, stories

about the owners being unfair and unprofessional

towards their student employees started making laps

around the Sewanee rumor circuit.

Armed with the complaints of eight former student

employees, I went to Crust to interview the owners,

Greg and Susan Bairsto. After discussing the story

behind the restaurant and the secrets to their mouth-
watering pizza, I asked them why they no longer

employed many of the students who used to work
there. They said that it was, "impossible to run a

restaurant with mostly student workers because of

their hectic schedules," and so they decided to make
all of them reapply after Christmas break in order to

try and weed out the ones who didn't really want to

work there. Their goal was to find the right mix of

student and community employees. They claimed
that they "tried to call everybody and let them know
they had to reapply," but it appears as though they

missed a few folks. Two former employees, who wish
to remain anonymous, said that they showed up at

work after the break to look at the schedule and their

Editorial: Burnt Crust
John Whaling

names were not there. When they asked Susan and
Greg about this, they simply said. "Sorry, we have
a full schedule." While it is understandable for them
to make few adjustments in their first few months on
the mountain, it is unusual for them to not even let

some of the students know about the reapplication

process. Susan, who once worked at a restaurant

during college, knows that many of the students who
work need the extra income.

When asked why some of the former employees
felt as though they left on bad terms. Greg said. "Some
don't have what it takes... it's nothing personal, it's

just the (restaurant) business." Many of their former
employees must have been unaware of the terrors of
the restaurant business before they applied, or surely

they wouldn't have.

When Crust finally opened, fall break was just

around the corner and they desperately needed
some people to fill in. So, Hallie Gladstone, a junior

at Sewanee, told them that she would help out.

According to Hallie, when she went back a few
weeks later to grab her paycheck, the manager told

her to grab it from the office. The next day, Hallie

returned because the check was short and Greg yelled

at her for going into his office, claiming that she stole

a paycheck that was missing. Hallie said, "He told

me he didn't know me from a hole in the wall... and
yelled at me until all I really had left to do was walk
out."

Susan and Greg did not act this way towards me,

however. I found them to be extremely polite and,
in fact, they discussed the firing and quitting of
students for about 20 minutes, claiming that, "if we
are anything, we are fair." Two other students I talked
with, Anna Ransler and Sally Wilson, said just the

opposite. Sally said that Susan and Greg "yelled at

me in front of customers and talked crap about me to

other workers as if I wasn't there." Anna claimed that

Greg once told a customer that they gave me a 'lousy
tip' while I was standing there.

A few current employees had only good things to

say about them. Former student Trey Moore said they
were very nice to him, and they even let him come
back after "kind of quitting, kind of getting fired" last

semester. Community member and employee Mary
LaVoie said Greg and Susan "have treated me well."

When asked if she thought Greg and Susan were
unfair to workers, she said. "That is not a big deal to

me. It's the way the world works."

Although it may be very hard to open up a restaurant

in Sewanee, it is imperative in a small community
like this to build strong connections. Shenanigans has
been around Sewanee for a long time, and it not only
has loyal customers but loyal employees who work
hard. This kind of loyalty to a restaurant can't happen
if the owners are unprofessional and inconsiderate.

Susan and Greg did say that they "are always looking
to improve," so hopefully they will by being more
respectful to their student employees.

Heeleys: The Final Frontier
Jacob Moore

I have seen the future, and it is Heeleys. Perhaps, not being eleven-years-old,
you have no idea what this footwear of the future is. Behold, for I will enlighten
thee. Heeleys are a glorious blending of roller skate and sneaker, lovingly crafted
into a form of pedal transportation beyond your wildest imaginings. A wheel lies

hidden in the heel of a sneaker, so that the wearer can merely lean back upon his
or her heels and find mobility drastically improved. Working at a toy store over
the Summer. I would frequently see children glide into the store, taking their ease
of movement for a sign that I had been inhaling too many Gak fumes. When the
delirium passed. I was astounded to find that shoes had once again revolutionized
civilization as we know it.

Surely all within the ages of 18 and 25 remember Street Lights, the shoes that
flickered with light at every step. What child or parent did not appreciate the
coolness and trick-or-treating safety of a blinking shoe? Admittedly. I expected
the next step in children's footwear to be a jet booster in the heel, but I suppose a
wheel is more fuel efficient for now. But what are the implications of shoes that
have wheels in them?

1.) One more thing for public schools to ban. Who can forget the little girl

who was expelled from her elementary school for wearing a Tweety Bird key
chain on the grounds that it was a "weapon"? It is a dance as old as time: kids find
something cool, the Man makes it illegal because it's "unsafe" or "distracting"
or "addictive" and the next thing you know, you find little Timmy underneath the
slide selling the illicit product for highly inflated prices. Don't believe me? Look
at Pogs.

2.) We are finally catching up to science fiction. I remember the year 2001,
and I definitely don 't remember any psychotic super-computers trying to kill me.
What gives, Science? What's the hold up? I want my flying car and my robot
servants. It's 2007, and the best you can come up with is a wheel in a kid's shoe?
Come on.

3.) Kids are going to break their asses. There's a reason why schools don't
want Johnny McAwkward skating down the halls in his sneakers: he will kill
himself and others. I remember skate parties as a kid, and I remember about one
in ten kids can't skate in a non-flailing manner (I couldn't get onto the rink myself,
I just hung out by the arcade and drowned my loneliness in a Mountain Dew-but
that's neither here nor there). Expect to see Heeley-related medical emergencies
skyrocketing this quarter.

4.) Human evolution will take a new step while society becomes more
mobile and at the same time, lazier. Kids will be expected to travel between
classes much faster, businesses will open earlier, trains and planes will be on
time. Humanity will become soft and weak, though admittedly with fantastic
balance. Why walk somewhere when you can just lean back? Posture will take on
entirely new connotations, as kids will no longer slouch forward, but backwards
All the non-balanced will be culled by natural selection and make room for the
new Mankind.

I for one welcome the new masters of our society; may their tiny chariots
carry them into the future. A wise man once said, "Freedom is a wheel in your
sole," and Heeleys have granted that freedom to millions (number not verified)
of children nationwide.

Increasing Enrollment

Continued From Front Page

rate reaching 92%, the highest in the University's history. The Admissions
Office class size goal is 410 students; however, for the past two years, more
than that number has accepted their offers from the University. In addition, the
Admissions Office has seen a 20% increase in applications to 2,380. Dean Lesene
admits, "For the time being, we can not handle more than 1500 students." This
means the selectivity rate will increase for the class of 201 1 . Deans Lesene and
Steele feel we have experienced the highest increase in enrollment for a while
and, starting next year, things will begin to settle.

Next year's projections predict a smaller freshman class for 2008. The
University, however, has already made plans to compensate ifenrollment continues
to increase. Last year, the University received a million dollar gift to renovate
Johnson Hall into a smaller version of Humphrey's Hall. The renovations will
begin once more money is raised, and the University determines where to place
the current residents of Johnson. After the renovation ofJohnson is completed, the
University hopes to build a new dorm on Alabama Avenue where the Counseling
Services Office and EMT house are currently located. Time and funding will
determine when this new dorm will be completed, but, for the time being, it

appears the enrollment increase will come to a halt.

MF/MA
Continued From Front Page

Sewanee Writers Conference, which brings writers from all over the country to
Sewanee 's campus each year. The school's summer classes allow professors who
teach elsewhere (or here at Sewanee) during the year the opportunity to teach
graduate courses at the School of Letters. The school's unique design allows for
a dynamic and highly qualified faculty that would not otherwise be available.
Among this year's faculty are Sewanee's John Gatta, associate dean of the
college and professor of American literature, and Ellen Slezak, former Tennessee
Williams Fellow and acclaimed fiction writer.

The School of Letters has already benefited some Sewanee graduates. Among
those who will attend this summer are actor Anson Mount, c'96 and Andy
Duncan, the longest standing member of Sewanee's board of trustees, c'52.
Other applicants include teachers from schools such as MBA and McCallie
as well as several lawyers, with applications coming from as far as Utah and
Connecticut. Sewanee senior Justin Galloway plans to apply next summer. Total
enrollment this summer will be around forty and is estimated to continue to grow
each summer until enrollment reaches around one hundred. So don't grab your
"Save Sewanee" stickers just yet-,The School of Letters is not the next step in

Sewanee's expansion. It's a group of writers and scholars who quietly grace the
mountain for a few weeks each summer, enhancing the creative atmosphere and
continuing a long-standing literary tradition.
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Attention Faculty and Students:

Do you want better wireless coverage for the

campus and surrounding areas?

Contact your Provider and express your concern. Tell

them that you are requesting improved coverage in the

area.
Advantage Cellular I 800 772 8645
Cingular 1888 333 6651

Cricket I 800 274 2538
Sprint/Nextel 1 800 777 4681
T- Mobile I 800 937 8997
Verizon

1 800 922 0204
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Dine In • Carry Out
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Check out our New Springtime Hours!

Mon-Fri 4:30 pm-lG pm
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-WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
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Change in McClurg
Since Last Issue's

Article in The Purple
Ashley Gallman

In the time following the most
recent issue of The Purple, several
new events have occurred regarding
the article that investigated the quality
of Aramark as the University's food
service provider. As a result, further

inquiry was made into the status of the
dining hall and additional comments
have been received regarding the

changes, both positive and negative, at

McClurg.

On April 13th, the day the

new issue was released, a new health
inspector accompanied by the district

health inspector Eric Coffey held
an unannounced visit to McClurg.
According to several employees, Keith
Davis was not present in the dining hall

that day, so the visit was completely
unexpected. After his visit, Coffey
gave the dining hall a health rating of
a 76 out of a possible 100, a significant

reduction from McClurg 's consistent

score of 93. Coffey explained that

he made the visit because he and his

associate were in the area for an event
and because it is his policy to investigate

facilities that have recently received

complaints. Aramark was then given
the standard ten days to improve on
any violations, and when retested, the

facility received a 92, which, unlike the

76 score, was enlarged and circled in

the frame at the entrance to McClurg.
Several employees suggested that

this sudden change in score was due to

the change in inspector. One employee
commented, 'This inspection was
actually a surprise. The rumor has
been going around that Keith [Davis]
was getting warned by the last

inspector." Coffey, however, suggested
that the change had nothing to with
conspiracy or poor sanitation. Rather,

he commented, "That facility is so large

that a lot of little things can add up." He
explained that it is difficult to maintain
a large dining area such as McClurg
and that despite the size of its facility,

Aramark does "an excellent job." For
concerned students, he recommended
reviewing the complete score sheet

online at tn.state.gegov.com/tennessee/

and suggested that after reviewing the

form, students may determine that there

was "really not one thing that lead to a
lower score."

Another change has been noted
by employees in the management's
treatment of certain staff members
following the last issue of The Purple.

One worker explained this shift as a

"head hunt," explaining that managers
are on the search for the "disgruntled"

SeeMCCLURG CHANGES, pJ3
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The Iraq War Rages Closer to the Mounted

~*

Than Students May Know
John McGregor

Like most college campuses,
Sewanee is a place far removed from
the war in Iraq. Not just geographically,
but also in terms of the effects of the
war. Life on the Mountain has gone on
much the same as always these past four
years, and for most people in Sewanee,
the war has become much the same as
background noise, a constant yet wholly
forgettable news headline. There is no
draft, no administration buildings have
been shut down, and even discussion

about the war among students is largely

limited to the kind of cursory "for or
against" opinions that one would expect
from news pundits and not Sewanee
students. The stress of long periods
of separation and the traumatic effects

of a constant and sustained melee of
bombings and ambushes have been
born almost exclusively by a small
fraction of America's population, the

all volunteer military and their families,

not to mention the people of Iraq. Just

as with much of the rest of the country,

for Sewanee the war has remained a

distant distraction, as familiar as if it

were happening decades ago. Or so
it would seem. For some community
members and students, the war holds a

degree of personal pain and familiarity

that often goes unnoticed by the

community at large. Students of St.

Luke's dorm have been privileged to

have a matron who regularly treats

them to snacks and parties, as if they

were her own children. But if you
don't live in St. Luke's, you might not
know that Ms. Jeannie Robinson's own
son is in Iraq. Army Captain Cody
Robinson, a husband and father of two

sits outside Ms. Jeannie's apartment
where she reads Cody's messages.
Inside the newly renovated dorm, Ms.
Jeannie carries a piece of the war with
her every day, although she does it withchildren, has been in Iraq on his second TvZZ? *Z?* "* *** " With

tour since about the beginX oTtne l^T,
$° T* ** **"*

^"iiifig or tne arc able to notice a worried mother's

academic year. He has been stationed

in Baghdad as well as Kirkuk, and Ms.
Jeannie has been able to hear from
him mainly via e-mail. The pictures

he sends are a universe removed from
idyllic and lush Manigault Park, which

uneasiness. I visited Ms. Jeannie a few
weeks ago, and she was eager to show
me pictures that Cody had recently

sent. She fired off questions about
the pictures and I could recognize that

See SEWANEE IN IRAQ, p. 2

Dean Katie Steele to Leave Sewanee After Five Years
Thomas Ewers

This is the last semester for Assistant

Dean of Students, Katie Steele. She
will be leaving after a five year career

at Sewanee. Some of you might know
her through applying for a Residential

Life position or working in one of the

many different positions that ResLife

offers. Others might know her through

one of the many write-ups that she

receives each semester from ResLife

staff or maybe just through room draw.

If you do not know her, she knows
you through your housing applications

as an incoming freshman that Nicky

Hamilton and Katie pour over every

summer trying to get a roommate for

you.

Katie Steele graduated from Colgate

in 1999 and received her Masters in

education from Harvard in 2002. Before

completing her graduate degree, Dean
Steele created a profile and sent in her

resume to an online conference that

tries to match up potential employers
with applicants. But because Dean

Steele had not completed her graduate

program, Sewanee overlooked her.

Michelle Thompson stumbled across

her resume in the conference book and
met with her before her year was up.

Impressed with Dean Steele's resume
and interview, Mrs. Thompson brought
Miss Steele to Sewanee to meet the

Dean of Students (Dean of Students, at

the time) Dean Pearigen, now a Vice
President of the college. Dean Steele

had never heard of Sewanee, and had
not considered working in the South.

After spending some time on campus,
she fell in love with the school because
of the pride displayed by the students

and faculty.

While Dean Steele was here, she

helped institute the First Year Program.
Dean Steele says, "I wanted to maintain

the traditions here at Sewanee,
especially in Residential Life."The idea

of students from all four years living in

the same dorm was intriguing to her.

After observing how well it works, the

tradition remained. Dean Steele also

helped develop the ResLife survey that

students take every year. This helps the

administration understand what needs

to be done in the dorms, that otherwise

could go unnoticed. Through the

surveys, the administration has decided

to air-condition all common rooms in

every dorm for next year. Other dorms
will receive new furniture through this

survey.

Katie Steele was also a sponsor of the

Women's Center, helping organize and
develop the program. Dean Steele has

been "impressed how well the Women's
Center program has developed," during

her tenure here. Dean Steele also deals

with housing students and the one
thing she would have liked to do better

was "push for further evaluation of

space for students." Housing students

in rooms that became doubles or triples

See KATIE STEELE, p. 3
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SEWANEEPURPLE.COM OPENS:
Students Abroad & Alums Now Have Access

SEWANEE IN IRAQ
[continued from the Front Page]

A screen shot ofSewaneePurple.com. The new website allows visitors to buy
subcriptions, view past Purple issues, and submit article ideas.

The Sewanee Purple is proud

to announce the opening of

SewaneePurple.com

!

The new online home of the

Sewanee Purple was created for several

purposes: All issues of the Purple will

now be posted on the site so students

abroad and alumni can keep in touch

with Sewanee life by reading the online

edition.

The website has also been designed

so readers can subscribe and have the

Sewanee Purple sent home yearly!

Other uses of SewaneePurple.com

include submitting article ideas and

contacting the Purple staff.

View the website today at

http://www.sewaneepurple.com

.

KATIE STEELE
[continued from the Front Page]

that should not be and putting students

in the Sewanee Inn was one regret she

had.

While Dean Steele has been

here for only five years, she said that

she "has been impressed with how
community service has grown over

the years;" through outreach trips

and community development. Dean
Steele explained that she really liked

how faculty and academic fields have
helped develop outreach trips abroad

for students.

Dean Steele loves the close

knit community and the wonderful
staff she has been working with. She
especially thanks Dean Hartman,
Nicky Hamilton, and the students

and Professors who have helped her

through her time here. Dean Steele

also added that the student leaders in

ResLife, Head Staff, Proctors and APs
have been the most help. Sewanee
is one of only a few Universities that

have students involved with ResLife

daily action. But with all this she felt it

was time to move on. She feels social

opportunities available for staff on the

mountain are limited, and a move to a

larger city will be better for her. Dean
Steele says, "Right now I have no job

and am moving into and unknown area."

While the job hunt might be difficult,

we hope that it will go smoothly and
we wish her luck in moving on and
hope that one day she might return to

the mountain to continue your work
here.

Qtlje &etoanee purple
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she was eager for any information she

could get about her son. "What's that

written on his helmet?" she asked as

she pointed at the computer screen, and

before I realized what I was saying I

blurted out, "oh, that's his blood type".

I immediately regretted it. Ms. Jeanie

occupies a state of mind that few on

the Mountain understand, and even

those of us who have seen war do not

know the kind of anxiety that sits in the

stomachs of our families.

The anxiety and uncertainty of

having a family member in Iraq or

deployed elsewhere overseas has been

experienced over the past few years

by more than one Sewanee student.

Recent graduates Laura Johnston and

Michelle Brasse (C of '06) have shared

the experience of having a brother

deployed to Iraq. Laura's brother,

Marine Sergeant David Johnston has

completed two tours, and participated

in the November 2004 assault on the

city of Fallujah, the largest combat

operation of the war since the invasion.

Michelle's brother, Army Lt. Matthew
Brasse is currently in Iraq on his

first tour. There are undoubtedly

other students who have had family

or someone they know deployed in

support of the Iraq mission, but perhaps

only one Sewanee student has had a

husband deployed overseas. Senior

Emily Clark's husband is currently

aboard one of only two aircraft carriers

in the Persian Gulf, the USS Dwight
D. Eisenhower. While her husband

Robert is not on the ground in Iraq,

the constant separation from him and

uncertainty about the volatile situation

in the Persian Gulf gives Emily an

understanding of the term "long

distance relationship" that is quite

unique among students. When asked if

it was difficult being in Sewanee with

a husband in the Navy half way around

the world, Emily admitted that at times

she has felt as though she exists apart

from the other students, without anyone
who can empathize with her situation

as "the married chick at Sewanee," as

she has jokingly referred to herself.

Most people turn to friends for comfort

when separated from a loved one, but

Emily's situation has an aspect that

perhaps no other Sewanee student can

understand, and not just because she is

married.

It would easy enough to say that

both Ms. Jeannie and Emily Clark are

currently experiencing something that

most Sewanee students would have

trouble understanding emotionally.

But is it simply because few people

on the Mountain have family affected

by the war? I asked both Ms. Jeannie

and Emily if they thought Sewanee
students were in touch with the war or

with what so many people their own
age are experiencing. Neither hesitated

to answer that in all things filtered out

or lost in the haze of frat parties and

small private school gossip that we call

the Sewanee bubble, Iraq was the first

casualty. As an institution of higher

learning, the University of the South

prides itself on being connected with

and aware of the larger world, much

more so than the average student body.

But is there an absence of dialogue,

or even a complete lack of awareness

about the war in Iraq among students

on the Mountain? Last year I went to

the Sewanee Peace coalition's panel

discussion on Iraq marking the three

year anniversary of the invasion. I

thought the discussion was extremely

thoughtful and much better than the

average news broadcast, but to my
utter shock there were virtually no
students present. I have always found

Sewanee to be a place where students

actively discuss academics outside

the classroom, and I have had many
informed and passionate discussions

about any variety of topics while

shouting over loud music in between

gulps of PBR. So then, with soldiers

and Marines who are 18,19, or 20
years old being killed and maimed
everyday, it would seem natural that

the war would receive more attention

among Sewanee students of the same
age.

Until talking with Ms. Jeannie and

Emily, it had never occurred to me
how removed Sewanee is from the

war. I had forgotten how alienated I

felt coming back to the Mountain just

a few weeks after my last convoy to

Bagdad. All I could think about in

Iraq was Sewanee, but when I came
back, it was a different place. But

two years of school while back on

reserve status has made me forget

how far away Sewanee is from Iraq,

even though I can never totally forget.

Every so often something triggers my
mind and I feel the war tugging at my
memory. A unit designation scrawled

on the bathroom wall at Shenanigan's

just like it would be on a port-a-potty

wall in Camp Ramadi, or a chance

encounter with a Marine in Dupont
library who caused me to burst out

with raucous laughter after the two of

us recollected clandestine attempts to

secure liquor from Iraqi truck drivers

("Dude, what the hell are doing up

here?"). Talking with Ms. Jeannie

and Emily certainly reminded me that

the long reaching effects of the war

are right under all of our noses. All

we need to do is look hard enough to

recognize them, and we don't have

to look as far as we thought. If we
truly can consider ourselves educated

and informed individuals, or simply

decent citizens, we owe it to mothers

like Ms. Jeannie to make ourselves

more aware of what is going on
outside the bubble.

John McGregor (C'07) will return to

Iraq upon leaving Sewanee this Spring

LOG ON TO...

www.sewaneepurple.com

FOR RESULTS TO
THIS WEEK'S

CAMPUS ELECTIONS



Letters to the Editor

To Sewanee Purple:

I read the article: "Do Sewanee Students Know The Hand That Feeds Them?"
Sometimes I wonder if our staff knows the hand that feeds them. On behalf of
myself, I find the article to be ok. To me it stated some of the truth. Yes I feel that
Aramark talks a good game, but are they walking it? My opinion? No.

Yes, I'm upset about the insurance. Yes, I felt that after the contract was
renewed, that's when things started changing for the staff. I know for a fact that
I went without insurance last summer because I could not afford it. But I made it

through last summer on faith. Compared to what I have to pay some are paying
more. With me, I'm on the single medical plan. Also I feel that we can do more
for our employees when they have a serious illness. There's no excuse.

Yes the chemicals that we use make some sick. We are not trying to get out of
doing our work. The chemicals are very strong. I feel if we have to work in it, the
company ought to supply us with proper gear.

Yes I thank God and the students for the raise we got. But it should not have
had to go down that way. Aramark is a billion dollar cooperation and they should
have done right by their employees in the beginning. I know I will get a lot of
feedback for writing my opinion. But I would rather be like Christ at the end of
the day than be like Judas.

Brenda (GAL.4:28)

Email all letters to the editor to: spurple@sewanee.edu
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Moving Forward and Looking Back: A Tribute to the Class of 2007
Erin Rankin

Imagine standing at the doorway
of a jet with a parachute strapped to

your back and as you stare at the world

below trying to decide where you want

to land and whether or not to jump,

then someone suddenly pushes you
out. You are no longer in the safety of

an airplane full of people you know,

but instead you are tumbling through

space toward the real world below,

with only a parachute as your aid. For

Sewanee students in the graduating

class of 2007, the feeling is all too

familiar. With just a couple weeks left

in their Sewanee careers seniors have

confessed to experiencing quite a range

of emotions as they prepare themselves

to face a momentous change in their

lives. Some seniors say that at this point

in the game they just feel exhausted,

over it, and ready to graduate, where

as others are really excited about the

opportunities lay ahead for them.

However, not even the most seemingly

stoic members of the senior class are

entirely free from apprehension about

leaving The Mountain and facing life

out in the "real world."

Perhaps the heaviest weight on

the minds of the soon-to-be alumni is

the burden of having to say goodbye.

Obviously the people one meets at

Sewanee are not the kind of people that

can simply be walked away from and

forgotten. Everyone in this community

impacts one another's lives, and after

being touched by that impact for four

full years, graduating seniors are faced

with the immense challenge ofleaving it

all behind. Senior Mike Rast confirmed

this presence of early nostalgia, saying

that "As for leaving Sewanee, I'm

definitely ready to be out of school,

but I will miss everybody here. I've

always said what makes Sewanee a

great place is the people that decide to

be involved here and that's what I'll

miss." From peers, to professors and

faculty members, students in the class

of '07 have formed four years worth

of relationships with people on The

Mountain. Even those of us who are

not yet graduating can appreciate the

feelings of the senior class, as we all

prepare ourselves to leave Sewanee for

the long months of summer vacation.

It is admittedly strange and challenging

to be away from people who we are

all so used to living, eating, partying,

studying, traveling, and just generally

being with. We often take for granted

the presence of friends, acquaintances,

and mentors, who play such persistent

roles in our lives. For seniors and for

all of us here on the mountain, these

last couple weeks at Sewanee are a

chance to reflect on how people here

have affected us and what we all mean
to each other. It all sounds a bit sappy

but goodbyes like the ones our outgoing

seniors face are rarely unemotional. It

is important for seniors to keep in mind

that, as Robert Southey once said, "No
distance of place or lapse of time can

lessen the friendship of those who are

thoroughly persuaded of each other's

worth."

Members of the class of '07 face

different degrees of goodbyes as they

prepare to finalize their time at the

University of the South. Some seniors

plan to walk at graduation and without

coming back. They are closing this

chapter of their lives with a sense of

total finality. But, for others Sewanee

will continue to hold an active place in

their lives for years to come, especially

on weekends like homecoming when

many graduating seniors say they plan

to return to the Mountain. The '07

seniors are taking their lives in all kinds

of different directions. A good number

of students are going to continue their

studies at grad school, and for them.

Sewanee proves to be another stepping

stone in academia. But there are also

seniors who feel that they have filled

their quota of years spent sitting in

classrooms, and thus intend to take on

an array of jobs and internships after

they graduate. Don't ever let it be said

that Sewanee isn't dynamic. We have

seniors planning to take up all kinds

of careers and vocations after they

graduate. According to the Career

Services survey, the Class of 07 will be

holding positions such as: first mate on

a ship, host at Disney World, roadie on

a major music tour, Naval Intelligence

officer. Landscape Analyst, Member of

a Theatre Company, and even positions

at the Pentagon working for the U.S.

Government. The '07 seniors have also

managed to spread the Sewanee legacy

all across the globe, with students taking

teaching jobs in places like France and

South America. A handful of seniors

have even opted to travel with the

Peace Corps after they leave Sewanee.

Life is moving quickly for the class of

2007, but a lot of the seniors are still

trying to feel things out and figure out

exactly what they want to do with their

lives. In the meantime the entire senior

class will at the very least be sharing

the benefits of the Sewanee Experience

with those outside the Bubble, which

in itself is a noble task.

Asking a Sewanee senior how
they feel about graduating is a loaded

question, and while many say they

don't want to leave The Mountain

yet, the general candid consensus is

in keeping with Senior Valerie Moye's

statement that "I will miss Sewanee

dearly, but I certainly feel like its

my time to graduate." Class of 2007

your time has indeed come, you have

accomplished truly great things in

your years at Sewanee, you have made
it through many exams, comps, and

competitions. You have experienced

everything The Mountain has thrown

your way, and come out on top. But

the most valuable thing we can salute

you seniors for, is being the people you
have worked so hard to become. In the

words of Edmund Hillary, "It is not the

mountain we conquer, but ourselves."

So enjoy the right you have earned

to graduate, and take what you have

gained from your time at Sewanee to

use as your parachute when you make
the jump. You have earned the respect

and admiration of those of us who
still have years at Sewanee remaining.

Your presence on the mountain will

be greatly missed, but know that

according to faculty, peers, and the

Sewanee community, your time here

has not gone unappreciated. As you

stand in between past, present, and the

decisions of your future, remember

"What lies behind us and what lies

before us are tiny matters compared to

what lies within us" (Emerson). Best

of luck to you all!

10:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. shawneeg@blomand.net

Tuesday - Saturday

(931)924-0141

HaHefojah Poffery
Owner / Artist, Shawnee Gibson

Monday

by Appointment

(931)247-2896

1202 West Main Street

Monteagle, TN 37356
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University Appoints Gatta Dean of College

Re-printedfrom Sewanee.com

The University of the South has

appointed John Gatta to become dean

of the college at the conclusion of

Dean Rita Kipp's service this summer.

Provost Linda Lankewicz and Vice

Chancellor Joel Cunningham made the

announcement on April 18.

"Provost Lankewicz and I are

grateful to all who have given us

counsel about the position of dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences," said

Cunningham in his announcement to

the community. "We have benefited

from many calls, notes, and messages,

and many thoughtful discussions

with faculty and staff members, and

I am pleased to be able to report the

appointment of a person for whom we
have found broad support."

Professor Gatta is the associate dean

of the college for faculty affairs. Since

joining the University in 2004, he has

also served as visiting professor and

Brown Foundation Fellow teaching

English, humanities, and non-

departmental courses.

Gatta graduated maxima cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa from the

University of Notre Dame and then

earned his Ph.D. at Cornell University.

He has been a Woodrow Wilson

Fellow and a Fulbright professor in

Senegal. Beginning in 1974, he was

a faculty member at the University

of Connecticut, where he served

as professor of English, director of

English graduate studies, and English

department head. He has also taught

at the University of Missouri and in

South Africa.

His research interests include

American literature and intellectual

history, environmental studies, and

the interplay between religion and

literary imagination. He is a beloved

teacher and has published more than

fifty academic articles and three well-

regarded books, two of which have

garnered awards.

"The regents, the provost, and I

very much appreciate Professor Gatta 's

willingness to serve the University of

the South as dean and look forward to

working with him in this new way,"

said Cunningham. "I hope you will

find an opportunity to welcome and

congratulate him on his appointment."

Kurt Vonnegut:

A Great American Voice Passes On
Jennifer Baxter

America mourns the loss of

one of its most significant literary

voices. After eighty-four years of

magnificent writing we must say

goodbye to the beloved Kurt Vonnegut

who passed away on April 1 1 , 2007 in

New York City. Vonnegut, who was

first published in 1952, wrote fourteen

novels including books such as Cat's

Cradle, and Slaughterhouse Five,

arguably one of the top twenty novels

published in the English language.

Vonnegut's literary voice is one that

spoke to millions of people especially

the youth of America whom Vonnegut
felt were often left out when discussing

important societal issues.

Born in 1922, Vonnegut grew
up in Indianapolis. Indiana. He began

his writing career at Shortridge High

School, writing for a paper called "the

Daily Echo." He then attended the

University of Tennessee and went on

to Cornell University where he wrote

tor the Cornell Daily Sun. Vonnegut

struggled with depression and lived a

life that was not lacking <>i hardship.

With the Great Depression the

negui fan ealth diminished.

The hardship ol the depr

Vonnegui ii< ide on
Mother' if 1944. Vbl

>ier died ii

accident and his beloved sister <Ji

lis Of

Kurt's family members led Vonnegut

into a depression that is visible in

Vonnegut's novels.

Vonnegut's imagination

throughout his novels evokes alternate

universes. Vonnegut created religions,

races, and characters that provided

his novels with an energetic and witty

tone while simultaneously making a

statement. Writing Slaughterhouse

Five, Vonnegut related the events

that happened while he witnessed the

firebombing of Dresden, Germany.

Vonnegutwas taken hostage in Germany
after wandering fordays on enemy lines.

Imprisoned just outside of Dresden

Vonnegut witnessed the bombings that

killed thousands of civilians. With the

release of "Slaughterhouse Five" in

1969 Vonnegut reached out to many
young readers struggling with the

confusion of the Vietnam War.

Vonnegut expressed passion

for the excitement of life. He stated,

"I want to stay as close to the edge as

I can without going over. Out on the

edge you see all kinds of things you

see from the center." Although

Vonnegut's views ol humanity were

real potential

in humanity. Vonnegui s novels att

to provide his readers .J the

and gifts

a paint your own pottery place and other art adventures

glass fusing, mosaics and plush critters to stuff

you design it! make it! paint it! we fire it!

ready for you to pick up in a week

Hours: Winter

Wednesday - Thursday

10:00 - 6:00

Friday

11:00-9:00

Saturday

Noon - 5:00

Sunday, Monday or Tuesday by appointment

call now for birthdays, meetings, sorority

fraternity and team-building events

931-598-5006
90 Reeds Lane

Sewanee, TN 37375

Announcements in Brief:

Teacher Named

StajfReport

Haskell Named Teacher ofthe

Year

The Society of Sewanee Scholars

is pleased to announce that Professor

David Haskell has been elected Teacher

of the Year for 2007.

Several nominators cited Haskell's

ability to engage students in and

outside of the classroom and laboratory

and the example that he and his family

set by organically producing much of

the food they eat. Professor Haskell

delighted the society last evening with

an after dinner talk in which everyone

present learned to identify by sight and

sound six Sewanee birds.

Sewanee Trustee Will Speak to

Polk Family

John F. Evans, Trustee of The

University of the South, will deliver

an address during the Polk Family

Reunion at Rippavilla Plantation in

Spring Hill, Tennessee, on Friday,

May 25, 2007. The evening's topic

will be "St. John's Episcopal Church

and the Leonidas Polk Pilgrimage."

The Polk Family Reunion is hosted

by the James K. Polk Ancestral Home
in Columbia, Tennessee. For more

information, contact (931)388-2354.

n/^cm/e ^Jr/t/t

Jim Harmon, Proprietor

204 West Main Street

P.O. Box 39

Monteagle, TN 37356

924 .3869 phone 931.924.3867 fax

Sllites®mon tcagleinn.com

www.monteagleinn.com



The Second Annual Tournament of
Kickball for Cancer will be held at the

Sewanee Softball fields on Friday April

27, 2007. We are proud to announce
that the fundraising effort last year

raised over 13,000 dollars, and this

coming spring we are looking forward

to another campus wide cooperative

effort with even more widespread

participation and a larger spirit of

outreach to help the American Cancer

Society.

In spring of 2006 the Kickball

for Cancer team formed a concept to

base a fundraiser around a kickball

tournament that Sewanee students

could and later did enjoy. The word

out about the event through word
of mouth and many e-mails. Then
people were able to go to the website

- www.kickballforcancer.org - where

there is general information about the

event, information about sponsorship,

and electronic forms were people could

pledge to donate money as well as sign

up teams. The wonderful part about

these electronic pledge forms is that

they merely include people's name,

address, phone number, who they are

pledging for, and how much they are

willing to pledge for the event. Then
after the event the kickball-team sent
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out letters to the people who pledged

money for the event; these letters told

of the event's success and told them the

address of ACS where they could send

their pledge.

This year people will also have the

option of doing this online through the

ACS website. During the event the

students came from all over campus to

play kickball for an hour against their

opponents, and through sponsorship

with Subway and Redbull they could

relax after their game with a fresh

sandwich and a cold, reenergizing

drink. Overall the event went very well

and gave the American Cancer Society

a donation of over 13,000 dollars; u

also gave us some interesting ideas for

this coming spring.

This year The University of the

South Outreach Program has adopted

Kickball for Cancer as its official

campus-wide fundraiser. Our goals this

year are to raise over 30,000 dollars and

to have more widespread participation.

First, we are looking to restructure

the game into a shorter time-span on
Friday instead of trying to go a full 24
hours - a task that hardworking college

students would find it hard to fulfill.

Secondly, we are looking to seek out

further community involvement from
the surrounding townspeople. It

would be wonderful to have Sewanee
Elementary children playing in the

afternoon and get the college to play in

the evening and nighttime. With all this

we hope that everyone starts to think

Ud the coming week and look to

their friends and their neighbors to form
teams. Also, we are proud to work with

Coca-Cola (R) to provide Free IV
Ade(R) tor out participant will

be signs and flyers going up around

campus as we draw closei to the event.

These will provide further information

about the event and direct people to the

website (www.kickballforcancei

where they can build their teams and

direct donors to make their pledge

Donors will be encourage to sponsor

their players right up to the even and

even after with our commitment web-

form. We are looking forward to

having another successful year as a

campus and a community in aiding an

important fundraising cause.

A Look Back on Derby Days
Thomas Ewers

This year was the first annual

Mountain Derby Days, in which many
people on the campus participated. The
idea stemmed from Dean Loyd looking

at larger campuses and their social

events and thought it would be a good

idea for Sewanee. The idea was pitched

to IFC/ISC executive committee and

was soon put into the planning stages.

The executive committee thought that

this would be a good segue to Spring

Party. The goals were to promote

healthy competition among Greek

organizations and highlight the positives

of Greek Life. They hoped that it would

promote communication and

imunity between Greeks ami non-

ks faculty, and the community.

Pat Morrell, IFC Convener stated, "We
[IFC/ISC] believe we succeeded in

these goals."

Derby Days seemed to go

smoothly, except maybe for the weather,

which was a bit extreme for the time

of year, snow on April 15 th
. Also the

beginning of Derby Days began on a

weekend when a few fraternities had

away formals, which meant an equal

number of girls were gone as well. But

despite this, participation was still high

at many events. The speaker, Bernie

McGrenahan was very impressed with

the attendance he received, over one

third of Greeks showed up to hear his

comedy routine on his experiences with

alcohol. World Cup soccer was also a

success, fielding 16 teams representing

various countries. The teams were not

only supported by Greeks, but many

non-Greek players as well.

Penny Wars raised $775 for

Housing Sewanee. which is quite a bit

considering it was raised with only loose

change. The DUI simulator seemed

to have a line for most of the day.

Derby Days panelists were continually

impressed by the amount of students

that showed up to support them and

the other events. The Field Day events

were also popular among students.

Although students looked forward to

and seemed to run smoothly, IFC/ISC

executive committee explained that

the planning was extensive and very

involved. Explanation of events and

Derby Days in general was not provided

Gamma andPST WIN Mountain Derby Days 2007! Congratulations!

the eating contest, but afterwards their

excitement was replaced with sick

stomachs.

IFC/ISC was also supported

by SPECE, Students for Positive

Extra-Curricular Engagement. SPECE
supported and helped plan many of the

events. Derby Days also coincided

with Alcohol-Awareness Week, which

contributed to the sober theme of Derby

Days. A goal for Derby Days was to

provide fun without alcohol so that all

students would feel comfortable. Derby

Days included a few multicultural

events, which were included in orders

to boost diversity awareness, build

community, and address issues and

ems on campus.

While the events were fun

to the general student population until

about a week before Derby Days started,

leading many people to wonder what

they were signing up for. Elizabeth

Sweezey, ISC Vice President of Rush

and Pat Morrell both said, "This was

the first year and planning took longer

then we expected, but we hope that

next year students will know what to

expect." After seeing the success of

events, IFC/ISC believes that more

people will want to participate. The

prizes were generous; both first place

Fraternities and Sororities received,

$750 gift certificate to Best Buy or

Target and two violations removed or

banked. Second place received

to Best Buy or Target and

removed or banked, and third place

received $250 to Best Buy or Target

and one violation removed or banked.

Overall, IFC/ISC felt that

Derby Days was a success. Sweezey
said, "Part of the success was due to

the point system that allowed all Greek

organizations to have a fair chance at

winning." There were a few things

that IFC/ISC said they would look at

possibly changing for the future, such

as offering more individual pi

tin contests so non-Greeks would

also want to participate. With many

fratern ies mis

timing of so:,

All!

students said that

ks. it was planned b> Greek:

healthy Greek competition, but nexi

year if other organizations wanted to

compete, there could be a possibility ol

allowing them to compete.

Other organizations have

already begun asking to help participate

in Derby Days next year. IFC/ISC

executive committee wanted to "Thank

Dean Loyd, Eric Benjamin, Nicky

Hamilton, Jamie Campbell, Barbara

Banks, Janie Collins, IFC/ISC and the

students that participated." The winners

of Derby Days were Gamma Sigma Phi

and Phi Sigma Theta, who will have to

defend their title next year.
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Don't Judge a Book by Its Cover:

A short piece on Humphrey's Hall

George Twitty

As described on Sewanee's website.

Humphreys Hall's decor features a

lively Southwestern color scheme

with mission style furnishings. The

glamorous rooms include meticulously

painted off-white walls and dark toned

carpets. This fully air-conditioned

facility has thermostatic controls in each

room and is fully networked for high-

speed internet access. In Humphreys'

living room, which includes leather

couches that reside by a fireplace where

many familiar, blank-faced students, all

equipped with matching laptops, can be

found relaxing and studying. But who
would have thought that with custom

built wardrobes and modern amenities,

one has to be Austin Powers to back

out of its T-Bone shaped parking lot,

while at the same time being subjected

to coffee- colored faucet water.

Tired and weak after a rough day at

football practice in early September,

I drove to Humphrey's hoping for a

prime parking spot right up front that

would spare me a reasonably short, but

painful walk. Again, to my dismay, I

made the "loop." I thought to myself,

"Why do I even hope or bother

anymore?" For the 118 students that

live in Humphrey's, they may only

legally park in 73 parking spots, not

including handicap, service, or the

head resident spots. The layout is like

a big T-bone steak, creating a blind

Have you ever wondered what

the secret is to surviving four years at

Sewanee? Well, just the other week, on

a random school night, I found myself

sitting around a table at Shenanigans

with a group of seniors joking about

what we would have done differently if

we could go back to freshman year. We
all sat there reminiscing four years back

to when we were these young, innocent

teenagers stepping foot on this large

campus with no idea about what was to

come. Some of us laughed, others were

ashamed, and a few claimed to not

remember it at all. While it appeared

to be a group consensus that freshman

year was quite a blast, everyone seemed
to have a few things they would have

done differently. I instantly grabbed a

pen and napkin off the table and began

jotting down each person's advice. So
freshman, listen up!

Unfortunately, a lot of the

quotes I obtained cannot be printed in

this article due to their inappropriate

content, but what I could publish

should be very helpful to you. We can't

turn back time and change what we did,

but we can give you our suggestions

on how to make the best of your four

years at Sewanee. It was surprising

how much advice seniors had for

freshmen looking back on their time

here. Web Barr wanted every freshman

boy to know that "the older you get, the

cooler people think you are." He too

was the scrawny little freshman boy

that everyone picked on, but he stayed

strong for three years, and now he is

spot at every turn. And then there's

the hallway, as I like to call it. next to

Courts, which requires never ending

gear shifting, similar to an Austin

Powers experience. Even worse are the

people that grab that special spot and

make it a point not to move, so they

can brag when they see their car from

their dorm window. Perhaps the dorm's

inadequate availability of parking

is one reason why many students

continue to spend hundreds of dollars

on parking tickets. Then again there

are the lucky ones without the cars,

who live oblivious to the rest of our

fears. As much as I love being a part of

KO's parking community or admiring

the landscape from the Russian House

to Humphreys, I prefer to park within

the timezone of where I sleep.

After spending what feels like an

eternity squeezing into a parking spot

nearest to Courts, one may want a tall

glass of ice water. I can still recall

how parched my mouth was from

that particularly long day of football

practice in early September. After

finishing the remaining last drops of

my Dasani™ water, I decided to make
a protein shake for a little pick-me

up. I poured the dusty powder into

my GNC mixer cup; then, I turned on

its essential partner from the sink. As
I watched the dark brown water pour

from the sink, I finally realized why

we had such nice facilities; with the

beauty, comes the beast.

Room and board at the University

of the South costs each student $8,160

a year to live in the dorms. This cost is

universal for all dorms around campus.

Room selections are done by seniority

each year, allowing the seniors a

chance to finally pick a room of their

choice and preference. This past year,

the newly renovated St. Luke's Hall

and Humphrey's Hall were some of the

first dorms to be filled. Privileged to

have a low room draw many seniors,

like myself, picked the newest and

most modern residence halls, equipped

with air-conditioning, carpet, wireless

internet, the whole shebang. Who
would have thought parking and clean

water would have been an issue. I

was first told the brown water of

Humphrey's Hall was simply rust in the

pipes from lack of use over the summer.

Just the Other Week
Molly Speasmaker

apparently considered "cool" all over

campus. So, stay tough freshman boys.

Web feels your pain.

Sewanee 's campus is located

on top of a 10,000 acre plateau and

offers a lot to do outdoors. Several

seniors said they regret not taking more
advantage of the outdoors that Sewanee

has to offer. Nature-loving senior Anne
Wright Newman recommends you "go

to Buggy Top, Foster Falls, Theologs

Pool, and every look out at least once."

So take Anne Wright's advice and

embrace the outdoors "cause that's

about all we got here," she adds.

Sitting around our table at

Shenanigans, we laugh at all the funny,

embarrassing, and often stupid things

we did freshman year. You no longer

have your parents constantly telling

you what to do. You're finally free to

do whatever you want, which may not

always be a good thing for everybody.

I turn to the person next to me, who
ironically happens to be Stuart Hartley,

and ask him what advice he has for

freshmen. He immediately replies,

"Drink for two," as he raises his mug
and takes a large sip of his beer. Senior

Hunter Houston chimes in, "Try

everything once!" Interpret that how
you may. However, fellow classmate

and good friend. Emerson Brown
claims "I've never known Hunter to try

anything just once."

Later in the evening, Stuart

changed his advice to: "Don't do what

I did." Apparently, others agree with

this advice. When I asked rising s<

Clark Menge what advice he had for

freshmen, he confidently responded,

"Don't do what Stuart Hartley did."

Unfortunately this advice is hard to live

by because many of us do not know
exactly what Stuart did his freshman

year, but the best advice I can give,

is just not to do what you think Stuart

Hartley would do.

Several people gave advice

about how to make the best of your

academic experience at Sewanee. Jaime

Steele recommends "taking a Gerry

Smith class before you graduate."

Someone else recommends taking a

Goldberg class. As senior Kenneth

Crockett approached our table, I asked

him what advice he would like to give

to freshman, looking back on his own
actions four years ago. He chuckled,

turned around, and then walked away.

After composing himself, he returned

to give his advice: "Get good grades."

Multiple seniors emphasized how
important it is to get a good advisor.

Senior Natalie Baxter, who went on

the Western Geology trip last year,

strongly encourages anyone that can,

to take Geology. She describes the

Western trip as "life-changing." If you

would rather spend your time doing

something not educational, Douglass

Flowers suggests "going to shows."

However, he warns all freshman that

"no one likes a prep-school hippie."

Other advice I received focused

on everything from dorm life to Greek

life to how not to be awkward. Senior

Drew Thomasson, who has lived in a

This explanation seemed to make sense

considering I was here two weeks early

reporting for football practice. I was

told to let the hot water run for a while,

and it should go away. That was in

early September, about 7 months ago.

Last week, PPS decided to have a look

at the pipes and did a few test runs to

see what was wrong. This morning,

April 18, my once-a-week mustache

began to show, and I decided I might

as well shave for the senior picture. As
I rinsed out my razor and lathered my
face with the coffee water, I glanced

at the neutral off white walls, the

custom built wardrobes and enclosed

blinds in the dual pane windows and

commended myself for choosing one

of the newest dorms on campus. For

when I am thirsty at night, at least I

will have the "blend of a Southwestern

color scheme" to comfort me.

dorm all four years, says, "Don't ever

buy laundry detergent. You can always

find someone else's to use." Attention

all Hodgson residents: Hide your

laundry detergent because now you

know where its been disappearing to.

Brita Shaw had some advice for all

you ladies out there. "Juggle multiple

boys while you can. It makes things

fun," she claims. If you want to know
more, just ask her. She is willing to

give out "how to" tips.

Senior Katie Tennille has learned

after four years at Sewanee that "the

weirder the people you surround

yourself with are the more normal you

will look and feel." Katie wasn't always

socially comfortable when she went

out at night, but she has now learned

the secret to making herself feel at ease

when in a social environment. I hope

her friends, the people she "surrounds

herself with," don't take her advice too

personally.

Hopefully, this compilation of

seniors' advice to freshmen will help

them to not look back in four years,

when they're where we stand today and

wish they had done things differently.

Cherish your time here because

graduation creeps up on you fast. 1

believe senior John Moll may have put

it best when he said. "Freshman, strap

in for the ride of your life."



Glass Recycling at Sewanee,
No Longer Available

Emorie Broemel

As many students and Sewanee community members have unhappily noticed
glass recycling is no longer available on campus or in the dorms. However,'
most of them do not seem to know the exact reason for this and several different
explanations have begun to circulate. So why is Physical Plant Services (PPS)
no longer offering this service on campus, and what were the real problems with
the former program which lead them to stop it?

Previously, students were able to drop their clean and empty glass bottles
into special bins provided for them in their dorms. The student volunteers from
the Waste Not program were then responsible for emptying those bins every two
weeks (although this apparently was not always happening on schedule) and
taking the glass to the PPS site on campus. Sewanee residents were going to the
same campus drop off area to deposit their unwanted glass. As the bins filled, PPS
would drive the glass from Sewanee to a recycling facility in Chattanooga.

Although PPS originally intended the glass recycling program to be
strictly for students and not Sewanee residents, PPS accepted the extra community
glass anyway. However, this extra glass lead to an unmanageable buildup. This
buildup meant that extra trips to Chattanooga were necessary, something that PPS
staff or equipment was not necessarily prepared to handle. Additionally, the glass
brought to the Sewanee site was not always clean or separate from other trash, a
necessary condition for any recycling program.

According to PPS, there were several problems with the program as it

was functioning at the time, chiefly that it had grown to proportions far beyond
what was originally intended. In an effort to ascertain why PPS was no longer
offering the service, The Purple contacted PPS as well as Dr. Sid Brown who runs
the Environmental Resident program.

The following is an excerpt from an email from PPS Director, Marvin
Pate, addressing concerns and clarifying the principle reasons PPS was forced to

abandon the program:

"The Orange Grove Recycling

Center is the place we have been taking

glass. The last two times there we have

had to drive and walk on glass in order

to unload. Last time we got a flat tire.

You need to know that the

backlog of glass there is only a part of

the reason we are closing our staging

area - the last straw. Glass recycling,

when it was started up a couple of

years ago was intended to be a limited

effort to support student glass recycling

from dorms. Our PPS mission does not

include driving glass to Chattanooga,

but I was willing to do it occasionally

because the students were willing to do

all the collection and glass washing in

a well-controlled fashion. Somehow
people (other than students) began

assuming (and the word apparently

spread like wildfire) that you could take

your glass to the canopied area at PPS. This was never intended, though we have

tolerated it. It has now grown and gotten out-of-hand and beyond our ability to

support. Problems include: the volume of glass grew significantly and thus the

number of trips; the condition of glass often does not meet the standards required

of the students; other dumping occurs that is not glass; glass comes in from as far

as Monteagle; the Chattanooga recycling center is overloaded, at least recently.

Due to these unintended consequences, we are stopping the process,

moving the staging area, and will discuss with the students in the fall."

Obviously, PPS was voluntarily going beyond the original parameters

set for the program, which is certainly commendable, but it became impossible

to maintain. Dr. Sid Brown said of the decision, "PPS had to decide what was

the best way they could use their resources—best in terms of financial as well as

ethical. . . And it meant that they put a lot more energy into trying to save energy

in buildings and such rather than put increasing energy and time and resources

into glass recycling. Glass recycling is important and good, no one at PPS argues

against that. But they have to prioritize, so they did." As Dr. Brown also pointed

out, PPS has made other important environmental efforts, such as setting specific

goals for reducing our total on-campus energy use— the first official attempt of its

kind ever made.

Additionally, everyone is still free to take glass to be recycled using

their own time and energy. After all, saving the planet is not always convenient

or easy. Some Sewanee students and residents have begun taking their glass to

Chattanooga on their own. One freshman at the college, Jack Wyrick, has been

periodically taking glass with her when she goes down the mountain and plans to

make these limited efforts more widespread next semester.

Although there is currently no drop off site on the mountain for glass. Pate

and PPS plan to readdress the issue with Waste Not in the fall. In the meantime,

it's up to Sewanee residents and students to recycle their glass independently.

Worn Out Iradition?

Adrian Ash

My first visit to Sewanee was in the fall of 2003. The leaves had just
begun to turn red and gold, while the air was so crisp and chilled it almost hurt
to breathe. The gothic stones of All Saints stood as if they were waiting for me,
and the mossy smell reminded me of summers in the Appalachian Mountains
Yep. This was where I wanted to spend my college years. The image that stuck
out the most, however, was the tradition of the gownsmen. Now maybe it was
just the Harry Potter craze, or the trip I took to Oxford a few summers ago, but
something about wearing a gown to class was and is extremely appealing to me.
It's something unique to the Sewanee experience that proves that you have what
it takes to be here. I loved it.

I arrived freshman year and expected everyone to be scurrying around
campus with heaps of papers and volumes of books wearing those impressive
gowns. But the longer I'm here, the more I'm beginning to realize that not everyone
is as proud of their gowns as I wish I could be. In fact, the most common use for
gowns I have noticed is to hold them over your head as an umbrella, or to claim
that you have one when a teacher is nearing the 10 minute tardy mark for lecture

and your classmates are eagerly asking if

anyone is a gownsman so that class can
dismissed. Gowns appear to be in style

only when room draw numbers are posted
and the few days before vacation when
skipping class becomes a luxury for those

few. Granted, I do know students who
wear theirs regularly, and I salute them,

but I also know gownsmen who don't

even have their own gown. This puzzles

me.

Why no gowns? Heaven
forbid someone actually knows that

you study! It's okay, I promise, we're in

college at a very fine liberal arts school

and it's what you're supposed to be

doing! Maybe you don't want to rub your

academic achievements in the faces of

other non-gownsmen. Sewanee students,

I have noticed, are a very driven group

of individuals. Dangling your gown in

front of our faces is not going to make us

crawl under a rock, whimpering that the

mean, smart kid made fun of us. No! If

anything it should motivate you to show
that pompous ass you're just as smart,

and much cooler, then he. Gown doesn't

match your outfit? Please, it's black, and

black goes with anything. Too hot? Don't

wear anything under it! Have no arms or

shoulders to hold it up? Ok. You win.

For a long time I have felt

that it takes a special kind of student to

come to Sewanee. One who can survive

four years of almost total isolation from

the "civilized world" of cars, cell phones,

and other urban delights. One who likes

z to be outside exlporing more than inside

* and knows that it's really the people you

A Gownsman Sporting

His Gown

* hang out with on Saturday night that make
the weekend so enjoyable and not the

particular party you go to.. .sometimes.

We ramble through caves, climb any rock

face we can find, and can drink any state school kid under the table. We are

generally outgoing, brave, and always up for an adventure, yet we are afraid to

wear a gown to class.

Originally, all Sewanee students wore gowns following the tradition

borrowed from our English sisters, Cambridge and Oxford. But, in 1 873, Chaplain

William Porcher Dubose founded the Order of the Gownsmen and since, the

gown has since stood as a symbol of academic distinction and leadership within

the community. Today, being a gownsmen has become more of a privilege for

skipping class (oh, the irony!) and better housing than the honor and achievement

it used to be.

I am on a mission to bring this Sewanee tradition out from the back of

the closet. Although I am not yet a gownsman, I plan to wear mine regularly, and

I dare you to tell me I won't. My gown will mean I have survived the freshmen

year from hell, gone through rush, suffered through living in Gorgas, defeated

the sophomore slump, been a varsity athlete, and somehow managed to find time

to study. Most of the time. So ask yourself, what does your gown mean to you?

Are you better at managing money then your parents? Can you find mistakes in

programs on the Discovery channel? Do you have a political course of action that

would scare the bowties off those conservative congressmen? Can you pound a

case of beer and still ace that midterm? More power to ya, dust off that gown and

wear it for a change. You've earned it.
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One Baby Blue Whale Per Day
Adrian Ash

Out of sight, out of mind are the general feelings of many when dealing

with solid waste and trash. You throw it in the can, the dump truck comes and
whisks the garbage away to a magical place never to be seen again. But where
exactly is this magical place? Is our trash really gone forever? As a community
that values environmental stewardship, Sewanee should be aware of exactly

where our trash is going and what happens to it there. The answers lie a few miles

down the road in Jasper, TN.

Sewanee produces roughly 6.6 tons of trash every day; that's more
than the mass of a baby Blue Whale. This calculation also includes trash from
the surrounding community, but nearly half of that weight is our own student-

produced garbage. So where does our baby Blue Whale go everyday? First, a

contractor must pick up the trash and be paid for his kindly services. Then, in

Sewanee 's case, the baby Blue Whale travels down the mountain to the Marion
County Landfill where it is weighed and paid for, again, to be placed in the dump.
The tipping fee to place our waste in Marion County is $31.20 per ton. So last

year when Sewanee produced 1,728 tons of trash it cost the university $53,913.60.

This however does not include the cost of the environmental damage we cause

by disposing of our waste this way. Such damages include the destruction of
natural habitats, loss of biodiversity, and toxic leaks into groundwater supplies.

Though officials work to solve these problems, they cannot be avoided and are

still dangerous not only to the environment but also human health.

On an investigative trip to the landfill earlier this semester I had no idea

what I would discover, except for maybe a pretty harsh stench. Much to my
surprise, and delight, my nostrils were not too offended and I proceeded to poke
around, explore and ask questions for an afternoon. "Everything goes into the

landfill except for tires and metal," explained Mark Lancewicz, director of the

landfill. The 2-story pile of abandoned car tires next to the entrance confirmed
this, and one would be shocked to know that electronics do not count as metal.

Only heavy appliances such as stoves, washers, dryers and refrigerators get the
specific metal classification. The Marion County Landfill sees about 40,000-
50,000 tons of garbage a year, the majority of which is from households and our
University. Dump truck after dump truck files in and travels the windy road down
to the active garbage cell where the trash is to be compacted then covered with
clay. Envision a giant layer cake. Colossal mechanic monstrosities pummel the
trash until it is satisfactorily flat. I wondered exactly what I was walking on while
snapping a few pictures of the giant machines, and the springiness of the ground
made me wonder if I might just be sucked down.

Our trash has been coming all the way to Marion County since 1984
when the Franklin County Landfill, located near the airport, closed due to being
full. The Marion County Landfill is projected to reach maximum capacity in

about 25-30 years, assuming that the rate of disposal does not drastically increase.

With increasing student and community populations, alternative solutions must
be sought. So what comes after Marion County? There are always Grundy and
Sequatchie County's landfills. But with every step we take further from Sewanee,
our garbage is causing more and more environmental damage and costing the

University more and more money.

Waste Away is still a viable option, as explored in the last issue. A plant

that takes all types of waste and turns it into soil enhancers and produces no
environmentally damaging waste in the process seems almost too good to be true.

The question remains if this fledgling company could handle dealing with our
baby Blue Whale a day; and the increase of the tipping fee to $38 per ton would
certainly raise a few eyebrows. With that increase of $7 comes the knowledge that

we have invested in the future and hope for a cleaner Earth. The environmental
repercussions of placing our garbage in a landfill, especially one so far away from
the garbage's source, is enough to call for reform.

New Proctors on the Prowl
Becky McCann

With a few exceptions, everyone made it, virtually unscathed, through great impression and are gladly accepted. To give you a head start for next
room draw this week and has a new residence for next year. You have a semester, here is a list of the 2007-2008 Proctors:
room, neighbors, a "really sweet" decorating plan for your new lodgings

(which will undoubtedly go horribly awry and ultimately go the way ofthe Benedict
dinosaurs and the passing hello), and now all you have to do is ensure that T~\ 77

you can run rampant and free from worry in your new dwelling by getting .

e

J
un er

on the good side of your future dorm stafT. Remember, early bribes make a
Amanda Yacko

Cannon
Andrew Gould

Bradley J. Waffa

Cleveland

Alysia Belle

Mary Conkling

Mountain Breeze lee Cream Cafe
UttSSoMittllftNBMHvy

S*Kft*,TN 37375

931-5985000

Hirtd^ipptd GtuMMt l<* Cream
Shakfti* timdMi, SedM

Betitna Splits, Waffle Conn
Smoothies, Froitn Coffa*

• alto •

•§*!•'• Boat Cotftoo Cappuclno • Eiprtato

• plus •

argaata

• Panlni • HotDoga - Chill Dogs • Chill •

And Our Famous Chicago Dogs

Courts

Allan Long

Becky McCann

Hodgson
Corey Barnes

Nikki Holder

Hunter
Kara Holcomb

Phillips

Katie Goijkovich

Trezevant

Jack Cobb

Joey Steuer

Head Proctors
Tsveti Apostolova

Andrew Easton

Elliot

Joel Blackstock

Rex Davis

Hoffman
Chassidy Cooper

Emily Petro

Johnson
Catherine Outten

Ouintard

Chris Clinkscales

Lo Difiore

Tuckaway
Brendan Monks
John Gahan

Gorgas
Carolina Armstrong

Fran Crane

Brad Wills

Humphrey's
Cliff Crutcher

Rachel Watson

McCrady
Sarah Henderson

Jacob Roquette

St. Luke's

Kris Harmon

Elizabeth West

Wiggins
Kate Hall

Head Assistant Proctors
Thomas Ewers

Kate Reed

tea;
Opon Noon Hit 10pm • Tuotdoy thru Sunday

Although next year's Assistant Proctors have been selected already,

they will not be assigned dorms until the Sewanee class of 201 1 has

been assigned rooms (in late July). We hope you're looking forward

to getting to know your future Proctors and neighbors in August!



Extreme Makeover: Constitutional Edition
Wilson Finch
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Apathy and discord, with a dash of
obsolete flavoring; these are the main
ingredients of our current Student

Government. It is hard to believe that

such dissimilarelements could combine
to form our student political structure,

but then again, this is Sewanee where
the bazaar and the traditional will

often prance lovingly across the Quad
hand-in-hand. Yet, these traits have
only lead to the decline and fall of the

Student Government. It is pointless

and ineffective in the minds of many
students, but this does not have to be so.

This semester has seen sizeable efforts

towards changing the operation of the

Student Government. The Order of

Gownsmen and the Student Assembly
have worked to design new governing

practices that will better suit the student

body, mainly by changing the Student

Government Constitution and creating

a new OG Constitution.

The new Student Government
Constitution is a joint effort of the OG
andSAtoupdatethecurrentConstitution

of 1987. The current practices of the

Student Government hardly reflect the

system laid out in the older document.

The old Constitution is simply too old

to keep around anymore. It is about

time that we took the old, flee-ridden

'87 Constitution out to the shed and put

it down. It needs eternal peace, and the

changes seen in the new Constitution

reflect the gravity of this situation.

Beginning with the SA, the

new proposal cuts elected dorm
representatives in half and eliminates

all class representatives. This is done

because the SA has rarely had enough
candidates to fulfill these roles, making
these spots obsolete. Also for this

reason, the officers of the SA are given
the power to appoint members-at-large
to help fill vacancies and keep the SA's
numbers up. Procedures are created for

appointing the SA Treasurer, removing
SA officers, and filling vacancies.
Overall, a much more agile and free SA
will emerge from its currently bloated
form.

The OG is finally made autonomous
in this document. It no longer advises

the SA on legislative matters but
simply "represents the opinions of
gownsmen." Also, theOG has ended its

vassalization of The Purple (meaning
that the OG will no longer appoint the

Editor and that the paper will no longer

be supply the OG with knights).

Yet, even some of the more obscure
elements of the Student Government
have been touched by the reform angel.

The monumental and foreboding

Student Executive and Student Life

Committees have had their obsolete

members removed and replaced by
more relevant leaders on campus, such

as the President of the Gay-Straight

Alliance and the Head RCCs (both of

which have been hoisted to the Student

Life Committee).

Finally, theconstitutionalamendment
process is entirely overhauled. This

change arose from the fact that it is

nearly impossible to make amendments
under the current system. As it

stands, one-half of the student body

must approve any amendments. The
current document might as well have
been carved in stone on Mount Sinai

because they are almost impossible to

change. The new system allows for

two methods of amendment. The first

is the traditional referendum, but with
a lower participation requirement. The
second method of amendment is the so-

called doppelstag or "double meeting."
The SA and/or OG must approve
the amendments at two consecutive
meetings. The amendment process
also has a more equitable sharing of
the amendment power between the OG
and SA. Overall, this document will

prove to be more helpful and effective

than the Florida retiree we like to call

our Constitution.

The new OG Constitution has
been created because we have no OG
Constitution. No, it is not true that we
have reformed the Order of Gownsmen
into the First Empire of the Gownsmen.
Instead, we have attempted to make this

ancient organization more functional

and effective.

Most of the document puts in

writing the regular practices of the

OG; however, the past several years

have shown an increasing need for

guidance and structure. For example,

issues concerning membership were
clarified. The new Constitution states

that the OG has the power to remove
its own members (a power that the

Order has always had but has not

always known about). Also, a process

by which a student may deny his or her

New Plan to Streamline Curriculum:

Cut Down on Sarcasm
JeffPosson

Over the last several months
the school's administration has been

searching for new ways to improve the

academic settingatSewanee, while at the

same time cutting budget expenditures

within the various departments. Last

week, the administration revealed

its bold new plan to streamline the

Sewanee curriculum, a plan that

allows for the tightening of academic

standards, while at the same time

preserving all the various departments

of Sewanee. This new plan calls for

the removal of only one item from the

Sewanee curriculum: sarcasm.

In the words of a high ranking

official, "While I understand that

sarcasm can be fun to read and talk

about, the administration does not

feel it is completely necessary in the

educational atmosphere of the modern
university."

As a result of this policy, the

university is taking steps to remove
any authors whose works, as the

administration puts it, "contain, or have

the potential to contain sarcasm in any

form."

After a week of investigation,

the administration has begun creating

a list of writers, thinkers and speakers

whose works will be removed from

the curriculum. This list includes (but

is not limited to): Jonathan Swift,

Aristophanes, Mark
Geoffrey Chaucer,

Twain, Horace,

Homer, Luigi

Faulkner, The Bronte Sisters, Moliere,

Henry David Thoreau, Victor Hugo,

Lord Byron, Edgar Allen Poe, D.H.

Lawrence, Philip Dormer Stanhope,

Charles Dickens, Laurence Sterne,

Karl Kraus, C.S. Lewis, the Marquis

de Sade, Vladimir Nabokov, Oscar

Wilde, Abraham Lincoln, Tennessee

Williams, Samuel Beckett, Washington

Irving, Christopher Marlowe, Winston

Churchill, Eudora Welty, Thorton

Wilder, Jean-Paul Sartre, William

Butler Yeats, Andrew Lytle, Wallace

Stevens, Nathaniel Hawthorne,

Benjamin Franklin, Elizabeth Bishop,

Marcus Tullius Cicero, Boccacio,

Bertolt Brecht, Erasmus of Rotterdam,

William Shakespeare, and Voltaire.

While many of the language

departments have been slightly put off

membership is created. The tradition

of giving comped seniors their gowns
is included.

Several sections of the constitution

concern less regular matters, or

what we like to call the "Crises

Extraordinaire." Two presidential

resignations in four years, outbursts at

meetings, complaints about leadership,

and many other troubling events have
shaped much of the new Constitution.

The new document creates a permanent

Committee on Grievances to provide

a proper venue for concerns and
screaming matches. In addition, a

process for the reprimand or removal of

officers is added to provide the OG with

the tools necessary for a good scolding

of its leaders. The new document
contains a means of filling vacancies

and of dealing with resignations for

those oh-so-smooth transfers of power.

This means no more power vacuums
and strife for the OG. The Constitution

also includes much of the same
amendment process as found in the

new Student Government Constitution

so that any necessary changes can be

made with ease.

It is the hope that this Constitution

will allow the Order to anticipate

and deal with the many conflicts and

problems that have arisen in the past

and hampered the organization. A new
era of is dawning for the Order.

by these restrictions, two departments

that have expressed extreme irritation

are the departments of Biology and

Anthropology. One official responded.

"Listen I know the people in the

anthropology and biology departments

are upset, and believe me, I love

Charles Darwin's little satires about

humans developing from apes as much
as the next guy, but we have a duty to

the students to teach them important

material that they can use in the outside

world, and we don't have time for tall

tales, especially in the sciences."

It remains to be seen if this

new policy will usher in a new era

of academic excellence at Sewanee.

Personally, this reporter is really

looking forward to it. No seriously, I

mean it, it'll be just great.

Abe Lincoln- too sarcastic?

Pirandello, Alexander Pope, Thomas

More, Petrarch, Juvenal, Tony Hecht,

Philip Larkin, Daniel Defoe, John

Dryden, Ambrose Bierce, Niccold

Machiavelli, William Gibson, Thomas

Jefferson, J.R.R. Tolkien, Emily

Dickenson, Franz Grillparzer, George

Bernard Shaw, Angela Carter, Michel

de Montaigne, The Apostle Paul,

Thomas Carlyle, Harold Pinter, Feodor

Dostoyevsky,Mona Van Duyn, William
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William Blackerby Wins National Greek
Translation Prize

Reprintedfrom www.sewanee.edu

William Thiele Blackerby of

Birmingham, Ala., a sophomore major in

the department of classical languages at

the University of the South won a national

classical languages translation prize for

his translation of Koine Greek.

Blackerby won second place in the

2007 Eta Sigma Phi Maurine Dallas

Watkins Sight Translation Contests. This

contest, now in its 57th year, offers seven

different examinations in classical Latin

and Greek translation and composition.

The 2007 winners were announced at

the annual meeting of Eta Sigma Phi, the

classics honors society that administers

the examinations.

Blackerby's Greek professor this year, Donald Huber, congratulated him
saying that "based upon Blackerby's previous performance and our excellent

program, this doesn't surprise me at all."

Blackerby's achievement adds to a mounting national record of excellence

among Sewanee classics students. The most recent national award winner from
Sewanee before Blackerby was Andrew Gregg, C'05, who received an award in

the Maurine Dallas Watkins Advanced Latin Translation contest in 2005.

Eta Sigma Phi had its beginning in 1914 when a group of students in the

department of Greek at the University of Chicago organized an undergraduate

classical club to which honor students in Greek and Latin were elected to

membership. The organization later united with a similar group at Northwestern

University and became Eta Sigma Phi. In 1924 the society became national, and
chapters were organized at leading colleges and universities.

The goals of the society are "to develop and promote interest in classical

study among the students of colleges and universities; to promote closer fraternal

relationship among students who are interested in classical study, including

inter-campus relationship; to engage generally in an effort to stimulate interest

in classical study, and in the history, art, and literature of ancient Greece and
Rome."

Student prizes range from $25.00 to $75.00.

Student Designer Wins Award for Antigone

Costume Designs

Reprintedfrom www.sewanee.edu

J. Theresa Bush, C'08, received the third place award in the undergraduate

costume design competition held at the 57th annual Southeastern Theatre

Conference in March. Bush is from Winchester, Tenn.

Bush presented her costume design (complete with the production bible,

makeup designs, production photos and an actual hat) for Theatre Sewanee 's

recently produced Antigone.

Seventy-two students from the region competed in graduate and undergraduate

costume, scenic, and lighting design, technology and crafts. The requirements for

the costume design competition required research materials, six color costume
renderings with swatches, and suggested elements included a design statement,

preliminary sketches, detail drawings, a costume plot, and photographs.

Professional designers are invited from regional, Broadway, and international

theatrical venues to adjudicate. David Mikelson, a distinguished costume designer,

adjudicated the student costume design. His career spans years working in New
York, and on the West Coast.

Bush began research and design in the fall for Antigone. Her concept of
"timeless east meets west," reflected a Middle Eastern aesthetic. Renderings
were created with pencil, watercolor, and various resist-techniques for added
texture on watercolor paper. These renderings came to life for the production in

the Proctor Hill Theatre earlier this spring.

The costumes were built in the Sewanee costume shop under the direction of
visiting lecturer, Iisha Lemming Paschall. As the costume designer, Bush spent

many hours researching and formulating her designs, as well as making decisions

about fabric and trim, attending fittings and coordinating costume pieces for the

militia parts. She also taught the actors how to apply their creative makeup (based

on her designs and research).

Bush's award included a cash prize, mention in the next SETC publication,

a third place ribbon and certificate. Her costume design professor, Jennifer

Matthews, was also able to attend the awards ceremony on March 9.

Bush has a summer job as a stitcher for Stages in St. Louis, Missouri, and hopes
to go to graduate school after a gaining a year or two of professional experience.

Meet Pequod
Morgan Taylor

"We're gonna blowthemouttathewater tonight, right guys?" Wilson said,

swooping his hand across his chest and sticking it in midair offstage, silly with
excitement with a sparkle of mischief in his smile. Roger, continuing to break
down his drum set replies, "we don't have an ego or anything, Wilson".

No, you don't have an ego and you are fabulous. Pequod only has a few
more gigs in them and the fans are stretching their life more than the band knows.
Did they not hear the murmur of the crowd after the booming performance on
Saturday night? Pequod satisfies Sewanee more than mom's southern home
cookin'.

IfJack only knew, poor Jack, always shooting for the moon. Wilson spied
over my shoulder and pointed toward my notebook on Saturday, and said with
a chuckle "ha-yeah". The scribble read, "Jack runs the show". Grey sips a Bud
20oz. while he takes advice from Jack gracefully. Grey smiles. They are always
smiling at practice-but Roger. When Roger lets loose on his drums he is so tight,

upright, intense. I never know what Roger is thinking but a dimple forms in his

chiseled cheek telling me he thinks deep. Wilson balances out the seriousness, he
has a Mohawk. Even so, it sits nicely on his head, harmless comb-over, while he

mock plays the harmonica on his tippy-toes. So dreamy.

So get outta bed, time to party because its one more Saturday night and
you can't miss this loveable foursome and their Sewanee tunes.

Take my word for it, you don't want to miss this.

I need to sit in on more practices and bring my notebook to some performances
and do some interviewing. I would also love to get some help on the direction/

angle of the article. I want the reader to be friends with Pequod after they read the

article and I want them to love them, I want it to be intimate and at the end use

the voice of a circus sideshow and announce them to the reader, maybe. I need
advice.

A Profile of Monica C. Lewis: Sewanee's

Brown Foundation CFD Fellow

BoydStith

Those of us who are lucky enough to have had Prof. Lewis realize that

she brings her very own style to the classroom. Every class begins with a warm,
welcoming smile and a gentle "Hello" uttered in a soft demeanor that makes even
the most timid student feel comfortable. The comfort level Lewis invokes during

class is what makes her teaching style so special. Students are able to establish a

close, personal relationship with Lewis in and out of class. Before we delve into

the literature at hand, there's always a few minutes dedicated to the latest gossip

and happenings around campus. Conversation, without a doubt, is always on
order. Any outsiders should be forewarned though. Once you get Prof. Lewis
started, it's off to the races. This author cannot even describe how Prof. Lewis
can take a seemingly inane topic and skillfully relate it to the British wartime

literature. It's one of those experiences that falls under the "you had to be there"

clause.

Lewis' Studies in Fiction Course is one of those academic gems that allows

students to freely interpret the texts and any other relevant fields of academia.

Though we all appreciate those quirky Brits' novels, one of the most important

skills Lewis teaches the class is the art of intelligent, informed conversation.

In the future, should any of my classmates forget Ford Madox Ford or Evelyn

Waugh, I'm positive they will remember the confident atmosphere Prof. Lewis
created in her classroom. As such, this informal profile resembles the relaxed

conversation Lewis' students have come to expect and appreciate.

In our conversation, we started out by discussing Lewis' extensive

educational background. After moving to Columbia, MO, Lewis attended

Hickman High school. She is quick to point out that Hickman High's mascot
is the Kewpie, described by Lewis as "some sort of cherubic troll." After being

forced to deal with this diabolical mascot for a few years, Lewis matriculated at

Washington University in St. Louis. It is here that she continued to develop her

love of the novel eventually graduating with a degree in Comparative Literature.

After graduation, Lewis went straight to Harvard to work on her PhD in English.

When asked about the differences between undergrad English and her studies at

Harvard, Lewis claims that, "Being a Comparative Lit. Major in college allowed

for a lot more leeway. At Harvard, I narrowed my field of study to British

literature."

Once Lewis finished with her two-year course load at Harvard, she

spent three years teaching as a fellow at Harvard and another year at Stonehill

College in Easton, MA. Her move to Sewanee came when she received the

Brown Foundation Consortium for Faculty Diversity (CFD) Fellowship, which,

she notes, was brought to Sewanee by Dean Kipp from Kenyon College. Once
I bring up Sewanee, it's as if Prof. Lewis knows exactly where I'm going with

the conversation. We both admit that it's inevitable tradition comes into the

conversation.

When asked about tradition at Sewanee, Lewis jumps the gun and answers

before I can finish. "Yes, I really do appreciate the tradition here, though this is

admittedly related to my Anglophile tastes. The architecture is wonderful and I

really appreciate the honor code." When pushed to answer some tougher questions

regarding Sewanee's traditions, Lewis calmly pauses while raising her hand to

her chin. I ask her whether or not she thinks there are any inherent problems with

tradition at Sewanee. See PROF. LEWIS, pg. 16



Tragedy Strikes Virginia Tech, Affects the Nation
Becky McCann
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It goes without saying that news
from the outside world tends to seep
into the Sewanee bubble at a snail's

pace. So, when nearly all of Sewanee *s

campus fervently exchanged up-to-

date information about a shooting
taking place almost 500 miles away
on Monday 16 ,h

, everyone knew
something horrifying and monumental
was occurring. Many students were
glued to their computer screens, stalling

at any available television, or making
impatient phone calls in an attempt to

stay up to date on the tragedy rapidly

unfolding on the Virginia Tech campus
in Blacksburg, Virginia. What started

as a double homicide in one of the

school's dormitories at 7:15 am soon
became the largest shooting massacre
to take place at any school in America's
history as Virginia Tech student Cho
Seung-hui proceeded to kill 30 more
people (including 26 students and 4
professors) in Norris Hall (a classroom
building) and leave almost as many
people injured before taking his own
life.

National sympathy and support
tor Virginia Tech instantly ensued as
America followed the gruesome event
which continued to worsen. Many
watched in shock and terror as the death
toll grew in the already overwhelming
state of fear and confusion. Hearts
went out to students and faculty alike
as pictures of injured persons being
earned out of the academic building
began to surface. Perhaps one of the
most horrifying aspects of the massacre
was the silent and calmly steadfast

manner in which the gunman was
reported to have proceeded as he entered
classrooms without warning and began
shooting. In the midstofthe increasingly
worsening news of happenings on
the Virginia Tech campus throughout
the day, numerous Sewanee students
became progressively more distressed

and concerned. After all, several of our
University's students hail from Virginia
and surrounding areas, and even
more have family members, friends,

or friends of friends in that general
region. Even those without direct ties

to people at Virginia Tech empathized
with the victims and felt the severe and
terrifying effect of the tragedy. Carson
Dougherty, a sophomore from northern
Virginia, recalls the immediate impact
of hearing the news of the shooting:
"The worst part was not knowing.
Things are different here, cut off from
the real world ... and Monday I fell

hard. As I was walking out of the
door, to start an uncharacteristically

busy day, my phone rang. A friend had
called to tell me what had happened.
I could only stay on the phone long
enough to understand there had been a
mass shooting at Virginia Tech. I told

myself over and over that although
I know more than 50 people at tech,
there are 30,000 students, and it is

unlikely that someone I know will have
been hurt. My mind had been unable to

imagine the hatred that caused this, the

gruesome act, the fear and the suffering
that one boy caused. I had been unable
to fathom the tragedy."

In the immediate wake of this

disaster, many began looking to the

University for answers. Why weren't
students and faculty made aware of the

first two killings until two hours later?

Why weren't classes cancelled that

morning9 Why didn't the University

implement a lock-down sooner? What
could have been done to prevent this

catastrophe? The authorities originally

believed the dormitory murders were
domestic and had no reason to suspect
any further carnage would occur.

When it became apparent that events
had taken a turn for the worst, a school-

wide lock down was put into action

and all classes were cancelled. The
University eventually cancelled classes

for the remainder of the week and later

decided to allow students to drop a

class without penalty or accept their

current grade in classes without having
the take their final exams. Still, much
like the Columbine shooting in 1999,

this horrific episode has led to larger

arguments concerning gun control laws
and school safety measures.

The Tombstone: A Miscellany of History and Anecdotes
Morgan Taylor

You surely pass the Sewanee
Cemetery on the way to class,

Stirling's, or lunch , but how many have
actually paid a visit to our deceased? A
walk through the cemetery can be an
exhilarating historical journey. Waring
McCrady stated, "The cemetery has a
sort of caste system." At the top of the

hill lie the high-class whites, bishops

and university-related people, and
then the hill slopes down bearing the

poor whites leading eventually to the

blacks. According to James Gipson,
in 1924 poor whites were no longer

buried in the Sewanee Cemetery but

were relocated to the Eastern Star

Cemetery down the street. Before the

1970's integration, there was a woven-
wire fence erected between the races,

protecting whites from the grave-

digging hogs. The following anecdotes

are a guide to your walk through the

cemetery to create a vision of Sewanee
life in the same sequence as the "caste

system".

down."

Maria Galliard Cortes

1920-2099

She laid the tombstone and
placed the strange inscriptionon both her
own and her husband's stone. She still

lives in a North Carolina nursing home
and plans to live until 2099 according

to the dates on their headstone. Her
daughter, Betty, sculpted the tiger in

the Fowler Center.

Edmund kirby-Smi t

h

b. St Augustine, FLA May 16, 1824
Died March 28, 1893

General C.S.A. Feb 1864

Prof. University of the South 1875-

1893

Memorial Day was originally

celebrated in Sewanee on the birthday

of Kirby-Smith. He was the last

surviving man who was a full General
in the Civil War as well as a professor

of mathematics at Sewanee.

Edmund Kirby-Smith III

Col U.S. Army
1916-1994

"non carborundum illigetimi"

Perhaps the most peculiar

inscription in the cemetery, written

in "bastardized" Latin and translates,

"Don't let the bastards wear you

Bishop Quintard

Second Bishop ofTN
Dec. 22, 1824-Feb. 15, 1898

Some would refer to Bishop
Quintard as the second founder of the

University. After the first bishop, Polk,

died in the civil war, it was Quintard 's

job to raise the endowment needed

for the University before its ten year

charter ran out. His mission led him to

Oxford, England. Eventually he earned

the money, erected the school, and

eight students were enrolled in the nick

of time to save the University.

Benjamin Law ton Wiggins

1861-1909

Clara Quintard anticipated a wedding

proposal from Benjamin and carved the

word "yes" into a stone at what is now
known Clara's point. When Benjamin

proposed she pointed to the rock and

they were later married.

Ester Newberry Bruton

1903-196- 197- 198- (as inscribed

on her headstone)

"Where does a man's life begin and

when does it end? Not at the beginning,

not at the end."

Miss Bruton survived her

husband's death to colon cancer and

her infant's sudden death with her only

son, Gaston S. Bruton Jr.. She claimed

insanity after Gaston, who was a Major

in the U.S. Army in World War II

Korea, parachuted out of a plane when
another plane flew too close, resulting

in his death. She died in 1983 and
previously ordered her tombstone with
the above inscription in the University

Cemetery.

Gaston Swindell Bruton PH.D.,
LL.D.

Nov. 22, 1922-Sept. 18, 1968

Gaston, Ester's husband, lived

a simple life and was often seen driving

a rusty, moss-covered 1948 Chrysler

around the Sewanee campus. Bruton
was the University Provost for several

years and kept the University running

under his tight-fisted methods during

hard times. Two years before his death,

he was diagnosed with colon cancer.

Ester surprised him with a new white

Cadillac that he drove until his death.

Joseph Lawrence Parsons, Jr.

1932-1971

In place of a headstone

lie a bench representing health in

association with his health profession.

Parsons replaced Kirby-Smith as the

doctor of Emerald-Hodgson Hospital.

For sport, Parsons would participate in

horse jumping shows. Once at a North

Carolina show, he fell and his horse

crushed him. Instead of being treated

there, he insisted on being taken to

Emerald-Hodgson and did not make it

back to Sewanee alive.

Willie "Six" Sims
Dec. 6 1886-Jan 12. 1950

"For forty years beloved by the

Sewanee men as their athletic trainer."

Willie Six was the beloved

athletic trainer at Sewanee and bore

the number six on his jersey (hence the

nickname). He claimed that he never

once saw Sewanee score (probably

because when this did occur he

turned his back away from the game).

According to his headstone, "He was
known for his gentleness, loyalty,

humility, and Christian charity. He has

left his mark upon us all."

Frances Moseley

Lutan

Oct. 15, 1895-Feb. 13, 1959

"Miss Fannie 's" maiden name.
Rutledge, linked her to a famous
southern plantation family owning
approximately one third of Tennessee

farmland at the time. She earned the

name because her family members
were slaves to the Rutledge family.

"Uncle" Rufus Mosely

1858-1936

"Uncle Ruf ' owned a decent

chunk of Sewanee land and in order

to feed his hogs, he drove around

campus piling garbage into his truck.

Eventually he lost his land because he

was unable to pay taxes. At an upper-

class funeral a deaf, old Kirby-Smith

woman reportedly requested that when
she died she should be thrown on top

of "Uncle Ruf's" slop wagon with one

petunia.

Because Emerald-Hodgson,

now Hodgson dormitory, was the

only hospital between Chattanooga

and Tennessee, a entire section of

the Sewanee Cemetery is sprinkled

with unmarked tombstones. They are

probably attributed to the unknowns
who would crawl out of the woods to

die in the hospital. A walk through the

cemetery will not only give you some

fresh air, but also a sense of Sewanee

history.
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To make it very clear, I don't

trust anyone who doesn't like chanting.

Chanting is a safe, substance free,

and clean activity that any age can

participate in and help bind together a

community. I've always preached this

but finally I've been able to convince

other Sewanee students to join me in

my favorite activity. It took a lot of

hard work and many different chants

lor other students to join in but I

attribute one chanl to this turnaround.

Up until this point, I had been chanting

complex, easily misunderstood words

or names that typically didn't in a

meter or tempo that is easily repeated.

On one beautiful Saturday afternoon,

the perfect chant hit me - "Barbara

Banks". It has three syllables, a name

everyone vaguely knows, it had

beautiful alliteration, and it caught

on like wildfire. Immediately after I

started, people around me looked at

me like I was crazy but soon joined in

themselves, as if they felt compelled to

attribute their voices and pounding fists

to the most perfect chant ever created.

The moment seemed like it lasted

forever - it must have spread sixty deep

and inspired many more.

After this, many students

started "Barbara Banks" chants all

over campus from Pequod shows

to "Pirates" sailing in the middle of

Lake Trez. It became more than what

I had dreamed of and hoped for and

I knew I could take advantage of this

fascination not only with chanting but

specifically with "Barbara Banks."

Why don't I take all of this "Barbara

Banks" spirit and take it to the actual

woman behind the emails? It gave me
shivers imagining this perfect chant

meeting its inspiration. Would people

show up or would I ruin the spontaneity

and randomness that drives the chant

Sophomore Chanter Starts a Chanting Phenomenon
Wilson Bonner

in the first place? Does the fascination

with Barbara Banks lie in the distance

we place between us? I wasn't sure -

but something deep down inside kept

telling me it would be groundbreaking.

"It's her!" someone screamed as all

chanting turned to a cheer of success.

She gave a pseudo-speech and we sang

her a song to the tune of "Barbara Ann"
and everyone dispersed. "The Barbara

m -

This picture was posted on the Facebook group to recruit chantersfor the Barbara

Banks event. Banks is secondfrom the left.

I gave a date, created a Facebook event,

and crossed my fingers that everyone

would show up.

The hour came for everyone I

had reminded and invited to show up

in front of the BC. The chanters began

trickling in around 12:15 PM and the

last few arrived just before we started.

The air was filled with excitement,

anxiety, suspicion, and anticipation.

Signs with Barbara Banks' name were

being held up and about fifty people

including Nicole Lloyd and Jania

Collins were ready to show Barbara

Banks how Sewanee students can

chant. I counted to three and began. The

chant rapidly picked up volume and

after 6 or 7 repetitions the door opened

up to reveal a surprised Barbara Banks.

Banks rally put a face to a name," said

Via Fortier, class of '07, "we finally got

to respond to her to tell her how much
we appreciate what she does in the form

of a good ole chant!" I received at least

five emails from students in reaction

to the Barbara Banks rally. Philly

Williams, class of '09, wrote, "That

was one of the greatest experiences

of my college career—thank you."

Annie Soutter, class of '07, wrote,

"That Barbara Banks event today was

incredible. Please keep me posted for

Carol Doty/ Virginia Cunningham

rallies." See what I've been trying

to say to you people! Chanting is the

greatest and most community driven

activity since yard sales!

Since that ephemeral chant.

other students have come to me giving

me some of their favorite chants or

chanting stories. Via Fortier is one of

chanting's greatest fans and supporters.

She recalled one day after we shared

a rousing "A-T-C" chant, "Chanting

has defined who I am in this chapter

of my life. Once after a good night of

chanting, I went home and Katie Tenille

(class of '07) and I chanted everything

we said and saw until 5 in the morning.

When you come across a good chanl,

you feel it. You like how it sounds

and everything about it. It's hard to

stop sometimes when you know it's so

right." Francis Lynch, class of '09, sat

me down and expressed his feelings

about chanting. "I express myself

through thought-provoking chants.

Many people may ask, 'Francis, what is

that chant supposed to mean?.' but they

obviously don't see the big picture. It's

the tyranny of the masses that brings

meaning to meaningless chants. It isn't

always about the story; sometimes it's

about the storyteller. Many phenomena

bring people together in a community

including government, sporting events,

parades, Facebook groups, potlucks,

and Boy Scout meetings, but to me the

most important and most effective is a

good chant."

If all of Sewanee could just

experience a large crowd chanting

together then the community would

be a better place. Perhaps one day all

of Sewanee could thank Aramark for

what they do by gathering outside

of McClurg and chanting "AR-A-
MARK." Maybe I could thank the

staff of the Purple for letting me write

this article by chanting, "PUR-PLE."

Whatever the chant, whatever the cause,

chanting lifts spirits. The next time you

see me walking around campus, chant

something and I'll be happy to join in!

A Look at Sewanee's Facebook Profiles-

Political Views
44% Conservative

15% Liberal

13% Moderate

13% Very Conservative

4% Very Liberal

4% Other

3% Libertarian

2% Apathetic

2% None Listed

Top Books
1

.

Harry Potter

2. The Great Gatsby

3. Catcher In The Rye

4. To Kill A Mockingbird

5. Pride And Prejudice

6. 1984

7. Angels And Demons
8. Lord Of The Rings

9. Jane Eyre

10. Brave New World

Top Music
1

.

Jack Johnson

2. Coldplay

3. The Beatles

4. Bob Dylan

5. Led Zeppelin

6. Radiohead

7. Pink Floyd

8. The Band

9. Grateful Dead

Relationship Status

37% None Listed

22% Single

21% In a Relationship

10% Married

5% Engaged

3% It's Complicated

2% In an Open Relationship

Top Interests
1. Music

2. Reading

3. Traveling

4. Hiking

5. Running

6. Writing

7. Soccer

8. Cooking

9. Movies

10. Photography

Top TV
1. Family Guy
2. Grey's Anatomy

3. The Office

4. Lost

5. House

6. Entourage

7. Arrested Development

8.24

9. Friends

10. Seinfeld

facebook

Statistics OfSewanee Students

Compiledfrom facebook.com

Top Movies
1. Fight Club

2. Boondock Saints

3. Wedding Crashers

4. Pulp Fiction

5. Garden State

6. Gladiator

7. Anchorman

8. Love Actually

9. Braveheart

10. Old School



Diary of a Bacchus Driver
Meghan Plummer
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"Do you really like driving
BACCHUS?"

I doubt there has ever been a
Sewanee weekend night in existence
where this question has not been posed
to the poor soul behind the wheel of the
fi fteen-passengervan, whichiscomplete
with a drunk-person-beacon (i.e., the
yellow flashing light) on the roof and
blaring music that never quite succeeds
in drowning out the slurred speech of
most BACCHUS riders. On occasion,
many of the occupants will sing along
to the radio or iPod hookup (favorites

include Disney ballads. "Titanic", and
Blind Melon's "No Rain"), running
the words together gleefully until they
stumble out of the van at their respective

destinations, never forgetting to thank
the BACCHUS driver for the ride.

Driving BACCHUS is what
the driver makes it. Those with no
tolerance for (sometimes extremely)
intoxicated persons, radio walkie-
talkies that behave as if they are in the

Bermuda triangle when taken in the

vicinity of Gorgas, or undecided riders

that stick around for most of the five-

hour shift should not drive BACCHUS.
A sense of humor and a substantial

store of patience are required, but even
if one lacks the latter, no worries: a
shift or two will exercise every ounce
of forbearance one possesses. Take for

example, the night a group of about a
dozen students in Humphreys wanted a

ride and proceeded to take turns calling

BACCHUS every 30 seconds (to the

horror of the dispatcher) until everyone
had had a chance to make the call or
the BACCHUS van arrived, whichever
happened first.

A BACCHUS shift, especially

one on Spring Party Weekend, can
often be compared to a drive-through

zoo with the most common creatures

including female specimens in pastel

or eyelet dresses and males donning
everything from class dress to kilts

paired with some form of sports

jersey. Everyone capable of walking,

sometimes those who are not, has some
form of alcohol permanently attached

to their hand. My personal favorite

representation of Sewanee weekend
wildlife was definitely not a current
student. He had probably graduated
class of '49, and I watched as he
hobbled hunch-backed down the street
past DKE, a case of Milwaukee's Best
dangling from a no doubt rheumatism-
ridden hand. Perhaps there are some
Sewanee traditions that never die.

For as many memorable
experiences as BACCHUS provides,
there are many events that go unnoticed
behind the driver, events that are
possibly invisible even with the aid
of the smudged rearview mirror. And

Sewanee's PEN Tutoring Program
Emorie Broemel

"give BACCHUS a call
You may not remember, but it's

the responsible thing to do"

perhaps this is for the best, as the van
is rumored to have hosted its share of
make-out sessions.

Another popular way to share
the love on BACCHUS (besides
bursting out with a drunken, "I love
you!") is to keep the driver company
by sitting shotgun. Not only is he or she
concerned with the riders' wellbeing
(why else would the driver choose to

be subjected to five hours of playing
taxi driver to drunken students waving
their arms frantically as they chase the

van down University Avenue?), but
also the driver knows to which parties

most people are going. Sometimes the
hosts of these said parties commission
BACCHUS to advertise for them,
though advertisement is hardly
necessary on weekends like Spring
Party. On other weekends, a good
number of BACCHUS riders are

sober students that just don't feel like

walking, but last weekend, even the

Friday afternoon shift saw nothing
but decidedly drunken students. As
intoxicated as they may have been, it

is commendable that they were still

sensible enough to call for a ride.

If you are ever in need of a

ride, somewhere to meet someone new,
or a place to sober up, give BACCHUS
a call. You may not remember, but it's

the responsible thing to do.

Subscribe to

etoanee purple!
For $25 each semester, six issues of "The Sewanee Purple"
(including back issues) will be mailed to your home or
other address. Keep up with news at Sewanee from the

students' perspective while supporting one of the oldest,

continuously run campus newspapers in the nation.

Please send your name, address,

and a check or money-order to:

The Sewanee Purple

735 University Avenue

Sewanee. TN 37383

The Sewanee PEN Foundation
(Partners in Education Network)
tutoring program has added more tutors
this, making this semester's the largest

group of tutors since its inception. Since
the fall of 2000, the PEN program has
matched Sewanee tutors with students
throughout Franklin County in need of
extra help. Through grant funding from
the PEN Foundation, the student tutors

earn an hourly wage for their work in
the schools, and are reimbursed for
their travel expenses as well. Sewanee
tutors work with local students for one
hour one or two times per week, either
during class time or after school.

Eight years later, the number of
students and schools participating in the

program has increased significantly.

The PEN Foundation is a local

education foundation that seeks to
improve the qualityoffamily, economic,
and community life in Franklin County.
The Sewanee tutoring program is one
of their many successful endeavors and
is also one of their largest efforts to

improve education in Franklin County.
PEN allocates approximately $9,000
annually to the Sewanee program.
With more Sewanee students wanting
to become tutors this year, there was
a question of whether the Foundation
would be able to meet the increased

funding needs. However, PEN was able
to come up with the additional money,
allowing the program to continue to

grow.

Nancy Daniel, who coordinates

Sewanee's Education Program,
currently administers the tutoring

program. However, any student is

welcome to join the program and does
not have to be associated with the

Education department. Ms. Daniel, who
is running the program for her second
year, is responsible for recruiting

new tutors each semester and placing

them at participating schools. Daniel

places the tutors according to their

preferences for which grade levels and
subjects they would like to work with.

Ms Daniel also says she almost never

turns interested students away from as

tutors and those who apply demonstrate

"a real desire to help."

When the program first began
in 2000, there were only six tutors.

At that time, all six students tutored
science at Decherd Elementary. As the
program has expanded and the number
of available tutors increased, the PEN
Foundation was able to bring Sewanee
tutors to middle and high schools in

Franklin County. Currently, there are
thirty three PEN tutors in six area
schools; Clark Memorial, Decherd,
Rock Creek, Cowan, South Middle
School, and Franklin County High
School.

At Franklin County High
School, Sewanee tutors focus solely on
math, working with students there after

school. At the middle and elementary
schools, tutors come during the regular
school day as well as afterwards to help
with all subjects and homework too.

Sewanee tutors work with the students

one-on-one and in groups of up to four

students.

This program is truly a
community service for those local

students who have fallen behind or
need additional assistance they are not
able to receive from their classroom
teachers. Although PEN tutors do
not work with special needs students

specifically, Daniel says she believes

some of the students who participate in

the program may indeed have learning

difficulties, so any individual attention

they get is helpful. Tutors also work
with students as they prepare for the

TCAPs, Tennessee's standardized

testing.

The teachers and principals

who oversee the tutors in the schools

"are grateful for help and always ask

the tutors to come back," says Ms.
Daniel. In fact, many of the tutors do
go back to tutor for several semesters.

even though this is not required. Daniel
will be sending out a notice to the

College shortly, encouraging students

to become a part of this program.

Official applications for next semester

will go out when students return in fall

2007. If you are interested in becoming
a PEN tutor, contact Nancy Daniel at

ndaniel@sewanee.edu.

CHANGE IN MCCLURG
[continued from the Front Page]

with negative information. Other
workers expressed fear for their jobs
if they provided the newspaper with

positive or negative comments. They
pointed out that a certain group of
staff members have been marked as

informers and consequently ostracized

by co-workers and mistreated by
management. Regarding this change.
The Purple would like to definitively

state that negative information from
staff members regarding Aramark has

not been received fr< cific

employee or group of emp
Em

ll changes. h<

comment!

longer use tin !e Cutter

Plus. One commi
i let.

With so many people

Grease Cutter didn't help." They
believe this change is a step toward a

safer work environment, and they hope
that it signals an entire reevaluation of

McClurg's sanitation procedures and

employee treatment.

Although informal and anonymous
response to the article was vast. The
Purple only received one written

response. This letter to the editor

ived by an employee, but no

iinents u ived

gement.

sewaneepurple.com
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Spring Party Weekend went off

without much of a hitch. Debaucheries

were had, joy was rampant, and only

one student had to spend the night

in the Franklin County jail. "For a

Sewanee weekend, that's pretty good,"

the Chief smiled as we tallied up the

damage. Most students seem to have

avoided legal conflict, and the six or

seven arrests for disorderly conduct or

drunk driving didn't involve anyone

from the University. What the police

did notice, however, was a new trend

in dorm climbing. Apparently, the

time-honored tradition of fraternities

climbing to the roofs of their houses

and yelling to passersby has spread

to the residential buildings. Two male

students, attempting to play a prank

on a friend in Cleveland Hall at 2:30

in the morning, were denied traditional

ingress by the AP on duty. Undaunted,

they attempted to ninja their way into

the second-story room. They would

have been completely successful had

police not come by to foil their escape.

The young mens' intentions were not

specified and were at best "sketchy".

The intentions of some

Spring Party Weekend Police Blotter

Jacob Moore

Hodgeson residents remain mysterious

as they seem to have taken an

"everything must go" approach to

some of the dorm furniture. Police

were baffled as to why the students

would hurl commons room furnishings

off the dorm's balcony, but experts

theorize that this may have been a

drunken attempt at spring cleaning, or

perhaps an activity brought on by the

overwhelming desire to see a couch

soaring through the air.

Vandalism was low this

weekend, but bizarre. An outside light

near the Woods Lab construction site

was destroyed by an errant bocci ball,

hurled by unknown hands. The Chief

can't imagine why a bocci-ist would

show such disrespect to scientific

progress, but the abuse of campus

lights didn't end with the bocci ball

incident. Someone outside the Fowler

Center managed to knock over one of

the decorative black lamp posts. This is

certainly a feat of destructive power on

its own, but the post was dropped onto

a student's car, causing what Chief

Parrott estimates to be over a thousand

dollars worth of damage. So far, no

An unidentified man was seen streakingfrom Shenanigans in broad daylight on Sundax

Tiger of the Week: Mary Katherine Stone
Cory Woodworth

one has come forward to identify the

superhuman villain that accomplished

this, but if anyone has any information

regarding the incident, the police would

appreciate it, as would the owner of the

car.

Towards the end of the

weekend, the police received a call

from a community woman complaining

of a young man jay-walking. Perhaps

jay-walking is not a proper verb, as the

young man seemed to be running from

Shenanigans to the Sewanee Market.

Despite the fact that it was around

3:30 pm on Sunday afternoon in broad

daylight, the woman couldn't accurately

give a description, and nobody else

present at the scene could identify the

young man. Perhaps this was because

he was running buck naked. The Chief

mused, "I guess they weren't looking

at his face."

Aside from the few minor and

mysterious infractions, the campus

enjoyed a fun and safe Spring Party

Weekend. Chief Parrott was happy that

students "trusted our judgment" when
they had too much to drink and were

cooperative when the police offered

them a ride home. The Chief had a

theory concerning the mildness of the

students: with all the non-stop partying,

most people were simply too worn out

to cause much trouble. By the end of

the weekend, "Everyone seemed too

tired to put much effort into breaking

the law," he explained, "except perhaps

for that guy running naked. He seemed

to have some life left in him."

New Coach, New Season
George Twitty

The Tiger chosen as exhibiting

excellence on the playing field (court)

for the week of April 8-14 is women's

tennis player Mary Katherine Stone.

Stone is a junior Psychology major

from Nashville. She attended Harpeth

Hall and is the daughter of Mary and

John Stone.

Stone is undefeated in doubles

and only has one singles loss this season.

This past week, she went 3-0 in singles

and 3-0 in doubles, including the clutch

win to put Sewanee ahead of Emory,

who was ranked first in the region and

second in the nation. She pulled out

two tie-breakers to win the match for

Sewanee after handily defeating the

Eagles' #3 team in doubles. Stone was
down 5-2 in the second set, and rallied

to come back and win that second set.

The match lasted in excess of two and a

half hours. Mary Katherine went on to

win four more matches last weekend, as

Sewanee shut out Mississippi College

and Piedmont

Coach Conchie Shackelford

adds, "Mary Katherine always plays

with heart and passion. She is the soul

of our team."

The Tiger of the Week is

an athlete, chosen by a group of

Athletic Department Employees, who
exemplifies what Sewanee Athletics

is about. This includes outstanding

athletic performance and the belief

that "athletes are further expected to

represent the University and the ideal

of civilized behavior".

(From the Sewanee Athletic

Philosophy).

one of a kind, handcrafted, something special

111111^1111

the art of jewelry

representing regional, national & international artists

Located at Sewanee Station next to Shenanigans • 598-0037
OPfA/Wed-Sat 11-6; Sun 124; Mon & Tue by appointment

"I want players that excel

all around, not just on the playing

field," stated Robert Black, the newly

appointed Head Football Coach for

the Sewanee Tigers. Coach Black

is no stranger to Sewanee athletics.

Lettering in both varsity football and

baseball from '86-' 89, he was named
Sewanee's Athlete of the Year his

senior year.

As a former player, he knows the

value of giving close personal attention

to his players while maintaining a high

expectation of commitment. Coach
Black set the tone early by asking

his players to follow three simple

rules: "Don't embarrass yourself,

don't embarrass your team, and don't

embarrass the University." He wants

to inculcate the same valuable lessons

that his coaches did so in him: "I first

learned to take a handoff on Sewanee's

practice field when I was probably

9 years old from legendary Coach
Shirley." As a player of Sewanee, he

"learned many things about leadership

and playing for the love of the game,
balancing the heavy load of academics

along the way." He certainly has faith

in his players and in his university.

But, Sewanee is gradually raising

academic standards, which could

perhaps hinder recruiting future classes.

Coach Black thinks otherwise— "If a

kid is admitted to Sewanee, they must
have some leadership qualities or they

wouldn't be- here. Recruiting leaders is

exciting to me because I'm guaranteed

to be surrounded with great people."

Along with upcoming freshman, our

school is bringing new coaches; Carter

Cardwell, Offensive Line coach;

Adam Caine, Defensive Coordinator/

DefensiveBackscoach; Paul Knapstein,

Defensive Line coach; and finally.

Tony Coode, Assistant Linebackers

coach. With the introduction of new
coaches and a new system, one would

expect more of the freshmen to play

However, Coach Black has a different

perspective towards next year. "We
will rely on the kids we have. This is

the seniors' last chance to win and there

are no rebuilding steps being taken. We
will play and expect to win."

Coach Black has already made
a huge impact on his players. All-

Star/Frat Star, Bruce Bentley, said that

Coach Black means business when it

comes to Spring practice. He added.

"Hypothetically, last year I could

have dropped an e-mail stating that

I wasn't going to be at Friday spring

practice because I wanted to leave for

the weekend knowing that there would

be no serious repercussions, but this

year is a different story. Now, you need

damn good excuse to miss a workout

and I think that's a good thing." Coach

Black believes in letting the students

make their own choices. He relates

practice to class. "If you miss class

you will have to make up the work.

Same goes for practice. If we miss

practice we will have to make it up.

The players will make good choices

because ultimately they want to be

successful on Saturdays. When our

entire team buys in, they will begin

to care more about other people than

themselves. When selfless decisions

become consistent with the team, the

team will become theirs; and we will

have a chance to win a championship

I hope that time is sooner than later."

If the players can identify with

Coach Black's positive, innovative

attitude, then there will be victory. Yes.

this is Coach Blacks true home, and

we are more than happy to have him

back. Indeed, he has taken too long ot

a vacation.
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Attention Faculty and Students-

Tu|rS

Do you want better wireless coverage for the

campus and surrounding areas?

Contact your Provider and express your concern. Tell
them that you are requesting improved coverage in the

area.
Advantage Cellular

(lingular

Cricket

Sprint/Nextel

T- Mobile

Verizon

1 800 772 8645

1 888 333 665

1

1 800 274 2538

1 800 777 4681

1 800 937 8997

1 800 922 0204

Sewanee STANDing for Justice
Diana Patterson

On this Monday night at the bustling

Bishop's Common, I perch tentatively

on the edge of one of the couches,

summoned to write an article about

Sewanee STAND (A Student Anti-

Genocide Coalition), a new student

organization already boasting a big

presence on campus. The question

everyone asks: "Where's Allison?" To
my right, frazzled freshman Paul Dixon
inquires about one of the Kendrick
twins who, along with a handful of
other dedicated students, holds this

burgeoning organization together. A
group of enthusiastic sign makers,

recycled cardboard in tote, file past

looking inquisitively at Paul wringing

his hands. They anxiously exchange

information, and problems arise.

Guerry Garth will not be available for

the fast approaching benefit concert

for Invisible Children. Seeking a

venue, Paul sends Jack Wyrick over to

Stirling's.

"What kind of music do they play?"

another students asks. Two sign makers

approach hesitantly.

"It's a jam-rock band", Jack replies

as she heads towards Stirling's. The
sign makers come nearer, demanding

details.

"We'll just have to leave it blank

until we find out," Paul says while

checking emails.

"The Nim-Nims...?" I venture,

noting the stressed, scrawling hand
covering the scrap of paper Paul has

placed on my keyboard.

"Yeah, I don't even know these

people," Paul admits (indicating the

Chattanooga four-man ensemble

which will play at Rootsfest 2007 this

month), He looks at me apologetically.

"We're kind of disorganized." But
clearly, Sewanee STAND, despite

their overbooked leaders' modest
concessions about disorganization,

is getting something right. And that

something which motivates these busy
students to give their time and energy

is gaining momentum on our campus.

Although the Sewanee chapter of

STAND earned its charter only three

months prior to this resdess gathering

at the B.C. front desk, this determined

group has coordinated and continues

to coordinate many significant events.

"We're focusing on Invisible Children

this semester," says Paul, "as part of

STAND'S three primary objectives:

'to increase consciousness, nationally

and abroad, about presendy occurring

genocides, to take nonpartisan political

action for a swift and sustainable

solution to the crisis, and to coordinate

national and international efforts to

achieve to two goals above'". For

an entire week in January, Sewanee

STAND hosted a nightly Blackman

auditorium screening of the film

"Invisible Children", a poignant

documentary exposing the conscription

of children in rebel militias in civil-

war ravaged Uganda. Even providing

a babysitter for the screenings, then

and now STAND encourages the

"entire community to get involved" in

awareness events.

Taking inspiration from three young

Americans who traveled to Africa in

search of an adventure and found a

compelling story, Sewanee STAND
invites the community to share in that

story. Before STAND screened the film

in Blackman, they hosted it in various

rooms in Carnegie. One frosty evening,

approximately two dozen students

ducked in the doorway and scurried up

the stairs to huddle in a cold classroom.

They leaned forward, eyes transfixed

on the projector, only tearing them
from the heart-wrenching spectacle

to look at the STAND leadership who
rose to answer questions at the film's

conclusion; almost unanimously "What
can I do?" was on every student's lips.

Their answer came not in words but

in deeds. As part of the "School's for

School's program, Sewanee hopes to

raise $10,000.00 for Lacor Secondary

School in Uganda. With the help of

almost 40 other American schools,

the effort has raised enough money
to provide Lacor with access to clean

water and a water tank. "We are

working towards the construction of a

pit latrine, providing teacher resources,

teacher training and salary, laboratory

supplies, teacher housing, classroom

refurbishing, computers, and internet

access," say STAND members. "We
need your involvement to make this a

reality." And to make this a reality,

over twenty Sewanee students over the

past few months have labored together

to create a beautiful quilt which will

be raffled off during the April 14 th

screening. Enter the drawing by

donating a suggested $2 and by filling

out an entry slip on Wednesday April

11
th from 1:30 P.M. - 3:30 P.M. at the

SPO or by contacting Helen Dauer

hdauer@sewanee.edu or Allison

Kendrick akendric@sewanee.edu to

fill out a slip another time. As hungry

students milled about McClurg during

the past week, Helen Dauer, visionary

behind the quilt, and her patient

companions talked about STAND,
Invisible Children, and proudly

displayed the masterpiece. "It's really

neat," says Allison, "because you can

donate online and immediately see

your money transferred".

As the sign-making extravaganza

in the Bishop's Common nears its

conclusion, students linger. Like

the STAND leadership, they've got

busy schedules, too. "I have to study

for a math exam" says Dan McCoy
regrettably. His own organization.

Hikers With A Cause, plans to hike

the Perimeter Trail Sunday April 15 th

to support Invisible Children. Perhaps

participating students will arrive early

Sunday morning exhausted from the

previous day - the peace rally, the

Invisible Children benefit concert and

screening, and various conferences and

speakers - but the 22 miles hike cannot

dull their enthusiasm. Neither can

the everyday trials of being Sewanee

students deter Sewanee STAND, which

remains at the B.C. until their work is

finished. "Do we have sleeping places

for the bands? Can we pay for their

dinner?" Paul asks. A passing student

leaving another meeting overhears

their conversation.

"When is that Invisible Children

thing?" she asks. Several eager

students simultaneously jump to

answer her. With the exemplary

passion and guidance of Sewanee

STAND, Sewanee students will make

a difference in Uganda and in whatever

future projects STAND adopts.
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ACROSS
1 With 49-Across, Qui-Gon Jinn

portrayer

5 More than flirt with

10 Spanish eyes

14 Marine eagle

1

5

Fencing swords

16 One who combines affluence

and job success with countercultural

leanings

17 Lincoln player in film of 1939

19 Sufficient, in old verse

20 Giant snake

21 Reliever's stat

22 Dwell

23 Brightly colored butterfly

26 James Jones

28 "Copy me"
3 1 They get you moving

34 Dickens's Heep

36 East Berlin was its cap.

37 "Exodus" hero

38 Reagan player in film of 1982

40 Stable diet?

41 "Attack!" in dog lingo

42 Bye-bye in Bordeaux

43 "Mr. Roboto" band

44 "Rest a spell!"

46 Stitched

49 See 1 -Across

51 Practical, as a plan

55 Schemes

57 Great spot to speed

59 Bestselling Xbox game
60 Grant player in film of 1999

62 Galileo's sci.

63 Lacking skill

64 Straight arrow

65 What "you" used to be

66 Double agents

67 Julia's "Ocean's 11" role

DOWN
1 Franz who composed "The Merry

Widow"

2 "Me, Myself & "

3 Kournikova, et al.

4 "Tender " (1983 Robert Duvall

film)

5 Man with a mansion & magazine

6 Popular mp3 player

7 Good class start time

8 Wordy British ref. work

9 Code-breaking org.

10 Witchcraft fetishes

1

1

Roosevelt player in film of 2001

12 Instrumental duck in "Peter and

the Wolf'

13 Plants

18 Oz's green Jedi Grand Master

21 Warren of Cooperstown

24 Loathsome

25 Mufasa's cry

27 Ida of '30s-70s Hollywood

29 June 6, 1944

30 African antelope

31 Boundless

32 Diva's ditty

33 Jefferson player in film of 1995

35Hwy.
38 Interest figures

39 Date of March madness?

43 Harass like a hound

45 Pooh's pessimistic pal

47 Decathlon units

48;)

50 Clancy creation

52 Potato capital

53 Actresses Turner and Kennear

54 Perfect places

55 Hot, hip-hop-style

56 LaRue of low budget oaters

58 Main part?

60 Actress Basinger

61 U2 producer Brian

s
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Prof. Lewis

[continued from Page 10]
acclimating myself to the superficiality of the dress code, I really don't have any

other issues. I was used to t-shirts and jeans in college. I had to buy a whole new
wardrobe.

. .at Anne Taylor Loft in Chattanooga." Besides the wardrobe debacle,

Lewis admits that many of Sewanee's issues with tradition are no different than

the rest of society's. She claims that, although this is a pretty idyllic place to go

to school, Sewanee still isn't immune from a few "issms" that pervade society,

namely class-ism and racism. We delved into this subject some more when Lewis

mentioned the book Ely; An Autobiography. The book chronicles the life of Ely

Green, a black boy who grew up in Sewanee in the early 1900s. It is here where
Lewis admits that if she could change one thing, she would make Ely required

reading for all incoming freshman. She raises a good point. I think incoming

freshman could learn more from a book like Ely than my class did from reading

Jared Diamond's Collapse.

My last question involved Prof. Lewis' future. She plans to get married

this June in Boston and move to Washington D.C. with her husband to teach at the

Charles E. Smith Jewish Day School. Asked about the transition from teaching

on the college level to the high school one, Lewis mentions that the only thing she

is worried about is the structured lifestyle. Finally, I was curious to know what
it would take to get her to stay at Sewanee. Interestingly enough, Lewis admits

that she considered it for some time earlier in the year. Had she been offered a

job with more security than the one-year adjunct position the school gave her,

we could still have had the chance to enjoy her company on the mountain. To
all of her students, Prof. Lewis' eventual departure is a shame. Sewanee really

should wise up and do everything in their power to hold on to great teachers

like Lewis. In the end though, all of Lewis' students are lucky to have had an

inspiring learning experience. Let's just hope the school continues to draw the

kind of talent that makes Prof. Lewis so special.
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SASXQ JZYOC LSFCU JOK JZCBXSBK MI

KSPOXORS PSMPTS TFAFCU ZCBSX JFK

KVFC. RJS ROTSCR MI O HXFRSX FK JFK

OLFTFRQ RM UFAS RJSY RJSFX KSPOXORS

COYSK, FBSCRFRFSK, PSXKMCOTFRFSK OCB

JOAS RJSY XSTORS RM MRJSX

DJOXODRSXK TFAFCU HFRJ JFY
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